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The use of mobile bar code scanners is expanding to markets beyond popular

manufacturing uses, such as healthcare, environmental testing and professional

services. The successful interaction of users with mobile bar code scanners is of great

importance from a business and technology perspective as well as from the user

standpoint. Interaction problems associated with these devices may cause errors in

data collection and affect job performance due to frustration, resulting in a potential

impact on internal costs.

The primary objective of this research was to develop design guidelines for the

reengineering of keyboard designs for mobile bar code scanners. A secondary

objective was to determine the effectiveness of current bar code scanner designs and

how they can be related to other mobile technologies to develop a link across research
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areas. To accomplish these objectives, three different mobile bar code scanner

keyboard designs were investigated: multiple-alphabetical, single-alphabetical and

single split-Qwerty. A total of 42 subjects (18 females and 24 males) were recruited to

participate in the experiment that was conducted to validate the research hypotheses.

Time and accuracy data were recorded during the experiment and workloadlsubjective

questionnaires were given to each participant following interaction with the different

mobile bar code scanners.

The following conclusions were reached based on the experimental results and

are considered the major contributions of this research. First, an alphabetically laid

out keyboard with multiple keys results in more time to find a character, a higher

percentage of time spent typing incorrect lines, and a higher error rate than an

alphabetically laid out keyboard with single keys. Perceived workload was also higher

for a keyboard with multiple keys versus one with single keys. Second, no significant

differences were found in the time to find a character, the percentage of time spent

typing incorrect lines, and the error rate between keyboards with single keys, whether

they are laid out alphabetically or in a split-Qwerty design. Finally, training a user on

how to use a specific mobile bar code scanner keyboard layout often results in higher

character rates, less time spent typing incorrect lines, and a lower error rate.
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Keyboard Design Deficiencies of Mobile Bar Code Scanners

1.0 INTRODUCTION

Bar code based information systems that use scanners for data collection are used

extensively in different business environments such as manufacturing, healthcare, and

retail. A major reason for the use of bar code systems is the faster collection of data

and the reduction of errors (when compared to data collected manually by an operator)

resulting in much more accurate data and lower costs to a company (Smith & Offodile,

2002; Erdei, 1993).

Bar code based information systems are typically composed of several

scanning devices linked to a central computer system which contains information

about bar coded products (e.g., item description, item location, and pricing

information). Scanning devices are either directly wired to the computer system or

communicate wirelessly through an access point. The central computer system can

also be linked to other offices for data centralization to track inventory and sales

remotely. Figure 1 shows an example of a wireless bar code system.

Figure 1. Wireless Bar Code Data Collection System
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1.1 Bar Codes and Bar Code Scanners

Bar codes were first introduced publicly by Radio Corporation of America (RCA) in

1971. The adoption of the Universal Product Code (U.P.C.) by early 1973

transformed bar codes from a technological curiosity into a business juggernaut (RCA,

2004). PSC Inc. made the first UPC bar code scan on a pack of Wrigley's chewing

gum in 1974 starting the use of bar code scanning (PSC_1, 2005).

Bar code scanners were first used exclusively as stationary data collection

devices since they had to be tethered to a controlling unit (e.g., desktop computer). By

the early 1 990s, mobile wireless bar code scanners were becoming a viable automatic

data collection technology. In 1990, Symbol Technologies introduced Spectrum One®

as the first commercially available, transaction-oriented spread spectrum wireless

LAN network. Symbol also introduced the first bar code scanner unit (i.e., LRT 3800)

with combined scanning, portable computing and spread spectrum RF

communications capabilities in 1990 (Symbol, 2004). In 1991, Intermec invented a

Personal Area Network (PAN) using low-cost wireless links to eliminate cables

between portable or body-worn devices (Intermec, 2004).

Mobile wireless scanners provide more freedom to users by not requiring bar

coded items to be moved to a central location for data collection. Numerous studies

exist in the literature that prove that the use of bar code based wireless data collection

systems have reduced costs and errors in the retail and healthcare industries (Douglas

& Larrabee, 2003; AIM Global, 2005; Burke, 1990; Erdei, 1993). However, the

increase in mobility has created issues as well. For example, the size (and
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consequently the weight) of mobile wireless scanners has been reduced to make them

more portable, forcing designers to include more functionality in a smaller footprint.

Graphic user interfaces (GUTs) must then be designed to fit smaller screens, thus

increasing their navigation complexity. Additionally, more functions are now

associated with fewer (and smaller) keyboard buttons forcing operators to recall

complicated sequences to be able to interact with the device. It is clear that

technological advances are associated with human computer interface issues; thus, the

advancement of simple bar code scanners to mobile bar code scanners may have a

negative impact on a user's productivity due to the inability to properly and accurately

operate a device.

1.2 Mobile Bar Code Scanners

Numerous designs of mobile bar code scanners are currently available in the

marketplace. These vary from simple scanning devices with no controls to units that

integrate multiple data entry interfaces such as a keyboard, pen, and speech. These

second group of devices, often referred to as mobile computers or mobile bar code

scanners, have more advanced features including interactive interfaces and operating

systems similar to those found in personal digital assistants (PDA5) and/or personal

computers (PCs). The use of mobile bar code scanners is expanding to markets

beyond popular manufacturing uses, such as health-care, environmental testing and

professional services. According to marketing reports, the demand for these devices is

expected to exceed 12 billion units by 2008, as depicted in Figure 2 (Terry, 2005).
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2OO

2OO

Worldwide Unit Shipments for Mobile Computers in
Enterprise Applications

(Includes commercial-grade, ruggedized, and fully rugged computers

Millions

Figure 2. Anticipated Increase of Mobile Computer Use (Terry, 2005)

A few examples of bar code scanning devices are depicted in Figure 3. All of

the devices shown can perform the basic functions of scanning bar codes and differ

mainly in their capabilities beyond this function. For example, simpler devices like

the one shown in Figure 3a are used only for gathering information about a bar code;

there are no other capabilities associated with them. The devices in Figure 3b, 3c and

3d are more advanced since other capabilities/functions such as reading information

on the device display, entering/selecting information using a stylus or keyboard, and

log-in capabilities for better security can also be accomplished with the devices.

Examples of where these types of scanning devices are used in industry, including

typical makeup of the device, are presented in Table 1. The information included in
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Table 1 is not meant to be a comprehensive list since devices vary significantly across

industries, but it shows how the different designs are generally employed to assist

workers.

*

j7

L
(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 3. Examples of Different Scanning Devices (PSC_2, 2005)

Table 1. Bar code Scanning Devices and Their Use in Industry

Company! Part Device Input Type System Common Industry
# Communication Focus

Symbol/L52208 Basic Scanning Scan only Cable (i.e. USB; POS (retail & pharmacy);
Device RS232) In store inventory

tracking! control;
Education - book
checkout

Symbol/ Key Entry Type Scan, Keypad Cable or through Auto. Ordering; tracking;
MC9000-S Scanning Device wireless logistics; vehicle and

connection baggage tracking
PSC/ Falcon Compact Key Scan, Keypad Cable Retail; Light Industrial
PT4O Entry Type tasks

Scanning Device
(cell phone size)

PSC/ Falcon Key or Pen Entry Scan, Keypad, Cable or through Warehouse; distribution
4400 Series Type Scanning Stylus wireless center; retail in store

Device connection environments,
PSC/Falcon Pen and compact Scan, Keypad, Cable or through Retail; warehousing;
4220 key Entry Type Stylus wireless logistics

Scanning Device connection
(PDA style)



1.3 Research Motivation and Objectives

The successful interaction of users with mobile bar code scanners is of great

importance from a business and technology perspective as well as from the user

standpoint. Interaction problems associated with these devices may cause errors in

data collection and affect job performance due to frustration resulting in a potential

impact on internal costs. From the perspective of the manufactures of such

technology, if a device is difficult to use, most likely other alternatives will be sought

by a potential user to complete ajob (such as recording information by hand).

Mobile technology devices such as PDAs and cell phones have received a

considerable amount of attention with respect to usability and specific design

deficiencies. Specific studies include issues related to the presentation of information

or keyboards on small screens (Mackenzie et al., 1999; Wright et al., 2000; Brewster,

2002; Sears & Zha, 2003). Design concerns with the display size and

navigation/interaction on these smaller devices has also been investigated (Omori et

al., 2002; Jonsson, 2003; Christie et al., 2004; Venkatesh, 2003). By performing

usability engineering in the development of devices, a decrease in development and

support costs and an increase in products meeting customer needs could be achieved

(Enrlich & Rohn, 1994).

Mobile bar code scanners, however, have received very little attention even

though they may suffer from similar design problems. Therefore, the primary

objective of this research was to develop design guidelines for the reengineering of

keyboard designs for mobile bar code scanners. These design guidelines were
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developed based on observations made of users interfacing with the devices, combined

with similar results from previous research of mobile devices. The design guidelines

could be used by the developers of such technologies to potentially increase sales and

decrease errors. A secondary objective was to determine the effectiveness of current

bar code scanner designs and how they can be related to other mobile technologies to

develop a link across research areas.

In order to accomplish these objectives, several test subjects were recruited to

represent actual users of a bar code system. Actual performance (i.e. task completion

time and number of errors) and perceived performance (i.e. workload assessment with

the NASA Task Load Index (NASA TLX) questionnaire format) were used as metrics

to assess the impact of different mobile bar code scanner keyboard designs. The

results were compared for the devices in order to reach a conclusion regarding the

effects that keyboard layout had on time and accuracy measures and perceived

workload.

Due to the difficulties that have been encountered in other mobile devices and

the desire to avoid errors and problems in the interaction with mobile bar code

scanners, the objectives of this research were:

1. Identify the main problems found with keyboard design of mobile bar code

scanner.

2. Investigate the potential effect that training may have on a user's

interaction with different keyboard layouts of mobile bar code scanners.



3. Develop suggestions for the re-engineering of such devices that may have

the following effects:

a. Increased productivity and reduced costs

b. Increased job satisfaction

4. Determine whether or not a relationship exists between use errors in mobile

bar code scanners and other mobile devices to enable linked research

across technologies.



2.0 LITERATURE REVIEW

Evidence found in the literature indicates that current designs of mobile technologies

such as personal digital assistants (PDAs) and cell phones have significant impacts on

their ease of use and successful interactions with users (Mackenzie et al., 1999;

Kristoffersen & Ljungberg, 1999). However, the study performed by Galbraith and

Babu (1987) with respect to display formats and operator read error is the only

evidence found that specifically addresses usability issues with mobile bar code

scanners. Therefore, there is a need for further research that specifically addresses

potential problems with and possible improvements to the physical design of mobile

bar code scanners with the ultimate objective of improving usability.

Similar to mobile bar code scanners, there are many designs for PDAs and cell

phones currently available to users. Several differences exist amongst these designs,

which could have possible impacts on the successful and desirable use of such

technologies. Design considerations are therefore extremely important, but are often

not the focus as technological capabilities increase (Kristoffersen & Ljungberg, 1999).

Considerations of mobile technology designs include type of data entry (e.g.,

keyboard, pen, etc.), display and font size, display color and layout, keyboard layout

and key assignment functions, and available operations, including presentation of the

result of these operations. When implementing a design, various human

characteristics need to be taken into account, including information-processing

abilities, interaction dynamics, communication, and physical and physiological issues

(York & Pendharkar, 2004). Because the workforce contains such a wide diversity of
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users, the final design of mobile technologies needs to be usable to accommodate a

range of ages, computer experience, possible handicaps, and other abilities while

maintaining a high level of functionality (Omori et al., 2002). This presents a

challenge to designers and is of significant concern for this research.

Table 2 presents a sample of the literature reviewed in this research. It is

evident that a number of studies have been performed concerning the use of mobile

technologies, especially with regards to screen and key layout. Often times, the

literature on key layout include presentation of keyboards on screens and/or key size.

A review of the literature showed that there is both a lack of studies specifically on the

layout of physical keys on mobile devices (i.e., cell phones and PDAs), as well as on

mobile bar code scanner designs. This helps to support the need of this research.

Figure 4 provides a hierarchy of the most prominent design considerations

found through the review of literature and standards. This diagram separates mobile

design issues into two main categories: interface design decisions and cognitive

limitations.

The rest of this chapter is organized to provide a background on the source of

the problems encountered when using mobile devices. The following sections will

address each portion of the diagram shown in Figure 4 individually to provide a more

in depth look at the possible sources of problems in designs and the main

considerations one should be aware of when developing mobile technology platforms.
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Table 2. Sample of Literature Focusing on Specific Mobile Technology Issues

Reference _________Issues_Explored Tech.
FocusMobile

Usability
Input
Type

Screen &/or
Keypad
Layout

Christie et al., 2004 PDAs
Gaibraith & Babu (1987) Barcode

Scanner
Mackenzie & Zhang (2001) N/A*
York & Pendharkar (2004) V N/A*
Kristoffersen & Ljungberg
(1999)

I PDAs

Omori et al. (2002) Phones
Jonsson et al. (2004) PDAs;

other
Brewster (2002) PDAs
Kjeldskov & Stage (2004) PDAs;

Phones
Venkatesh et al. (2003) PDAs;

Phones;
PCs

Ziefle (2002) Phones
Sears & Zha (2003) PDAs;

Phones
Searsetal.(2001) N/A*
Wright Ct al. (2000) PDAs
Chae & Kim (2004) '.1 Phones

N/A means that the research was conducted on non-mobile devices



Keyboard Design Choices
Key Layout
Key/Keyboard Size
Key Function

Mobile Technology
Design Problems

interface Design
Decisions

Display Design Choices
Iconl Menu Layout Output Choices
Font Size Visual

Saeen Size Auditory
Colon Brightness

Perceived Complexity
Semantics
Schema Building

Cognitive Limitation
Considerations

Attention Factors Memory Restrictions
.Dnlded Attention Short Term Memory
.Dual Task Interference Long Term Memory

Figure 4. Hierarchy View of Prominent Design Considerations Suggested by a Literature Review for Mobile Technologies

t'J
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2.1 Mobile Technology Design Problems

There are several design considerations that have to be taken into account when

dealing with mobile technologies. These can be categorized into interface design

decisions and cognitive limitations, as shown in Figure 4. Interface design is

concerned with the actual interface between a user and a device and includes keyboard

design choices, display design choices and output choices. The areas related to

cognitive limitations (i.e., perceived complexity, attention factors and memory

restrictions) refer to how these limitations may affect interface interactions and the

role they play in the successful interaction with devices.

2.1.1 Interface Design Decisions

The design choices that could be incorporated into an interface design to facilitate

human-computer interaction can become quite complex. There are numerous

decisions to be made from the initial design size and function to the input method,

screen type and size, and desired feedback. For example, judgments that must be

made on the screen size and type are discussed along with a brief look at output

choices, also referred to as feedback from a device.

Despite the fact that multiple methods exist to input data into a mobile device

(e.g., stylus, keyboard, speech input, etc.), keyboard input will be the focus of this

study. The design choices that affect keyboard design are discussed in the following

section.
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2.1.1.1 Keyboard Design Choices

An input method familiar with most users of computer-based devices is the keyboard.

In the case of mobile devices such as PDAs, cell phones and mobile bar code scanners,

the majority of designs have at least a limited number of functions which can be

accomplished via a keyboard. The following sections discuss some of the more

prominent design factors which may affect the successful interaction between the user

and the device.

2.1.1.1.1 Key Layout

In the development of mobile devices, the layout of the keyboard has to be adjusted

due to the reduction in the size of devices, as compared to standard computers. This

change in keyboard design has been found to have negative effects on the successful

interaction between the user and the device. Various keypad layouts have been

employed in the past, and the research literature often tries to compare the layouts with

each other. The most common keypad layouts used in the design of mobile devices

include Dvorak, ABC, Telephone, JustType (more than one letter per key), and the

traditional Qwerty layout. Other layouts which have been utilized include the Fitaly

and half-Qwerty layouts. The latter was developed for one-handed touch typing where

the keyboard only had half of the number of keys of a standard keyboard; the keys

were the standard size. The letters corresponding to the other half of the keyboard

were chosen by holding down the space bar (i.e., two letters were assigned per key)

(Matias et al., 1996). The experiment and trials performed by Matias et al. (1996)
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found that two-handed touch-typists could quickly adapt to the one-handed method of

the half-Qwerty keyboard, and up to 73% of their two-handed speed was achieved.

This method allowed the other hand to be free for other tasks. Figure 5 depicts various

types of keyboard layouts.
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(f) Fitaly layout

(b) ABC layout

(d) Telephone layout
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(e) JustType layout

Figure 51 Examples of Various Keyboard Layouts

1 Pictures of Qwerty and Dvorak keyboard layouts from:
http ://www.ilovej ackdaniels.comldvorakldvorak-vs-gwerty/ ; pictures of all other
keyboard layouts from: Mackenzie et al., 1999
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In the case of a keyboard displayed on a screen (often referred to as "soft

keys"), a pen device is required. A comparison among different keyboard layouts of

this type indicated that the Qwerty layout performed the best (Mackenzie et al., 1999;

Sears et al., 2001). Another experiment by Francas et al. (1983) tested the numeric,

alphabetic, and Qwerty layouts, finding that the numeric was preferred the least and

often caused much irritation due to number of required keystrokes. Furthermore, it

was found that between Qwerty and alphanumeric layouts, the Qwerty was

significantly faster in performance and was preferred by 19 out of 20 subjects (Francas

et al., 1983). Other experiments have also found that the Qwerty keyboard is faster or

preferred above an alphabetic layout. In fact, Michaels (1971) found that the Qwerty

keying rates were significantly higher when compared to an alphabetic layout for

skilled typists and there was no difference found between the two layouts for low-

skilled typists.

Similarly, Norman and Fisher (1982) found that non-typists performed better

with the Qwerty layout over different arranged alphabetic layouts and concluded that

this may be due to the idea that an alphabetically laid out keyboard only helps when

there is a relationship with the letter position in the alphabet and the key placement.

Furthermore, an alphabetical layout may be disadvantageous since a combination of

memory search for location of the letter in the alphabet then visual search to find it on

the keyboard must be done (Hirsch, 1970). In contrast, a Qwerty layout should only

require a visual search for non-typists. Even after seven hours of training on an

alphabetically arranged keyboard, it was found that low-skilled typists were not able to



match or exceed their input rate, without training, on a Qwerty keyboard. Training on

the Qwerty keyboard did however significantly improve their input rate (Hirsch,

1970). In contrast to the above findings, one study that looked at typing in a single

letter found that younger novice users had a significantly faster response time (time to

find a presented letter on keyboard) for an alphabetic keyboard as opposed to a

Qwerty keyboard (Nicolson & Gardner, 1985).

A common problem found with keyboards that were presented on the display

is that they take up screen space (Mackenzie et al., 1999). It was also found that

double letter errors were more prominent in pen input (soft keys) versus typical

keyboards (hard keys) due to the use of wrong pressure (Wright et al., 2000).

Additionally, errors with pen-based text input did not quickly improve with practice,

and no difference was found between younger and older users (Wright et al., 2000).

2.1.1.1.2Key/Keyboard Size

As discussed previously, there are multiple layouts that can be chosen in keyboard

design. In addition to the layout of the keyboard, the size of the keys is an important

consideration and can influence interaction with a device. Key size may affect the

user's interaction with regular keys found on a typical mechanical keyboard/keypad as

well as with keys that are displayed on a screen and normally selected with a stylus

(referred to as "soft keys.") It was found that even when sound was used to enhance

the use of smaller "soft keys", some as small as 2.5 mm2 (.0984 in2), these keys did

not surpass the use of larger on-screen keys even when the larger keys did not have
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sound (Brewster, 2002); however, the amount of data entered was not greatly affected

by smaller keys. Another experiment on screen keyboard size (Sears & Zha, 2003)

found that changing the keyboard size did not significantly change data entry rates or

the amount of uncorrected errors. Most keyboards use keys of .5 square inches in size

and normal key spacing is .25 inches between keys (Shneiderman, 1998). The design

of cursor movement keys, or arrow keys, is important in keyboard designs, especially

where users might have to scroll through a form. There are many different layouts for

these types of keys as well and often the same function can be accomplished with use

of different keys, e.g., the TAB, HOME or END key (Shneiderman, 1998).

Furthermore, it has been found that placing multiple letters on each key versus single

letters will increase search time for that letter in keyboard layouts considered to be

familiar (Sears et al., 2001).

2.1.1.1.3 Key Function

Systems are often designed to include special keys which act as "short cuts" for

particular functions. These function keys are especially useful for users when a task is

performed frequently and speed is desired without the need for high level typing skills

(Wickens et al., 1998). Some specific guidelines for these keys include arrangement

into groups, minimization of qualifier keys (such as ALT, CTRL, etc.) and placement

away from keys with undesirable consequences, such as a delete key (Wickens et al.,

1998; NASA Standard, 1995).
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2.1.1.2 Display Design Choices

The screen that is used to display information to a user can vary in design. Important

design decisions include icon and menu layout, screen and font size and the use of

color and brightness.

2.1.1.2.1 Icon/Menu Layout

The layout of icons or menu choices is another area which needs to be addressed and

can impact user performance. An experiment by Christie et al. (2004) found that

regardless of actual performance, users preferred a simple hierarchy layout, where

higher level options are chosen to get down to a lower level option, over a grid type

layout where all choices were presented at once.

2.1.1.2.2Screen and Font Size

The advancement of technology for smaller mobile devices has resulted in smaller

screen interfaces. There are many problems arising from the reduced size of the

interface such as abbreviations and difficulties for those with even minor eyesight

problems. This is especially important in the reading of the display by older operators

where vision capabilities are often more reduced than those of younger operators

(Omori et al., 2002). Considerations of those who have poor eyesight include older

adults who are becoming more of a substantial portion of the workforce (Kirchhoff,

2005). Research has shown that mobile phone interface design has a significant

impact on the number of errors an older adult makes while interacting with the device.
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Thus, a longer vertical length of letters and high contrast ratio should be provided to

these users (Omori et al., 2002). One of the main characteristics of older adults tested

in the experiment by Omori et al. (2002) was near sightedness and cataract cloudiness;

it can be assumed that younger users who also have similar eyesight problems would

have the same results. Other challenges include how to present information on a

handheld device. Research has found that the smaller display of a mobile computer

should result in a scaled-down version of how the information might be presented on a

regular PC monitor so that scrolling through the window was not necessary (Jonsson,

2003). Furthermore, it has been found that the size of a display has considerably

more impact on performance than the complexity of the information presented

(Christie et al., 2004).

2.1 .1 .2.3 Color

In addition to icon layout, menu layout, and the size of the screen and font, another

significant design consideration deals with the use of colors and font in displays. If

the designers wish to direct a person's attention to more common tasks within the

device, a cue of a different font, weight or color should be used to separate it from

surrounding information. This idea was tested by Kahneman by the use of cues, and is

referred to as causing enduring dispositions where a person involuntarily redirects

their attention (Reed, 2004). Additionally, there are indications that color can behave

two-fold, either attracting appropriate interest or becoming a distraction (Chalmers,

2003; NASA Standard, 1995). Therefore, color should be carefully chosen to prevent
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confusion that may translate into errors. For example, related menu items or features

should be presented with the same color to provide a relationship between items

(Smith & Moiser, 1986; Shneiderman, 1998). The limits of color-deficient users

should also be considered as they account for about 8% of the North American and

European users (Sbneiderman, 1998). Wickens et al. (1998) state that color should

only be used as a means for redundant coding; thus used conservatively.

2.1.1.3 Output Choices

When a user enters information into a device, it is reasonable to expect that they want

to know that the information was received. This is accomplished by feedback or

output from the device; this output can be visual or auditory. These two methods are

discussed briefly in the following sections.

2.1.1.3.1 Visual

Visual output simply refers to the feedback a device gives a user via a display.

Displays can be either monochrome or in color and they vary in size (see section

2.1.1.2). The amount and presentation of information on the display at one time is one

of the decisions a designer must make.

2.1.1.3.2Audito,y

Another popular feedback approach is that of an auditory type output from the mobile

device. The use of non-speech sound as a feedback method allows the use of smaller
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buttons without greatly reducing the amount of data entered. Thus, on devices such as

PDAs, sound should always be used (Brewster, 2002). The use of non-speech

Soundgraphs, graphs which change pitch, was also found to effective to reduce the

visual focus of a user for dynamic data; this also reduced workload (Brewster &

Murray, 2000).

2.1.2 Cognitive Limitation Considerations

The design of mobile technologies has an influence on how successful the user-device

interaction will be. McAlindon (1992) states that "an effective user interface allows

the user to form an accurate cognitive representation of the software structure."

In addition to the screen display design, the contents of the display (e.g., icons)

and the navigation through screens are other important considerations on interface

design. This section considers attention, short term memory and long term memory

limitations that should be considered when designing and laying out the screen

contents as well as navigation features in mobile devices.

2.1.2.1 Perceived Complexity

The complexity level of a device is often times difficult to determine, especially by a

designer who is familiar with it. Therefore, there are some basic ideas that should be

explored in the design and presentation of information including the semantics used

and the idea of schema building. Semantics and schema building are discussed further

in the following sections.
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2.1.2.1.1 Semantics

Semantics refers to the relationship between signs or symbols and what these

signs/symbols represent. The semantics used can seriously impact the interaction with

the user (McAlindon, 1992) and is often an area of disconnect between designers and

users (Stary & Peschl, 1998). A study by Park et al. (2000) found that when users

thought tasks were semantically similar, the design should lend to the ability of

performing tasks in a consistent way, which can help reduce the perceived complexity

of the design and decrease the error rate.

Semantics are a very important subject in cognitive psychology and it is not

surprising that this is an important consideration in devices that rely heavily on user

interaction. In fact, a substantial amount of information is organized semantically in

human memory. The notion of knowledge being stored in a semantic network is

presented by the spreading activation model by Collins and Loftus in 1975, and

provides important assumptions in regards to how information is processed based on

how close concepts are semantically related (Reed, 2004). Even though some

criticism exists for this model, it provides some essential assumptions not addressed in

other semantic models. With consideration to these model concepts, designers could

apply semantics to their interface design. For example, as a user navigates through a

menu structure (this information is also often referred to as being hierarchically

organized), the wording, or semantics, of the functions should be carefully selected to

match user expectations. Additionally, it is important that the task sequence the user

is presented with corresponds to the definition of the task (Shneiderman, 1980). This
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wording will most likely not be consistent across all of the mobile devices in

existence, as users in different environments would have different expectations or

requirements of the technology. However, knowing that this is a possible limitation

and being aware of the context of use could result in a much more user friendly and

less mentally demanding design leading to faster interaction with the device.

2.1.2.1.2 Schema Building

The concept of schema building is thought to be important to users so that a mental

picture can be built for the presented information. This is also related to the concept

of long term memory that is discussed in section 2.1.2.3.2. Schema theory, a cognitive

learning theory originally introduced by Barlett in 1932, was further described by

Piaget as basic building blocks of knowledge and intellectual development (Chalmers,

2003). Organizing the schema is important to the realm of interface design as it can

guide learning of new information required by a user. A schema is especially useful to

novice consumers. An important point of how the schema is organized in interface

design is the elimination of presenting unnecessary information (Chalmers, 2003),

which relates closely to the theory of divided attention discussed in section 2.1.2.2.1.

In addition, modern schema theory strongly supports the ideas presented by Chalmers.

A leading advocate of modern schema theory, Rumlehart, stated that this theory

revolves around how knowledge is represented and used (Reed, 2004). This further

supports the importance of how users can be affected depending on how an interface

displays information and performs functions. Poor designs will be in opposition to
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current knowledge, often conflicting with an individual's mental model, most likely

increasing the error rate and dissatisfaction with the technology. Mental models refer

to the schema that a person has about equipment or systems and generate a set of

expectancies about how the equipment or system will behave (Wickens, 1998).

Additional information that closely relates to this concept is the menu structure

used in the design. Providing menu selection as the base mode of operation is

desirable in that little user training is required. Furthermore, minimizing the number

of errors can be accomplished by reducing the number of items in the menu and

sequencing the menus carefully (Shneiderman, 1980).

2.1.2.2 Attention Factors

The amount of available attention humans have is limited and how this attention is

directed and how much capacity is required are important considerations. The way an

individual's attention is allocated is often referred to as divided attention. The aspect

of capacity is similar to divided attention but it is more focused on performing more

than one task at the same time, often referred to as dual task management.

2.1.2.2.1 Divided Attention

The overall design of mobile devices should be especially conscious not to overload

the user. It must be appropriate and only offer the user relevant features with reduced

navigation due to restrictions of the small designs (Venkatesh, 2003). Performance is

usually degraded when attention must be divided among tasks or items. Therefore, the
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design of mobile devices should be such that a user has the option to focus their

attention on multiple tasks while still being able to complete the main task on the

mobile device. This is important since there are often already hindrances the user

must face due to additional aspects of how the interface is designed. Furthermore,

when a device is new to a user, intentional processing will be used instead of

automatic processing, which requires a greater amount of attention. Furthermore, an

experiment comparing mental workload demands on users a sitting position versus

walking at varying speeds found that the second task commanded a much higher

overall workload (Kjeldskov & Stage, 2003). Attention and its direct relationship with

long term memory (LTM) are also important and are discussed later in section

2.1.2.3.2.

2. 1.2.2.2Dual Task Interference

The idea of dual-task interference is complement to that of divided attention. When a

person is trying to perform two tasks at once, such as operating their mobile device

and completing a work task, a bottleneck can occur, and the time to complete both

tasks is affected. An expansion on the theory of bottlenecks involves the capacity

model proposed by Kabneman (Reed, 2004). The model discusses how people

allocate their resources and how the level of arousal affects the available capacity

(Reed, 2004). Based on this knowledge, the design of the input capabilities and

feedback methods should be such that it causes an intermediate sense of arousal,

which assists the user with knowledge on the current state of the task and how to



perform the next desired function. Although a low amount will most likely not be a

problem, a high amount of arousal can have detrimental effects on interaction with the

device (e.g., increase in stress from problems arising from use of the mobile

technology). The Yerkes-Dodson Law also supports a moderate level of arousal in

order to achieve the best performance (Yerkes & Dodson, 1908). This concept is

illustrated in Figure 6.
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Figure 6. Illustration of the Yerkes-Dodson Law (adapted from: Wickens & Hollands,
2000)

2. 1.2.2.3Design Suggestions based on Attention and Dual Task

Certain design considerations exist that may help reduce the effects that divided

attention and dual-task interference have on people. One such consideration is the

adaptation of the idea presented by the multiple resource model (Navon & Gopher,

1979). This model describes how a person can simultaneously perform two tasks in
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spite of the fact that they differ in some aspect. An example of this model is a person

executing one task requiring visual attention while the alternate task requires auditory

attention. The often perplexing decision involves which modality or processing code

to use to take advantage of this theory in the current design and may depend on the

specific mobile technology. For example, a cell phone user is already using their

auditory sense to communicate with someone on the other line; therefore, it makes

sense to provide operation of the cell phone in a more auditory presentation thus

allowing the user more of an opportunity to visually process what is around them. On

the other hand, a mobile bar code scanner is most often used by a person in an

environment where they will be looking at the product they are scanning, and

therefore the information should be presented to the operator visually to allow them to

communicate verbally with others on the job site. Although both of these possible

solutions may not completely eliminate the problems seen with divided attention and

dual-task interference, a significant reduction may be achieved.

2.1.2.3 Memory Restrictions

There are two main types of memory that are studied for humans. These are short

term memory, often referred to as working memory, and long term memory. Both

have specific differentiating characteristics that should be considered when designing

any device with which humans may interface.
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2.1.2.3.1 Short Term Memory

An important aspect of the interaction between a human operator and a mobile device

corresponds to a person's short term memory (STM). STM, or working memory,

refers to the temporary storage of new information. New information is lost if not

encoded into long term memory. A common example is the attempt to retain a phone

number through repetition before it is dialed; then the phone number is no longer

remembered unless it is encoded into long term memory. This type of memorization

through repetition is referred to as maintenance rehearsal, an effective strategy for

keeping information in working memory (Wickens & Holland, 2000). The process of

encoding is further discussed in section 2.1.2.3.2.

As discussed earlier, a major limitation with STM is the retention of new

information, which lasts approximately 18 seconds after the presentation of

information. This is significant in interface design if, for example, a person has to

scroll through a few windows in order to get to a desired function. This person will

not want to have to remember information presented on the first screen once they have

reached the fourth. Similar to this idea is the theory of interference explored in an

experiment using digits by Waugh and Norman in 1965, which showed that

interference was increased as the number of intervening digits increased (Reed, 2004).

Thus, the number of screens that a person needs to scroll through should be kept to a

minimum whenever possible so that information is not lost, requiring the user to return

to the beginning.
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Another important focus with interface design should include the chunking of

information to help manage the limitations imposed by STM. Chunking is a widely

recognized method, developed by George Miller (1956) which involves grouping

information so that a user does not have to remember more that 7 ± 2 'chunks' of

information at a time. An example of chunking is breaking up a phone number into

two smaller chunks, one with three numbers and one with four numbers.

2.1.2.3.2Long Term Memory

A main concern with the use of mobile technologies is not only whether or not a

person can learn how to use the device and their ability to maintain information during

interaction in STM, but also whether or not they will remember how to perform the

required functions. Additionally, when a new user starts using a technology they may

eventually figure out how to perform a desired function, but if this is not repeated

often they will quickly forget due to the STM limitations discussed in the previous

section. This repeating of information (or learning) is often referred to as the encoding

of information into Long Term Memory (LTM). In other words, much forethought

must be given to the question of whether or not a person will transfer the knowledge

about how the device operates into their LTM and whether or not they can later

retrieve this information. The main focus in LTM for this type of function is on

procedural memory, which involves remembering the correct procedure for

completing a task. Proficient typists are a typical example of procedural memory;

when typing up a word on a document they know the procedure to follow without
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thinking about a particular key's location. This could be impacted by semantic

memory since general knowledge about how an electronic device operates may

overlap with procedural memory (i.e., how to complete a task on a particular device).

The concepts of semantics were discussed in section 2.1.2.1.1.

There are a few important concepts that involve successfully transferring

information into LTM, although all may not be relevant to a mobile interface design

context. As discussed in section 2.1.2.3.1, maintenance rehearsal is effective to

maintain information in STM. On the other hand, the concept of elaborate rehearsal is

much more effective when information needs to be encoded into long term memory.

Elaborate rehearsal relates elements to each other and to information that is already

stored in LTM and often involves the concept of chunking (Wickens & Holland,

2000). One notable concept is that of using visual imagery. There are two main types

of visual imagery: low-imagery and high-imagery. A word that is considered to have

high imagery is one where a picture can be formed that matches that word. In

contrast, it is difficult to associate a mental picture with a low-imagery word. For

example, if a person is using a word processing program and wants to learn how to cut

a portion of text, they may discover that a picture of scissors refers to cutting the text

and can easily associate this picture to its task for future use. Alternatively, if a person

wishes to open the reviewing pane within the same program, they may have a more

difficult time remembering what this icon is associated to since the corresponding

picture does not automatically associate with the word 'review.' For clarity, examples

of these two common word processing icons are shown in Figure 7. Similarly, it has
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been shown in an experiment by Paivio et al., that words of high-imagery are easier to

learn as opposed to those of low-imagery (Reed, 2004).

(a (b
Figure 7. Example of Icons Associated with (a) High Imagery and (b) Low Imagery

Words

An additional factor that influences the ability of a user to transform

information into long term working memory, such as the procedures to complete a

task, is related to attention and deals with interruptions. The main difference with

long term working memory (LTWIVI), as opposed to LTM, is that LTWM is thought to

be accessed through temporarily active retrieval cues in working memory (Wickens &

Hollands, 2000). An experiment found that requiring a user to perform an interrupting

task and then requiring the recall of the previous (main) task had a significant impact

on accuracy. This interruption affected the encoding process of the information into

long term memory and was thought to affect the semantic elaboration of the

information (Oulasvirta & Saariluomas, 2004). Alternately, when information has

already been encoded into long term memory, interference has little effect on task

performance (Wickens & Hollands, 2000). Semantic elaboration refers to the

development of meaningful associations both within the information in working

memory and between this information and previous long term memory knowledge.
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An additional experiment by Oulasvirta and Saariluomas (2004) found that an

interrupting task that was similar in semantic nature to the main task also adversely

affected the ability to accurately retrieve information about the main task.

2.1.3 Learning and Minimizing Training

The above sections discussed possible design issues for mobile devices that may also

affect mobile bar code scanners. In addition to specific design requirements, the

amount of training required on a new device is also a consideration for a company.

Companies want to minimize the amount of training that an employee must receive,

and training is often thought of as non-valued added (Shearer_i, 2005). Therefore, it

is desirable that a new mobile bar code scanner design be such that it is easy to pick up

and use. Devices that are designed with a focus on usability will result in less training

time and thus reduced costs for training (Harrison et al., 1994; Mauro, 1994). It has

been found that there can be significant benefits to a company in the aspects of

increased productivity, decrease in number of errors, and minimization of training

when the usability of a device is considered in its design (Bias & Mayhew, 1994).

2.2 Test Methods Used to Evaluate Mobile Technology Designs

Successful interface design places a great emphasis in the consideration that users vary

greatly not only in their technical knowledge but also in how they interact with such

devices. Thus, all interface design should not only consider the designer's knowledge

but also take these factors into account and include 'real' users in the development
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phase. The test environment is important and laboratory testing has the benefit of

taking place in a controlled environment, which results in better quality data

(Kjeldskov & Stage, 2003). Nevertheless, Brewster (2002) found that the use of a

device outside of the laboratory setting resulted in significant reductions in device

usability. This result suggests that more real-world testing should be done when

possible to further validate interface designs. In contrast to the results of Brewster

(2003), another experiment that concentrated on factors of interaction separately,

namely movements that involved both automatic movements and conscious thought,

as well as dividing attention, where dual-tasks were taking place (Kjeldskov & Stage,

2003). This experiment found that a significantly greater number of usability

problems were detected in the laboratory setting as opposed to those found in any

other setting, including more 'real world' environments (Kjeldskov & Stage, 2003).

Due to the nature of the task, many experiments on mobile devices involved

the use of questionnaires given to the users following the task (Wright et al., 2000;

Ziefle, 2002; Venkatesh, 2003, Kjeldskov & Stage, 2004; Brewster, 2002; Jonsson et

al., 2004; Speier & Venkatesh, 2002). Performance methods were also often used to

evaluate results (Francis, 2000; Sears et al., 2001; Ziefle, 2002; Kjeldskov & Stage,

2004; Brewster, 2002; Speier & Venkatesh, 2002; Omori et al., 2002; Gaibraith &

Babu, 1987).

The review of the literature shows that the performance measures most often

used to assess the input of data into electronic devices (i.e., handhelds, computers,
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etc.) are those of speed and accuracy (Michaels, 1971; Matias et aL, 1996; Omori et

al., 2002).
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3.0 RESEARCH HYPOTHESES

The review of the literature clearly showed that there is a variety of design

considerations that may affect interaction with mobile technologies. Based on these

findings and on information gathered through conversations with current developers of

mobile bar code scanners, the area of keyboard design was chosen as the focus of this

research. Specifically, the keyboard design of different mobile bar code scanners and

its potential impact on the performance of the people that use them were investigated.

Changes to the keyboard configuration (i.e., location of specific keys) as well as key

function occur quite often in the mobile bar code scanner industry (Shearer 1, 2005).

The following three sections state the research hypotheses formulated in this

study. In addition to these hypotheses, it is expected that the problems and errors

encountered with the use of mobile bar code scanners are similar to those encountered

with other mobile devices, such as PDAs and cell phones.

3.1 Hypothesis 1

Hypothesis 1 states that "The use of a keypad with larger, multifunctional keys will

result in the same amount of errors, task completion time, and perceived workload, as

a keypad with smaller, single function keys."
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3.2 Hypothesis 2

Hypothesis 2 states that "The use of a keypad employing a split-Qwerty layout will

result in the same amount of errors, task completion time, and perceived workload, as

a keypad with an alphabetic layout."

3.3 Hypothesis 3

Hypothesis 3 states that "Training will not affect the amount of errors, task completion

time, and perceived workload for interaction with a mobile bar code scanner keyboard

layout."
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4.0 METHODOLOGY

This chapter presents a detailed explanation of the equipment and data collection

protocol used to perfonn the research. The chapter is organized as follows:

Section 4.1 describes the dependent and independent variables of this

experiment.

Section 4.2 describes the hardware and software used to conduct the

experiments.

Section 4.3 describes the test setup and execution.

Section 4.3.2 describes the test procedure including participant grouping,

test protocol, task descriptions and limitations.

Finally, section 4.3.3 focuses on data collection.

Figure 8 depicts the experimental approach followed to test the validity of the

hypotheses presented in section 3.0. The outputs of the experiments conducted in this

study (shown inside the arrows of the second block construct) included time, errors,

and subjective opinions after interaction with the different mobile bar code scanners'

keyboard layouts.
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4.1 Test Methods

4.1.1 Dependent Variables

The dependent variables used in the experiments were measures considered as

common variables for measuring usabilityincluding number of errors, task time, and

subjective reactions (Wickens et al., 1998). The use of number of errors and task time

as dependent variables is further supported by the International Standard Organization

which states that the design of a keyboard affects effectiveness (e.g., keying rate),

efficiency (e.g., error rate), and user satisfaction (International Standard, 1998). In

addition, the performance measures of speed and error rate are often found in the

literature on usability and human computer interface design (Michaels, 1971; Matias

et al., 1996; Omori et al., 2002).

Workload and subjective evaluations were also performed in this experiment.

The amount of workload experienced by the test subject was assessed using the NASA

Task Load Index (NASA TLX) (Hart & Staveland, 1988). The attitude or preferences

towards the different designs were assessed through various questionnaires that used

the Likert format, considered one of the most common formats for attitude scales

(Kaplan & Saccuzzo, 1989). Table 3 shows previous research that supports the

utilization of these measures as ways to evaluate similar designs as those used in this

experiment.



Table 3. Examples of the Methods used in Previous Research Areas of Human Computer Interactions
Focus of Test Setup! Measure(s) Number of Type of subjects Evaluation Reference
Experiment Environment Subjects Method(s)
PDA sound use Used PDM with different Questionnaire; Pilot: 12 Pilot: 9 m13 f; 22-35; exp. T-test; Two-factor Brewster
& soft key size sound and soft key size subjective Experiment 1: 16 w/ graphical interface ANOVA; (2002)

settings; Performed in both Workload (NASA Experiment2: 16 Experimentl: 9m/7f; 21-
lab environment and 'real- TLX); # of codes 45; exp. w/ graphical
world' environment entered interface Experiment2:

mobile exp.
Display format Different display formats for Incorrect entry; 10 assembly line operators ANOVA b/w display Galbraith
for barcode scanning of numbers by mismatched-pairs; means and w/in (1987)
reading error barcode wand incomplete data; display operator read
detection error corrections error
Used various Three diff. devices used: Questionnaire 39 all had comp. experience, 3 (device type) x Jonsson et al.
interfaces on laptop, handheld with few had handheld 2(Interface type) x2 (2004)
different sized attached fold-away experience (Task domain) mixed
screens keyboard, handheld with on ANOVA

screen keyboard
Mobile Two experiments: used Think-aloud Experiment A: Experiment A: Computer Analysis of variance; Kjeldskov &
evaluation PDA for different use videotape; data 6 for each of 6 sci. students; Experiment Fisher's least sign. Stage (2003)
techniques environments (sit, treadmill, collect on tests (36 total) B: mix of Grammar difference test;

'real-world' walking) for 10 interaction and Experiment B: school students, university pairwise comparison
mm.; use two mobile time; workload 12 students & business
phones w/ very different eval. with NASA employees
keypads(while playing TLX; pre-
comp. game and while questionnaire
waling on street)

Text entry rates Paper layout of different Entry time 24 Students/staff (1 8m, 6f) F distribution Mackenzie et
for different keyboards; subjects used (measured with al. (1999)
keyboard stylus to 'type' a given text; stop watch)
layouts predictions done first with

Fitts law and reaction time
with Hick-Hyman law;
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Table 3. Examples of the Methods used in Previous Research Areas of Human Comnuter Interactions (con't
Focus of Test Setup/ Measure(s) Number of Type of subjects Evaluation Reference
Experiment Environment Subjects Method(s)
Testing of Half- Apple computer and speed and 10 (for all touch typists from a local F distribution for Matias et at.
Qwerty keyboard; cardboard blocked accuracy; sessions)

;
three university improvements; mean (1996)

keyboard view of hands; software Edinburgh for extended times; percentages of
package similar to Typing Inventory given to sessions speed for new vs. old
Tutor IV used; each part. in determine layouts;
at least 10 sessions handiness

Duff, age groups Six types of mobile phones, Reading speed and aged 18-86 (60 over Two way ANOVA Omori et al.
vs. screen size! with and without color errors 130 age of 60) with: mobile phones (2002)
layout and age groups;

experience; dist;
cataract cloudiness;
vertical length of
charcs.

Predict visual Visually displayed different Visual search time 27 ave. age: 27.4; ave. ANCOVA used for Sears et al.
search times for layouts on a monitor and had comp. exp.: 11.1 years any effects of age, (2001)
duff, soft subjects press the space key (std dev = 4) gender, comp. exp.
keyboard when desired key was And typing skills;
layouts located test for sphericity for

visual search time for
each layout; pairwise
comparison with a
Bonferroni adj.
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4.1.2 Independent Variables

4.1.2.1 Keyboard Layout

Keyboard layout was the first of two independent variables considered when

performing the experimental tests. This independent variable had an effect on the

following two hypotheses:

(1) Hypothesis 1: The use of a keypad with larger, multifunctional keys will result

in the same amount of errors, task completion time, and perceived workload, as

a keypad with smaller, single function keys.

(2) Hypothesis 2: The use of a keypad employing a split-Qwerty layout will result

in the same amount of errors, task completion time, and perceived workload, as

a keypad with an alphabetic layout.

Three different keyboard layouts were used in the experiments and their

specific characteristics are described in sections 4.2.1 .1 through 4.2.1.3.

4.1.2.2 Training

The second independent variable considered in the experiments was training. This

variable was tested to address hypothesis three, which states:

(3) Hypothesis 3: Training will not affect the amount of errors, task completion

time, and perceived workload for interaction with a mobile bar code scanner

keyboard layout.
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4.1.2.3 Gender

The third independent variable considered in the experiments was gender. Past

evidence indicates that gender affects interaction with an interface (Shneiderman,

1998).

4.2 Test Equipment

The equipment used in the experiments was set up in a research laboratory with

minimal traffic. The setup up included several software and hardware components, as

follows:

Software Components

1. A client program written in the Visual Studio .NBT programming

environment. The Visual Studio .NET client program made calls to functions

included in Wavelink's Studio COM development libraries which allow a

client device (i.e., mobile bar code scanner) to capture data in the form of bar

codes and transmit it back to the host computer. Wavelink Studio COM is a

commercial product specifically designed for wireless application development

(Wavelink, 2006). More information on Wavelink Studio COM can be found

at the company's website (Wavelink, 2006). The client application was later

accessed via a server computer by the different mobile bar code scanners to aid

in data collection.

2. The Wavelink Studio COM Administrator application was used to manage the

wireless connection between the client devices and the host computer.
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3. Simple tables were developed and maintained in a Microsoft® Access

database for checking and updating data during the tasks performed by the

participants. More details on the tasks can be found in section 4.3.2.2.

Hardware Components

1. A Dell Latitude D600 laptop was used as the server computer. The time and

keystroke data collected in the experiments was stored in this computer. A

Cisco Aironet 350 Series access point was connected to the server computer to

establish a wireless local area network (WLAN). The mobile bar code

scanners accessed the client application from the server computer via this

WLAN connection and passed information, such as key pressed and time, to

the server computer. The complete WLAN setup is depicted in Figure 9.

2. Three mobile bar code scanners used for real-time data collection and entry

were supplied by PSC, Inc., considered one of the top 20 automatic data

collection (ADC) suppliers in 2002, 2003, and 2004 (Specter & Trebilcock,

2002; Trebilcock, 2003; Trebilcock, 2004). The relevant specifications for the

scanners are listed in Table 4. The Falcon 44xx family of bar code scanners is

considered PSC's most popular design (Shearer_2, 2005).

3. The operating specifications of each of these bar code scanners can be found in

following sections 4.2.1.1 through 4.2.1.3.
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)))
Ethernet able

Server Computer

Mobile Bar Code Scanner Access Point

Figure 9. Access Point and Server Computer Setup

Table 4. Mobile Bar Code Scanner Relevant Specifications

Model Project ID Keypad Display Operating
Number Description System

Falcon Multiple- 26-Key 3.5" active
4420 Color Alphabetical Standard matrix TFT
Build B Alphanumeric QVGA

display d ®Falcon Single- 48-Key Full
4420 Color Alphabetical Alphanumeric 320 x 240,

pixelsFalcon Single 48-Key Full
4420 Color Split-Qwerty Alphanumeric* 64K colors
Build F

* Key map file was changed to make the keyboard layout of this device into a split-Qwerty

4.2.1 Mobile Bar Code Scanners

4.2.1.1 Multiple-Alphabetical Keyboard Layout

One keyboard design used in this experiment is referred to as a multiple-alphabetic

keyboard because multiple letters are assigned to a single key, as depicted in Figure

10. This particular keyboard design contained the smallest number of keys (i.e., 26

keys). There are either three or four letters associated to each numerical key.
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Therefore, this scanner requires the use of an <Alpha> key to switch modes between

letters and numbers. In addition, the keys in this keyboard design are physically larger

when compared to the other two keyboard designs. It is important to mention,

however, that some previous studies found in the literature indicate that key size does

not affect performance (Brewster, 2002; Sears & Zha, 2003).

Figure 10. Picture of Multiple-Alphabetical Keyboard Layout

4.2.1.2 Single-Alphabetical keyboard layout

The second keyboard design was a single-alphabetic keyboard with a total of 48 keys.

A single letter and single number is assigned to each individual key in this keyboard

design, as depicted in Figure 11. As a result, keys are smaller than those in the

multiple-alphabetical design.



Figure 11. Picture of Single-Alphabetical Keyboard Layout

4.2.1.3 Single Split-Qwerty Keyboard Layout

The third keyboard design is referred to as a single split-Qwerty keyboard with a total

of 48 keys. In this keyboard design, a single letter and a single number are assigned to

each individual key. The split-Qwerty keyboard layout is designed so that the keys

used by the left hand in touch-typing are located in the top three rows, whereas the

keys used by the right hand are placed in the next three rows.

Figure 12 depicts an illustration of the single split-Qwerty keyboard. Figure 12

is an edited picture of the mobile bar code scanner with an alphabetical keyboard

layout (see Figure 11) displaying the changes made for this experiment and represents

the keyboard layout seen by participants. For example, to change from an

alphabetically laid out keyboard to the split-Qwerty design, the first row no longer
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showed the following keys: <a>, <A>, <B>, <C>, <Esc>. These were replaced by

the keys: <Q>, <W>, <E>, <R> and <T>, respectively.

Figure 12. Illustration of the Single Split-Qwerty Keyboard Layout

4.2.1.4 Modifications to the Mobile Bar Code Scanners

As previously described in the sections 4.2.1.1 through 4.2.1.3, each of the three

mobile bar code scanners had a unique keyboard layout. For the purposes of the

experiments conducted in this research, the keyboard design of the two alphabetically

laid out mobile bar code scanners (i.e. multiple-alphabetical keyboard and single-

alphabetical keyboard) did not have to be modified.

However, in order to reproduce the split-Qwerty keyboard layout (see Figure

12), the keys of an alphabetically laid out mobile bar code scanner had to be remapped

by changing the associated hex keymap file. The hex keymap file is loaded in the

scanner to assign a particular character (i.e., letter or number) to the press of a

particular key. The hex keymap file and the necessary documentation to make
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changes to it were provided by this PSC, Inc. All the necessary modifications to the

hex file were performed by the test conductor through use of a hex editor. This file

was then loaded onto an alphabetically laid out mobile bar code scanner to change it to

the split-Qwerty layout.

Due to limitations of the device, the backlight key located all the way to the

left in the top row could not be remapped to the letter 'Q' (see Figure 12). Therefore,

the letter 'Q' was never a required input on any of the mobile bar code scanners. Since

the goal of the experiment was to assess the effect of the keyboard layout and not any

particular keys, it was felt that this limitation would not affect the results.

To complete the keyboard design of the now split-Qwerty mobile bar code

scanner, all of the keys were covered with blank, white labels. A transparency was

then placed on top of the keys with the letters printed on the transparency and laid out

in the required order. Similarly, the use of blank, white labels and a transparency was

done for the alphabetically laid out mobile bar code scanner to avoid any bias that may

arise from setting the split-Qwerty design apart. The multiple-alphabetical mobile bar

code scanner had a blank transparency over the keys. Slits were cut in the

transparencies around the keys to try to prevent the transparency from causing

adjacent keys to be pressed.

Figure 13 shows a picture of the three mobile bar code scanners used in this

experiment with the transparencies on top of the keyboards.
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(a) (b) (C)

Figure 13. Mobile Bar Code Scanners: (a) Multiple-Alphabetical (b) Single-
Alphabetical (c) Single Split-Qwerty

4.3 Test Setup and Execution

The following sections discuss the test setup and execution. A pilot test was run with

three volunteers before the final test was conducted with the 42 participants mentioned

in section 4.3.1. This pilot was used to verify that the required information would be

collected during the actual experiment and to identify and correct any potentially

confusing instructions in the documentation provided to the participants.
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4.3.1 Participants

A total of 42 individuals were recruited as test subjects after approval was obtained

from Oregon State University's (OSU) institutional review board (IRB). All

participants were asked to read and sign an infonned consent form before any testing

was conducted. Participants were recruited from the OSU and Corvallis community

via flyers, email and word of mouth. Participants were offered a $10 gift certificate to

a local pizza shop if they completed the entire experiment. From the 42 participants,

18 were females and 24 males; approximately 70% were undergraduate or graduate

students with the remainder holding full or part-time jobs. The age range of the

participants was between 19 and 40 years. Table 5 provides more detailed information

about age distribution).

Table 5. Age Distribution of Participants
ç,4

Age Range

Gender 18-24 25-34 >35 Avg. Age Mm. Age Max. Age

Male 10 14 0 25.2 19 31

Female 7 9 2 26.4 20 40

Half of the females and half of the males were required to complete a detailed

practice task for training purposes. The practice task included detailed instructions for

every step/input requested of the participant, including pictures of the screens they

should be on and specific combinations of keys to press. This combination was
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especially important for learning to use the multiple-alphabetical keyboard as this

keyboard layout required the participant to switch from numerical and alphabetical

modes often. Additionally, specific instructions on how to switch from lower to upper

case letters were provided for all keyboards.

The practice task was not intended for data collection. Therefore, the

participants continued on to complete the two tasks where data collection (i.e. time

and accuracy) was intended to be used for analysis following the completion of the

practice task. The reminder of the participants (i.e. the other half that did not perform

a practice task) only completed the two tasks where data was collected for analysis.

4.3.2 Test Procedure

4.3.2.1 Pre-Survey and Participant Grouping

Once a participant was identified, a pre-survey was sent to him/her via email to collect

basic demographics and previous technology experience. The information gathered

with the pre-survey was used to define "training" and "no training" groups. It is

important to mention that a few of the early participants responded to the pre-survey in

the laboratory before beginning the testing, instead of receiving it via email. The pre-

survey can be found in Appendix A.

A very important consideration for data analysis in this study was having

"training" and "no training" groups that contained similar participants so that potential

confounding factors could be eliminated. Gender was the first factor considered when
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assigning participants to these groups. The second factor was the participants'

previous technology experience, expressed as a weight. The technology weight was

determined based on a participant's responses to the pre-survey. Specific questions in

the pre-survey regarding participants' previous and current technology experience

were identified as possible influences on interaction with the mobile bar code

scanners. Weights were assigned to these questions depending on the anticipated level

of influence a response might have. The total technology weight was then determined

by adding up all the individual weights given for the particular answers for each

participant.

Table 6 shows the pre-survey questions used to calculate the technology

weight. For example, the first row in Table 6 is for pre-survey question #4, which

asked for the participants past or present major. If the participant was considered as

an engineer or scientist then a two was added to their technology weight; otherwise,

nothing was added. Question #7 assessed the participants' typing ability. Depending

on the participant's response, a weight of 1, 2, 4 or 5 could be assigned. Only four

different levels of typing were asked. Since there was a desire to maintain consistent

low (i.e., 1) and high (i.e. 5) points of the scale to match other weights, the weight of 3

was not used in this question.

Participants with a total technology weight of 14 or less were assigned to a

"low" technology group. Participants whose total technology weight was 15 or higher

were assigned to a "high" technology group.
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Table 6. Determination of Technology Weight

Pre-Survey Focus for tech. Weight
Question # decision

4 Engineer or Scientist? yes = 2 no = 0
7 Typing experience Hardly Sometimes Often Usually

Look:=5 Look:=4 Look: =2 Look: =1
8b A lot of experience

w/ scanner w/o keys yes = 1 no = 0
8c A lot of experience

w/ scanner with keys yes = 5 no = 0
9c Need a ref. manual neutral or

for computer use? yes = 0 no = 2 n/a = 1

9d Need a ref. manual neutral or
for PDA use? yes = 0 no =2 n/a = 1

9e Need a ref. manual neutral or
for cell phone use? yes = 0 no = 2 n/a = 1

lOa&b Hoursusedon
comp/laptop per day
(3-5+ hrs) yes =3 no =0

10 c, d & f Hours used on other
electronic device per
day (3-5+ hrs) yes =2 no=0

lOe Use a 10 key device? yes 2 no = 0

Table 7 shows that the number of participants in both the "low" and "high"

technology weight groups for the female category was an even number (i.e., 8 and 10,

respectively). Therefore, they could be easily split in half and assigned to "training"

and "no training" groups. In the case of the male group, however, participants

assigned to "training" and "no training" groups were divided as evenly as possible due

to the fact that the number of participants in the "low" and "high" technology weight

groups did not result in an even number (i.e., 9 and 15, respectively).
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Table 7. Grouping by Technology Weight and Gender

Training No Training
Gender Low Technology

Weight
I High Technology

Weight
Low Technology

Weight
I

High Technology
I

Weight
Female 4 5 4 5
Male 5 7 4 8

In addition to considering gender and technology experience for the

assignment of a participant to the "training" or "no training" groups, a secondary focus

was making the age ranges of the groups as even as possible. Thirdly, an attempt was

made to split the groups by whether or not English was the participant's first language.

Figure 14 shows a simplified illustration of how participants were grouped for the

categories considered as most influential, i.e. gender and technology weight. Table 8

and Table 9 show the grouping of participants by age, and English as a 1st language,

respectively.

Other data collect by the pre-survey included whether or not the participant

wore glasses. However, this was not a factor under consideration when determining if

training would be received. Refer to Table 10 for information on the number of

participants with and without glasses that received training.
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Particpants

9 with Low Technology
5 Received the Practice Task

weight 4 Had No Practice Task

24 Male

______________1

15 with High Technology
7 Received the Practice Task

weight 8 Had No Practice Task

8 with Low Technology 4 Received the Practice Task

weight
4 Had No Practice Task

hThl5ReceivedthePracticeTask
weight 5 Had No Practice Task

For those receiving the oractice task. an attempt was
made to divide the groups by the following as evenly as
possible (wlo considering individual technology weight):

(a) Age range (b) English as a 1st language

Figure 14. Diagram Depicting the Distribution of "Training" and "No Training" Groups Based on the Factors Considered as
Most Influential
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Table 8. Grouping by Age Range

Training No Training
Gender Age 18-24 Age 25-34 Age >35 Age 18-24 Age 25-34 Age >35
Female 4 4 1 3 5 1

Male 5 7 0 5 7 0

Table 9. Grouping by English as a First or Second Language

Training No Training

Gender English ]st

Language
English 2nd

Language
English Ft

Language
English 2nd

Language
Female 8 1 7 2
Male 9 3 9 3

Table 10. Grouping by Glasses or No Glasses

Training No Training
Gender Glasses No Glasses Glasses No Glasses
Female 3 6 7 2
Male 9 3 9 3

In addition to grouping of the participants into "training" and "no training"

categories, the order in which the participants used the mobile bar code scanners was

also counterbalanced in order to eliminate any confounding factors. There were six

possible combinations defined with the three mobile bar code scanners. An effort was

made to make the order as even as possible for the male/female and training/no

training groups. However, since the grouping of participants was based on their

responses to the pre-survey this was not exact (see Table 11). Nevertheless, there

were still a total of seven participants per each of the six possible combinations, where

three were female and four were male (see Table 12).

A detailed listing of the type of participants (i.e. male/female and training/no

training) that saw each combination of mobile bar code scanners is shown in Table 11.



The first colunm in Table 11 displays a coded representation of the order in which the

mobile bar code scanners were presented to the participants. For example, the code

SA-MA-SQ indicates that a participant first used the single-alphabetical keyboard,

then the multiple-alphabetical keyboard and lastly the single split-Qwerty keyboard.

Looking across the first row, it can be seen that the following number and type of

participants saw this mobile bar code scanner sequence:

One female with a low technology rating and training

One female with a high technology rating and training

One male with a low technology rating and training

One male with a high technology rating and training

One female with a high technology rating and without training

One male with a low technology rating and without training

One male with a high technology rating and without training

The order that participants received the mobile bar code scanners is further

summarized by gender and training in Table 12.



Table 11. Details of the Scanner Order and the Participants' Gender, Technology Weight and Training

With Training
(Female)

With Training
(Male)

Without Training
(Female)

Without
Training (Male)

Device
order

Low
tech

High
tech

Low
tech

High
tech

Low
tech

High
tech

Low
tech

High
tech

SA-MA-SQ 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1

SA-SQ-MA 0 1 0 3 1 1 0 1

MA-SQ-SA 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 2
MA-SA-SQ 1 0 1 1 0 2 1 1

SQ-MA-SA 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

SQ-SA-MA 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 2

SA = Single-alphabetical keyboard layout
MA = Multiple-alphabetical keyboard layout
SQ = Split-Qwerty keyboard layout

Table 12. Summary of the Scanner Order and Participants' Gender and Training Status

Device
order

F w/
training

F w/o
training Ftotal M wI

. .training
M wlo

training
M

total
Overall
Total

SA-MA-SQ 2 1 3 2 2 4 7
SA-SQ-MA 1 2 3 3 1 4 7
MA-SQ-SA 2 1 3 1 3 4 7
MA-SA-SQ 1 2 3 2 2 4 7
SQ-MA-SA 1 2 3 2 2 4 7
SQ-SA-MA 2 1 3 2 2 4 7

SA = Single-alphabetical keyboard layout
MA = Multiple-alphabetical keyboard layout
SQ = Split-Qwerty keyboard layout



4.3.2.2 Test Protocol

4.3.2.2.1 Test Protocol

The test setup was intended to simulate an actual scanning environment typically

found in a warehouse. Several boxes with bar codes attached to them were stacked at

eye level and the participants were asked to scan the bar codes with the mobile bar

code scanners. The participant was asked to stand throughout the experiment to

further simulate the actual use of mobile bar code scanners in a warehouse or retail

environment.

The test conductor followed a typed protocol for all experiments to eliminate

any variability when verbal instructions were given to participants. This protocol was

spoken to the participants throughout the testing and can be found in Appendix B.

Furthermore, a testing checklist was used by the test conductor before and during all

tests. This checklist helped the test conductor to determine the type of testing the

participant should receive (i.e., order of the mobile bar code scanners and whether or

not training should be given). The checklist was also used to make sure that steps

were not skipped during the experiment. The testing checklist can be found in

Appendix C. Before interacting with a mobile bar code scanner, a participant was

given basic written instructions on how to operate it. These instructions can be found

in Appendix D through Appendix G. Then, as described in section 4.3.2.1, half of the

participants were required to complete a detailed practice task on each mobile bar code

scanner before beginning on the tasks where data was collected. The practice task is
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described in more detail in section 4.3.2.3.1. Subsequently, these participants would

begin the first task, i.e. simple task, followed by the more complex task. The simple

and complex tasks were where data started to be collected. These tasks are described

in more detail in section 4.3.2.3.2 below. The other half of the participants (i.e. those

who did not receive the practice task) started on the simple task as their first task,

followed by the complex task, for each mobile bar code scanner.

4.3.2.3 Task Descriptions

The tasks in this experiment were developed based on conversations with subject

matter experts at PSC, Inc., where mobile bar code scanners are developed, and at a

local Target distribution center (Shearer_i, 2005; Target, 2005). Based on these

discussions, it was determined that the keyboard on the mobile bar code scanners were

most often used for login and password maintenance; to make changes to the orders

received, including order quantity, description, etc; and to update location information

within a warehouse.

4.3.2.3.1 Practice Task

The practice task contained detailed instructions on how to switch modes, e.g. from

numeric to alphabetic for the multiple-alphabetical keyboard or from upper to

lowercase letters for the single-alphabetical keyboard. The practice task also included

pictures of the screens that a participant was currently viewing on the mobile bar code

scanner for further assistance. The task description for the training task on the three
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mobile bar code scanners can be found in Appendix H and Appendix I. For the

practice task, the total number of letters, numbers and spaces that the participant was

required to enter using the keyboard was 35. These character totals do not include

pressing of the enter key to move down to a separate line within a screen or to advance

the test application to other screens.

4.3.2.3.2 Simple and Complex Tasks
All participants completed two tasks with each mobile bar code scanner where data

collection was performed for later analysis. The first task was a shorter, simpler task

with less key inputs and required the participant to manually enter a total of 76

characters including letters, numbers and spaces. The second task was considered

more complex as it was longer and required the participant to enter a total of 148

characters. These character totals do not include pressing of the enter key to move

down to a separate line within a screen or to advance the test application to other

screens. Descriptions for the simple and complex tasks can be found in Appendix J

and Appendix K, respectively.

4.3 .2 .3 .3 Task Limitations

A main objective of this research was to investigate how long it would take a

participant to enter in a line of data, such as a product description change. The time to

enter in a line began as soon as the cursor reached the line and included the capture

key press time (i.e. time to find each key, including incorrect keys) and task time (i.e.,



time to complete the information required on the line). The time for a line ended when

the <Enter> key was pressed.

Additionally, the time a participant was on a screen that presented menu

choices was accounted for since searching for a single number or alphabetic key could

be influenced by the keyboard design. The time for menu screens (e.g., those

requiring the participant to press <1>, <2>, <3> or <9>) or screens requiring a <y> or

<n> response began as soon as the screen was shown to the participant and ended once

a key was pressed.

Unfortunately, the Wavelink Studio COM program does not allow the capture

of individual keystrokes but only the entire input after the <Enter> key is pressed.

Because of this limitation, only the entire final word would be captured without

knowledge of errors or time between the entering of each individual letter. For

example, if a participant typed the word 'forest' by pressing the following keys

<f<o><t><bksp><r><a><bksp><e><s><t><enter>, only the entire final input of

'forest' would be returned. Therefore, the keystroke mistakes made by the participant

(i.e., <t> and <a>) would not be known.

This limitation of the Wavelink Studio COM program was overcome by

including a loop statement in the code that would move the cursor over a position each

time a 'final' key was pressed, thus capturing the key (correct or incorrect) and the

time pressed to the millisecond. The 'final' key refers to the letter or number that

appeared on the screen. For example, if a participant was using the single-alphabetical

mobile bar code scanner and pressed <shift> then <a>, the letter 'A" would be



immediately returned to the screen and also saved in an output text file located in the

host computer. Similarly, when using the multiple-alphabetic scanner, if the

participant pressed <Alpha> to switch from numbers to letters and then pressed <1>

twice, the letter 'b' would be immediately reported to the screen and saved in the

output file. This loop continued until the <Enter> key was pressed.

Because of this setup and other limitations of the Wavelink Studio COM

program, the backspace key could not be used. Participants were informed in the

typed instructions they received before testing that they would not be able to use the

backspace key throughout the testing. In order to capture the number of tries until an

input was considered correct, the code checked the input once the <Enter> key was

pressed. If the input was correct, the participant was allowed to move to the next line

or screen. Otherwise, the line was cleared and the participant was required to start

over on the same line. The participants were informed in the written instructions that

if a mistake was detected, pressing the <Enter> would immediately return them to the

beginning of that line without having to continue spending time entering in data.

4.3.3 Data Collection

4.3.3.1 Quantitative Data

Information regarding errors and task time were recorded electronically during testing.

This was done by programming the Visual Studio .NET application that resided on the

server computer to communicate each 'final' key pressed on the mobile bar code
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scanner through the WLAN back to a time/date stamped output file in the server

computer. See section 4.3.2.3.3 above for more descriptions and limitations of the

data collection process. The output file also included the time, to the millisecond, that

the key was returned. This output file was in a text format and could be easily

imported into a spreadsheet or other program.

For a more detailed analysis of the results, the Visual Studio.NET code also

included various check messages that were sent to the output file. For example, the

message text 'LoginReached' was recorded in the output file when the login screen

appeared after the participant pressed the <Enter> key to continue past the main

screen. These check messages were intended to collect the time at which the

participant had moved to each particular line or screen through correct data entry

andlor press of the <Enter> key. Refer to Appendix L for examples of the screens

the participants viewed for each step of the tasks.

4.3.3.2 Subjective Data

Participants were asked to fill out a questionnaire to evaluate the workload

experienced with each mobile bar code scanner and their subjective opinions of

working with the scanner immediately following the completion of the two main tasks

(i.e., the simple and more complex). Details on these questionnaires can be found in

Appendix M. After the participant had used all three scanners, a fourth, shorter

questionnaire was given that compared all the mobile bar code scanners used and



determined the most and least preferred scanner. The fourth questionnaire can be

found in Appendix N.

The workload portion of the questionnaires was based on the NASA-TLX.

The NASA-TLX is based on an unmarked 100 point scale with only the endpoints

described to the participants (Hart & Staveland, 1988). In other words, the

participants do not see any individual point markings but the two extremes. The type

of workload evaluated, the endpoint descriptions and description of workloads is

shown in Table 13. Figure 15 depicts how the divided 100 point scale, used in the

analysis of the test results, is related to the workload scale presented to subjects. After

completion of the experiment, the divided 100 point scale was printed onto a

transparency and the endpoints were lined up with the endpoints on the participants'

questionnaires to determine their response. Note that physical demand was eliminated

from the NASA-TLX survey for the purposes of this experiment due to the nature of

the scanning activity.

In addition to the workload questions, there was a subjective portion on the

questionnaires. Many of the questions in these questionnaires were based on the

Questionnaire for User Interaction Satisfaction (QUIS) originally developed by

Shneiderman and later refined by Norman and Chin and has been used with thousands

of users (Shneiderman, 1998).

All questionnaires were developed so that there were plenty of spaces for

comments to encourage more descriptive responses from the participants. The verbal



instructions given to participants prior to filling out the questionnaires also requested

the use of comments for better understanding of their interaction with the device.
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Table 13. NASA-TLX Workload Descriptions (Hart & Staveland, 1988)

Title Endpoints Descriptions
Mental Demand Low/High How much mental and perceptual activity was

required (e.g., thinking, deciding, calculating,
remembering, looking, searching, etc.)? Was the
task easy or demanding, simple or complex,
exacting or forgiving?

Physical Low/High How much physical activity was required (e.g.,
Demand pushing, pulling, turning, controlling, activating,

etc.)? Was the task easy or demanding, slow or
brisk, slack or strenuous, restful or laborious?

Temporal Low/High How much time pressure did you feel due to the
Demand rate or pace at which the tasks or task elements

occurred? Was the pace slow and leisurely or
rapid and frantic?

Performance Excellent/Poor How successful do you think you were in
accomplishing the goals of the task set by the test
conductor (or yourself)? How satisfied were you
with you performance in accomplishing these
goals?

Effort Low/High How hard did you have to work (mentally and
physically) to accomplish your level of
performance?

Frustration Low/High How insecure, discouraged, irritated, stressed and
Level annoyed versus secure, gratified, content, relaxed

and complacent did you feel during the task?

(71

0 - 1') () 0 0) 0) (0 00 C) 0 0 0 0

Low High

Figure 15. Example of how the divided 100 point scale used to analyze test results and
its relationship to the NASA-TLX scale presented to subjects
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5.0 RESULTS

There was a substantial amount of data collected from each participant in this study.

This data included time and accuracy data in the form of text output files from direct

interaction with the different mobile bar code scanners. The time and accuracy data

were considered most influential on examining the different hypotheses formulated in

this research.

Additionally, there was subjective data collected via questionnaires. The

questionnaires provided both quantitative data in the form of scaled responses, as well

as qualitative data in the form of personal comments by participants.

5.1 Quantitative Data Analysis

5.1.1 Analysis Approach for Time and Accuracy Data

The time and accuracy data collected from each participant's interaction with the three

mobile bar code scanners were saved in data files. These files were first processed

with a program written and executed in Matlab 7.0, which produced summarized

results for the participants in the format of a matrix. The results were later copied into

a Microsoft® Excel spreadsheet for further analysis.

Some adjustments had to be made to many of the data files before they were

processed with Matlab. A set of criteria was outlined and followed to perform these

adjustments so that all the files were consistent. Appendix 0 includes a detailed list of

the adjustments made to the data files.
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One of the main results produced by the Matlab program was a summary of the

amount of time spent typing incorrect lines versus total time (i.e., the lines and single

inputs that did not match the input requested in the tasks). In this particular case, total

time refers to the addition of the time spent typing correct lines as well as incorrect

lines. The flowchart in Figure 16 depicts the additional metrics that were calculated

using the Matlab program.

Calculate time spent
typing a line or single

input

Yes

(1) Add time to incorrect time
(2) Output Incorrect line or single input to

error text file
(3) Add time to total time

(1) Add time to total correct time
(2) Add number of characters pressed to

total correct character count
(3) Add time to total time

Yes

Calculate rate o1character input: Calculate percentage of time Count incorect& correct
typing incrrect lines: characters in rror text file then

find rate:

total correct time! total time! incorrect time = incorrect characters! tot
total correct characters = percentage of time typing characters = incorrect

time (s) per character incorrect lines character rate (%)

Figure 16. Flowchart for Summary of Results and Determination of Measures used to
Test Hypotheses

For example, Figure 16 shows that the average time spent finding and typing

correct characters was calculated by the Matlab program as the amount of time spent
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by the participant typing correct lines divided by the number of correct characters the

particular participant typed during this time. The resulting units of this operation were

seconds per character which provides an indication of the participant's speed. The

total correct characters could vary depending on the participant, as many had skipped

screens andlor steps. It is important to note that this character count does not include

any characters that were typed during incorrect inputs, i.e., inputs attributed to the

incorrect time.

Figure 16 also shows that the error rate was calculated with the Matlab

program as the ratio of the number of errors made to the total number of characters

pressed during correct tasks and incorrect tasks. For lines that were incorrect, the

Matlab program exported these lines to a text file for each participant. The text files

were then analyzed individually to determine how many incorrect characters were

typed by a participant. Due to the nature of the tasks, a specific classification for an

error had to be defined for all output files to determine this incorrect character count.

Therefore, an error was determined to be one of the following:

The addition or subtraction of a character from an input.

An incorrect input in place of a character.

Pressing the <enter> key before the input was complete.

Table 14 shows a couple examples of how error counts were made. It is

important to note that once the <enter> was pressed during an input, this was an

indication that the error was detected and therefore any missing characters after this
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point were not counted in the error count (e.g., <e> and <r> were not considered as

missing for "Pazp")

Table 14. Examples on Calculation of Error Counts

Result in Correct Result Incorrect Explanation
output file characters

Vacation Vacation Journals 1 All other characters were
Jourals correct except for the

exclusion of the <n>
Colored Pazp Colored Paper 1 All other characters were

correct except for the inclusion
of a <z> between the <a> and

___________ ______________ <p>
-]-_2. Elec. Can Opener

_________
6 Although the <.> is a valid

input in the string, the
characters typed show no
indication that the participant
was trying to type it at this
time.

5921xa 592x1a 1 All characters were correct
except for the switching of the
<x> and <1>

Microsoft® Excel was used to sort the data and for performing basic data

analyses. The Excel data were then imported into Statgraphics Plus 5.1 to perform

normality tests and to run statistical tests.

The procedures depicted in Figure 17 and Figure 18 were followed to

determine the most appropriate test to run on the data to determine statistical

significance for the following three measures:

1. Character Rates, i.e., the average amount of time in seconds to find and

press a character.

2. Percentage of time spent typing incorrect lines.
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3. Error Rate, i.e., the ratio of erroneous characters to total characters.

The criteria used to select a test were adapted from Devore (1991). Sections

5.1.4, 5.1.5, and 5.1.6 further discuss the test chosen for a particular comparison and

any other requirements to test the data, such as evaluation of outliers.

Verify 1 t-test assumption that the
data is reasonably normal:

Check Norma! Probability Plot

(1a) (2) The two samples are random and
Check other t-test Assumotions:

es the data appea independent of each otherto be reasonablyormal-> (3) The variances for the two
populations are equal

No

Check the following assumotions: I <(Assumptions
(1) The two samples are random and

independent
(2) The two samples have the same _______Hshape and spread
(3) The two samples are continuous

Assumptions >-__Ye____Use a Mann-Whitney I

Met? -
Test for unpaired dat______________

No

PInvestigate Alternative
Options

veHUse
a t-test for

independent samples

Figure 17. Flowchart of Decision for Statistical Test of Independent Data
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Verify 1 paired t-test assumption that
the data is reasonably normal:

Check Nom,al Probabilify Plot

- (2a)
es the data appe
to be reasonably

normal? _-'

Assumotions:
(1) The two samples are randomly selected

(2) The two samples have continuous
distributions

(Note: the two samples do not have to be

(2c)
Assumptions

Met? -

Investigate Alternative
Options

(2) The data consists of independently
selected pairs

(3) The differences within pairs is normally
distributed with variance (however, the

riances of the data sets do not have to be eaua

Use a MIcoxon Signed-
Rank Test for paired data

ve&
Use a paired t-test for
dependent samples

* If Xi and Yi both have continuous distributions that differ only with respect to their means,
then the differences (Di) will have a continuous symmetric distribution (Devore, 1991)

Figure 18. Flowchart of Decision for Statistical Test of Dependent Data

5.1.2 Analysis Approach for Questionnaire Data

The post questionnaires that the participants received provided quantitative data on a

variety of subjective questions. The most important data gathered from the

questionnaires included:

1. The level of workload experienced by the participants

2. The perceived learning associated with a mobile bar code scanner.

3. Specific questions on the keyboard design.
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Questionnaire data were entered into Microsoft® Excel for further analysis and

later imported into Statgraphics Plus 5.1 to perform two sample tests and descriptive

analyses.

5.1.3 Basic Summary Results

The factors that were considered to have the most influence on the three main

measures (i.e., % of total time typing incorrect lines, average character typing rate and

average rate of errors) were keyboard layout, gender and training. Keyboard layout

and training were obvious factors and were chosen based on the hypotheses presented

in section 3.0. Gender was chosen based on past evidence indicating that this factor

can play a role in the interaction with an interface (Shneiderman, 1998). Table 15,

Table 16, and Table 17 present summary results for these three factors, respectively,

for each keyboard layout. An overall comparison of the means was also done for each

of the three main measures, as depicted in Figure 19 through Figure 21.

Workload was the quantitative measure considered as having the most

influence from the questionnaires. The questionnaires given to each participant

contained questions based on the NASA-TLX for determining the workload

experienced by an individual. There were five different workload questions

corresponding to five different workload categories: mental demand, temporal

demand, performance, effort, and frustration level.

Participants reported the level of workload experienced for each measure on an

unmarked scale. After the questionnaires were collected from the participants, the
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unmarked scale was converted to a numerical scale from 0 to 100. More details on

this scale can be found in section 4.3.3.2. A response of"0" meant "no workload" and

a value of 100 meant "maximum workload." Once again, the factors that were

considered to have the most influence on workload were keyboard layout, training and

gender. The summarized results for these three factors with respect to the five separate

workload measures are presented in Table 18, Table 19, and Table 20, respectively.



Table 15. Overall Averages of Main Measures for Each Keyboard Layout

Keyboard % of total time
typing incorrect

lines

Average character
typing rate

(secs/character)

Average rate of
errors

Multiple-Alphabetical 23.69% 3.6771 0.0855
Single-Alphabetical 9.46% 2.2830 0.0193
Single Split-Qwerty 9.30% 2.2171 0.0196

Table 16. Averages of Main Measures for Each Keyboard Layout by Training! No Training

Keyboard % of total time
typing incorrect

lines___________
Ave character rate

(secs/ character)
Average rate of

errors

w/ train w/o train w/ train w/o train wi train w/o train
Multiple-Alphabetical 18.18% 29.20% 3.5842 3.7700 0.0657 0.0952
Single-Alphabetical 8.04% 10.87% 2.2809 2.2850 0.0155 0.0217
Single Split-Qwerty 7.59% 10.58% 2.1592 2.2779 0.0194 0.0198

Table 17. Averages of Main Measures for Each Keyboard Layout by Gender

Keyboard % of total time
typing incorrect lines

Ave character rate
(secs/ character)

Average rate of
errors

Female Male Female Male Female Male
Multiple-Alphabetical 19.28% 27.00% 3.8870 3.5196 0.0664 0.0910

Single-Alphabetical 9.51% 9.42% 2.3069 2.2650 0.0180 0.0190
Single Split-Qwerty 7.91% 9.94% 2.1746 2.2504 0.0135 0.0244







Table 18. Overall Averages of the Five Workload Measures for Each Keyboard Layout (scale from 0-100)

Keyboard Mental Temporal
Demand Demand

Performance Effort Frustration
Level

Multiple-Alphabetical 69.54 51.05 49.39 63.92 52.61
Single-Alphabetical 22.73 21.77 16.09 23.63 52.98
Single Split-Qwerty 35.43 22.81 19.72 30.54 52.19

Table 19. Averages of the Five Workload Measures for Each Keyboard Layout by Training! No Training (scale from 0-100)

Keyboard Mental Demand Temporal Demand Performance Effort Frustration Level

witrain w/o wi train w/o wi train w/o wi train w/o wi train w/o

train train train train train

Multiple- 65.24 73.83 39.71 62.38 43.57 55.50 59.62 68.21 51.05 54.17Alphabetical________
Single- 22.31 23.14 23.98 19.57 14.53 17.57 26.67 20.60 59.31 46.64
Alphabetical________
Single Split- 34.38 36.48 19.36 24.12 16.03 23.24 28.67 32.40 58.86 45.52Qwerty_____

00
t'.)



Table 20. Averages of the Five Workload Measures for Each Keyboard Layout by Gender (scale from 0-100).

Keyboard Mental Demand Temporal Performance Effort Frustration
Demand Level

Male Female Male Female Male Female Male Female Male Female
Multiple. 65.08 65.44 41.33 37.56 50.50 34.33 61.67 56.89 53.54 47.72

Alphabetical_______
Single- 26.08 17.28 29.63 16.44 16.23 12.44 32.21 19.28 52.17 68.83

Alphabetical_______
Single Split- 31.67 38.00 24.67 12.28 19.91 11.28 31.04 25.50 54.50 64.67

00



5.1.4 Multiple-Alphabetical Layout versus Single-Alphabetical Layout

Hypothesis 1 states that: "The use of a keypad with larger, multifunctional keys will

result in the same amount of errors, task completion time, and perceived workload, as

a keypad with smaller, single function keys." This section presents the results of the

analyses directly related to Hypothesis 1, i.e., amount of errors, task completion time

and workload.

5.1.4.1 Amount of Errors and Task Completion Time

Data collected from the output files were used to derive the following three measures:

1. Character Rates, i.e., the average amount of time in seconds to find and

press a character.

2. Percentage of time spent typing incorrect lines.

3. Error Rate, i.e., the ratio of erroneous characters to total characters.

These three measures were then used in the statistical analyses to prove the

validity of Hypothesis 1.

A summary of the overall averages for these three measures is presented in

Table 15. Initially, the paired two sample t-test was considered to be the best method

of comparison between the multiple-alphabetical and single-alphabetical keyboard

layouts for the main measures. This test was also considered the best test for

workload measures based on previous research (Brewster, 2002).

The assumptions of the paired t-test were first checked with the aid of the

flowchart depicted in Figure 18. In the tables throughout this section, the use of 't'



under test statistic indicates that the t-test was perfonned. For data that did not meet

the assumptions of the paired t-test, the Wilcoxon signed-rank test was used to test for

differences between the medians. The assumptions of the Wilcoxon signed-rank test

were also verified with the aid of Figure 18. The Wilcoxon signed-rank test is a non-

parametric test used to analyze paired data that is resistant to outliers (Ramsey and

Schafer, 1997). In the tables throughout this section, the use of 'W" under test statistic

indicates the Wilcoxon signed-rank test was performed. In instances where the paired

t-test was used, the following test of hypothesis was performed at the 95% confidence

level:

H0: difference in means of group 1 difference in means of group 2
HA: difference in means of group 1 difference in means of group 2

In instances where the Wilcoxon signed-rank test was used, the following test

of hypothesis was performed at the 95% confidence level:

H0: median of the difference scores = 0
HA: median of the difference scores 0

In the case of the percentage of time spent typing incorrect lines, the data for

the single-alphabetical keyboard layout was found to be highly skewed, as evidenced

by the box and whisker plot shown in Figure 22. Closer examination of the box and

whisker plot paired with an analysis performed in Statgraphics found one outlier data

point at 3.4505 standard deviations from the mean. This data point, corresponding to

participant D41, was considered a significant outlier. Further investigation of the data

associated with participant D41 also revealed that this individual stopped during the





The results of Table 21, in particular the p-values, show that there were

significant differences between the multiple-alphabetical layout and the single-

alphabetical layout for all three of the main measures.

Since gender was considered a factor that may have an influence on both the

amount of errors and task completion time, the performance measures character rates,

percentage of time spent typing incorrect lines and error rate were also tested for any

statistically significant differences between genders within each keyboard design. As

mentioned before, participant D41, a female, was removed from the data on

percentage of time spent typing incorrect lines. The flowchart depicted in Figure 17

was used to determine the appropriate test (i.e., two sample t-test or Mann-Whitney

test) for each measure on the comparison of gender. In the tables below, a test statistic

represented by 't' indicates the two-sample t-test, whereas a test statistic represented

by 'U' indicates use of the Mann-Whiney test. The results are shown in Table 22 and

Table 23. In instances where the two sample t-test was used, the following test of

hypothesis was performed at the 95% confidence level:

H0: mean of group 1 mean of group 2
HA: mean of group 1 mean of group 2

In instances where the Mann-Whitney test was used, the following test of

hypothesis was performed at the 95% confidence level:

Ho: median group 1 = median group 2
HA: median group 1 median group 2



Table 22. Gender Comparison on Main Measures of the Multiple-Alphabetical
Keyboard Layout

Measure Test Statistic P-value
Character Rates t= 1.844 0.0715

% of time spent
typing incorrect lines

t=-2.627 0.0124

ErrorRate t=-l.896 0.0652

Table 23. Gender Comparison on Main Measures of the Single-Alphabetical
Keyboard Layout

Measure Test Statistic P-value
Character Rates t = .244 0.8079

% of time spent
typing incorrect lines

U=214.5 0.7910

EnorRate U=188.0 0.4842

The p-values shown in Table 22 and Table 23 indicate that there was a

significant difference between the gender groups for the main measure of percentage

of time spent typing incorrect lines on the multiple-alphabetical layout. No other

significant differences between the gender groups were identified.

5.1.4.2 Workload

The questionnaires given to each participant contained questions based on the NASA-

TLX for determining the workload experienced by an individual. There were five

different workload questions corresponding to five different workload categories:

mental demand, temporal demand, performance, effort, and frustration level.



Two participants did not answer the workload question related to performance

for one of the keyboard layouts: participant V77 for the multiple-alphabetical

keyboard layout and participant X50 for the single-alphabetical keyboard layout.

Therefore, these two participants were removed from both sets of data (i.e., multiple-

alphabetical and single-alphabetical) so that a paired comparison could be performed.

The resulting test statistics and p-values for these tests are shown in Table 24.

Table 24. Test Statistic and P-Value for Workload Tests of Multiple-Alphabetical
versus Single-Alphabetical

Measure Test Statistic P-value
Mental Demand W = 5.602 0
Temporal Demand W = 4.652 0
Performance t=8.157 0
Effort W=5.539 0
Frustration Level t = -0.043 0.97

The p-values shown in Table 24 indicate that there were significant differences

between the multiple-alphabetical layout and the single-alphabetical layout for the

workload measures of mental demand, temporal demand, performance and effort.

Since gender was considered a factor that may have an influence on both the

amount of errors and task completion time, the workload categories of mental demand,

temporal demand, performance, effort and frustration level were also tested for any

statistically significant differences between genders within each keyboard design. The

results are shown in Table 25 and Table 26.



Table 25. Gender Comparison on Workload Measures of the Multiple-Alphabetical
Keyboard Layout

Measure Test Statistic P-value
Mental Demand U = 101.5 0.06
Temporal Demand t = 0.342 0.73
Performance t=-1.725 0.09
Effort U217.5 0.98
Frustration Level t= 1.631 0.11

Table 26. Gender Comparison on Workload Measures of the Single-Alphabetical
Keyboard Layout

Measure Test Statistic P-value
MentalDemand t=0.112 0.91
Temporal Demand U = 213.5 0.96
Performance t = 0.636 0.53
Effort t = 0.620 0.54
Frustration Level t = -1.037 0.31

The p-values shown in Table 25 and Table 26 indicate that there was no

significant difference between the gender group for the workload measures for the

multiple-alphabetical layout or the single-alphabetical layout.

5.1.5 Single-Alphabetical versus Single Split-Qwerty

Hypothesis 2 states that: "The use of a keypad employing a split-Qwerty layout will

result in the same amount of errors, task completion time, and perceived workload, as

a keypad with an alphabetic layout." This section presents the results of the analyses

directly related to Hypothesis 2, i.e., amount of errors, task completion time and

workload.
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It is important to note that participant Li 8 had repeated problems with the

equipment, which caused their interaction with the single split-Qwerty keyboard

layout to be invalid. Therefore, participant Li8's data for interaction with both the

single-alphabetical keyboard and single split-Qwerty design were not included in any

part of this section of the analysis since the data was paired.

5.1.5.1 Amount of Errors and Task Completion Time

Data collected from the output files were used to derive the following three measures:

1. Character Rates, i.e., the average amount of time in seconds to find and

press a character.

2. Percentage of time spent typing incorrect lines.

3. Error Rate, i.e., the ratio of erroneous characters to total characters.

These three measures were then used in the statistical analyses to prove the

validity of Hypothesis 2.

Initially, the paired two sample t-test was thought to be the best method of

comparison between the single-alphabetical and single split-Qwerty keyboard layouts

for the main measures. This test was also considered the best test for workload

measures based on previous research (Brewster, 2002).

The assumptions of the paired t-test were first checked with the aid of the

flowchart depicted in Figure 18. In the tables throughout this section, the use of 't'

under test statistic indicates that the t-test was perfonned. For data that did not meet

the assumptions of the paired t-test, the Wilcoxon signed-rank test was used to test for



differences between the medians. The assumptions of the Wilcoxon signed-rank test

were also verified with the aid of Figure 18. The Wilcoxon signed-rank test is a

distribution free test used to analyze paired data that is resistant to outliers (Ramsey

and Schafer, 1997). In the tables throughout this section, the use of 'W" under test

statistic indicates the Wilcoxon signed-rank test was performed. In instances where

the paired t-test was used, the following test of hypothesis was performed at the 95%

confidence level:

H0: difference in means of group 1 = difference in means of group 2
HA: difference in means of group 1 difference in means of group 2

In instances where the Wilcoxon signed-rank test was used, the following test

of hypothesis was performed at the 95% confidence level:

H0: median of the difference scores = 0
HA: median of the difference scores 0

In the case of the error rate, the data for the single split-Qwerty keyboard

layout was found to be highly skewed as evidenced by the box and whisker plot shown

in Figure 23. Closer examination of the box and whisker plot paired with an analysis

performed in Statgraphics found one outlier data point at 4.2793 standard deviations

from the mean. This data point, corresponding to participant Yl, was considered a

significant outlier. Further investigation of the data associated with participant Yl

also revealed that this individual did not follow directions since he hit an excessive

amount of function keys (i.e. not keys associated with alphabetical or numeric input).

Therefore, a decision was made to remove the data associated with error rate for this
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The p-values shown in Table 27 indicate that there were no significant

differences between the single-alphabetical layout and the single split-Qwerty layout

for any of the three main measures.

Since gender was considered a factor that may have an influence on both the

amount of errors and task completion time, the performance measures character rates,

percentage of time spent typing incorrect lines and error rate were also tested for any

statistically significant differences between genders within each keyboard design. As

mentioned in section 5.1.4.1 participant D41 was removed from the data on percentage

of time spent typing incorrect lines for the female group. Participants Li 8 and Yl

were removed from the male group (see sections 5.1.5 and 5.1.5.1, respectively). The

flowchart depicted in Figure 17 was used to determine the appropriate test for each

performance measure (i.e., two sample t-test or Mann-Whitney test) on the

comparison of gender. In the tables throughout this section, the use of 't' under test

statistic indicates that the two-sample t-test was used, whereas a test statistic

represented by 'U' indicates use of the Mann-Whiney test. In instances where the two

sample t-test was used, the following test of hypothesis was performed at the 95%

confidence level:

Ho: mean of group 1 = mean of group 2
HA: mean of group 1 mean of group 2

In instances where the Mann-Whitney test was used, the following test of

hypothesis was performed at the 95% confidence level:

Ho: median group 1 = median group 2
HA: median group 1 median group 2
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The results are shown in Table 28 and Table 29.

Table 28. Gender Comparison on Main Measures of the Single-Alphabetical
Keyboard Layout

Measure Test Statistic P-value
CharacterRates t=0.153 0.8794
%oftime spent
typing incorrect lines

U=201.0 0.7020

ErrorRate U=171.5 0.4794

Table 29. Gender Comparison on Main Measures of the Single Split-Qwerty
Keyboard Layout

Measure Test Statistic P-value
CharacterRates t=-0.539 0.5928
%oftime spent
typing incorrect lines

U=212.0 0.4873

Error Rate U = 243.0 0.2254

The p-values shown in Table 28 and Table 29 indicate that there were no

significant differences between the gender group for the main measures on the single-

alphabetical or the single split-Qwerty layouts.

5.1.5.2 Workload

The questionnaires given to each participant contained questions based on the NASA-

TLX for determining the workload experienced by an individual. There were five

different workload questions corresponding to five different workload categories:

mental demand, temporal demand, performance, effort, and frustration level.

Based on previous research (Brewster, 2002), the paired two sample t-test was

considered the best method of comparison between the multiple-alphabetical and



single-alphabetical keyboard layouts. The assumptions made for the paired t-test were

first checked with the aid of the flowchart depicted in Figure 18. For data that did not

meet the assumptions of the paired t-test, the Wilcoxon signed-rank test was used to

test for differences between the medians.

In the case of the performance workload of measure, the data for the single-

alphabetical was found to be highly skewed as evidenced by the box and whisker plot

depicted in Figure 24. Closer examination of the box and whisker plot paired with an

analysis performed in Statgraphics found one outlier data point at 4.48868 standard

deviations from the mean. This data point, corresponding to participant V77, was

considered to be a significant outlier. Therefore, a decision was made to remove the

data associated with performance for this participant on both the data set for the

single-alphabetical keyboard and the single split-Qwerty keyboard. It is also

important to note that participant V77 was removed from the data set for the

comparison between the multiple-alphabetical keyboard and the single-alphabetical

keyboard because they failed to answer question 4 on the multiple-alphabetical

keyboard questionnaire. The resulting test statistics and p-values for these tests are

shown in Table 30.





statistically significant differences between genders within each keyboard design.

The results are shown in Table 31 and Table 32.

Table 31. Gender Comparison on workload measures of the Single-Alphabetical
Keyboard Layout

Measure Test Statistic P-value
Mental Demand t = 0.033 0.97
Temporal Demand U = 210.5 0.94
Performance t = 0.452 0.65
Effort t0.500 0.62
Frustration Level t = -0.866 0.39

Table 32. Gender Comparison on Workload Measures of the Single Split-Qwerty
Keyboard Layout

Measure Test Statistic P-value
Mental Demand t = 1.049 0.30
Temporal Demand U = 234.5 0.48
Performance U218.0 0.42
Effort t = 0.888 0.38
Frustration Level t = -0.097 0.92

The p-values shown in Table 31 and Table 32 indicate that there were no

significant differences between the gender group for the workload measures on the

single-alphabetical or the single split-Qwerty layouts

5.1.6 Training versus No Training

Hypothesis 3 states that: "Training will not affect the amount of errors, task

completion time, and perceived workload for interaction with a mobile bar code

scanner keyboard layout." To assess the effect of training, only half of the participants



received training prior to coming in contact with each mobile bar code scanner.

Experimental quantitative data collected on time and accuracy data, as well as

quantitative data collected via questionnaires, were used to determine the validity of

Hypothesis 3.

5.1.6.1 Time/Accuracy Data for within Keyboard Group Comparison

This section addresses the analyses performed on the quantitative data collected from

the output files (i.e., % of total time typing incorrect lines, average character typing

rate and average rate of errors). Table 16 shows a summary of the results for each

main performance measure corresponding to each mobile bar code scanner keyboard

layout for the "training" and "no training" groups. Each main measure was evaluated

and the "training" and "no training" groups were then compared. The flowchart

depicted in Figure 17 was used to determine the appropriate test method (i.e., two

sample t-test or Mann-Whitney test). In the tables throughout this section, the use of

't' under test statistic indicates that the two-sample t-test was used, whereas a test

statistic represented by 'U' indicates use of the Mann-Whiney test. In instances where

the two sample t-test was used, the following test of hypothesis was performed at the

95% confidence level:

H0: mean of group 1 = mean of group 2
HA: mean of group 1 mean of group 2

In instances where the Mann-Whitney test was used, the following test of

hypothesis was performed at the 95% confidence level:
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H0: median group 1 = median group 2
HA: median group 1 median group 2

For consistency, data removed from keyboard layout comparisons in section

5.1.4.1 and section 5.1.5.1 were also removed from the comparisons of the "training"

and "no training" groups. As discussed in section 5.1.4.1, the data of participant D4 1

associated with percentage of time spent typing incorrect lines was removed from all

three keyboard layouts. Additionally, section 5.1.5.1 discusses the removal of

participant Yl 's data from error rate data and the percentage of time spent typing

incorrect lines from the single-alphabetical layout and the single spilt-qwerty layout.

The results are shown in Table 33 through Table 35.

Table 33. Multiple-Alphabetical Tests on Main Measures between Training Groups

Measure Test
Statistic

P-value

Character Rates t= -0.9 14 0.3662
% of time spent typing
incorrect lines

t= 3.653 0

Error Rate t= 2.7 10 0.0099

Table 34. Single-Alphabetical Tests on Main Measures between Training Groups
Measure Test Statistic P-value
Character Rates t=-0.024 0.9809

%oftimespenttyping
incorrect lines

U=180.0 0.5975

ErrorRate U153.0 0.1402
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Table 35. Single Split-Qwerty Tests on Main Measures between Training Groups

Measure Test
Statistic

P-value

Character Rates t=-0.855 0.3976
%oftimespenttyping
incorrect lines *

U=118 0.0443

ErrorRate U140.5 0.1098
*an additional outlier was identified after the removal of the most significant,
this outlier would case the p-value to have higher significance (p-value =
0.0161822), but was not removed since the same result of a p-value less than
.05 was achieved and it was desired to not eliminate additional data from other
variables (i.e. from error rate)

The p-values shown in Table 33 through Table 35 indicate there were

significant differences between the training groups for the main measures of

percentage of total time typing incorrect lines and error rate on the multiple-

alphabetical layout. Additionally, there was a significant difference between the

training groups on the main measure of percentage of total time typing incorrect lines

on the single split-Qwerty layout. No other significant differences for the three

keyboard layouts were identified.

5.1.6.2 Workload

The questionnaires given to each participant contained questions based on the NASA-

TLX for determining the workload experienced by an individual. There were five

different workload questions corresponding to five different workload categories:

mental demand, temporal demand, performance, effort, and frustration level.
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Normality assumptions made by the two sample t-test were first checked with

the aid of the flowchart depicted in Figure 17. For data that did not meet the

assumptions of the two sample t-test, the Mann-Whitney test was used.

In the case of the workload measure of performance, the data point

corresponding to participant V77 was not used since it had been removed from

previous tests (see section 5.1.5.2). Additionally, participant X50 did not answer the

question for the workload measure of performance for either the single-alphabetical or

the single split-Qwerty keyboard layouts. The resulting test statistics and p-values for

these tests are shown in Table 36 through Table 38.

Table 36. Training Group Comparison on workload measures of the Multiple-
Alphabetical Keyboard Layout

Measure Test Statistic P-value
Mental Demand W = 264.5 0.27
Temporal Demand t = -2.882 0.01
Performance t=-1.425 0.16
Effort W = 282.0 0.12
Frustration Level t = -0.304 0.76

Table 37. Training Group Comparison on workload measures of the Single-
Alphabetical Keyboard Layout

Measure Test Statistic P-value
Mental Demand t = -0.178 0.86
Temporal Demand W = 195.0 0.53
Performance t = -0.060 0.95
Effort t=l.110 0.27
Frustration Level t =1.364 0.18
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Table 38. Training Group Comparison on workload measures of the Single Split-
Qwerty Keyboard Layout

Measure Test Statistic P-value
Mental Demand t = -0.363 0.72
Temporal Demand t = -0.52 1 0.61
Performance W = 238.0 0.18
Effort t = -0.584 0.56
Frustration Level t = 1.601 0.12

The p-values shown in Table 36 through Table 38 indicate that there was a

significant difference between training groups for the multiple-alphabetical keyboard

layout for the workload measure of temporal demand. There were no other significant

differences between the training groups on the multiple-alphabetical, single-

alphabetical or the single split-Qwerty keyboard layouts.

5.1.6.3 Subjective Data for within Keyboard Group Comparison

This section present the analyses performed on the quantitative data collected

with the questionnaires with regards to learning on each of the individual mobile bar

code scanners. In particular, the learning and interaction section of the questionnaire

(see Appendix M) is most pertinent to this evaluation.

The questions that were asked to each participant are shown in Table 39.

Participants responded to the questions using a Likert scale from 1 to 5, representing

strongly disagree, somewhat disagree, neutral, somewhat agree, and strongly agree,

respectively.
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Table 39. Learning and Interaction Questions

# Question
1 Getting started on this mobile handheld bar code scanner was easy

2 Learning to operate this mobile handheld bar code scanner was easy

3 The instructions received to operate this mobile handheld bar code scanner
were adequate

4 The tasks could be performed easily on this mobile handheld bar code
scanner

5 The steps to complete the tasks followed a logical sequence

6 Feedback from the mobile handheld bar code scanner on the completion of
a task was clear

A summary of the average response for the questions for each keyboard design

and training status is shown in Table 40.



Table 40. Average Response for Training versus No Training for Learning and Interaction Questions

Question
Number and

Keyboard
Multiple-Alphabetical Single -Al )habetical Single Split-Qwerty

statistic Training No Training Training No Training Training No Training

1
Mean 3.38 3.00 4.43 4.81 4.19 4.45
Median 4.00 3.00 5.00 5.00 4.00 5.00

2 Mean 2.90 2.48 4.52 4.71 4.29 4.45
Median 3.00 2.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00
Mean 4.38 3.90 4.62 4.57 4.62 4.60
Median 5.00 4.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00
Mean 2.24 1.76 4.14 4.67 4.14 4.20
Median 2.00 1.00 4.00 5.00 5.00 5.00
Mean 4.10 4.05 4.52 4.71 4.48 4.65
Median 5.00 4.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00

6 Mean 4.33 4.52 4.81 4.76 4.62 4.75
Median 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00



The data collected from the questionnaire questions shown in Table 39 were

analyzed using a Mann-Whitney test to determine whether or not there were any

significant differences in the answers between the "training" and "no training" groups

on each of the keyboard designs. The Mann-Whitney test is a nonparametric test oflen

used in evaluating ordinal data, such as that obtained from the questionnaires

(Horvath, 1985). These results are summarized in Table 41 through Table 43.

Table 41. Multiple-Alphabetical Results of Training versus No Training for Learning
and Interaction Questions

Question
Number

Test
Statistic

P-value

1 U= 186.5 0.39
2 U= 182.5 0.33
3 U=165.0 0.14
4 U=182.5 0.31
5 U=46.5 0
6 U=241.5 0.53

Table 42. Single-Alphabetical Results of Training versus No Training for Learning and
Interaction Questions

Question
Number

Test
Statistic

P-value

1 U = 282.5 0.05
2 U=247.5 0.42
3 U=205.0 0.63
4 U=297.5 0.03
5 U=258.5 0.23
6 U=227.0 0.82
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Table 43. Single Split-Qwerty Results of Training versus No Training for Learning
and Interaction Questions

Question
Number

Test
Statistic

P-value

1 U=257.0 0.18
2 U=231.0 0.55
3 U = 222.5 0.69
4 U=216.5 0.86
5 U = 244.0 0.27
6 U = 230.0 0.52

The p-values shown in Table 41 through Table 43 indicate that there were

significant differences between the training groups for the learning and interaction

question 5 of Table 41 for the multiple-alphabetical layout. Additionally, there was a

significant difference between the training groups for the learning and interaction

question 4 of Table 42 for the single-alphabetical layout. There were no significant

differences between training groups on the single split-Qwerty layout.

5.1.7 Additional Quantitative Data from Subjective Questions

In addition to the learning and interaction questions, participants were also asked to

respond to questions that addressed the mobile bar code scanners' keyboard design

and a separate questionnaire that asked for preferences between keyboard designs.

Section 5.1.7.1 presents the results of the mean and median analyses performed

on the keyboard design questions. Section 5.1.7.2 presents the results of the

comparison of the keyboard design questions between the multiple-alphabetical and

single-alphabetical keyboard layouts to determine any significant differences. Section

5.1.7.3 presents the results of the comparison of the keyboard design questions



between the single-alphabetical and single split-Qwerty keyboard layouts to determine

any significant differences.

Questions related to the operating system and screen design were also

presented to the participants. Section 5.1.7.6 presents the results of mean and median

analyses performed for the operating system and screen design questions.

5.1.7.1 Keyboard Design Questions

The responses considered as most important to assess the keyboard layout design are

shown in Table 44. Note that what question 16 asked with regards to the multiple-

alphabetical keyboard layout was different to what was asked for both the single-

alphabetical and the single split-Qwerty keyboard layouts.

Table 44. Keyboard Design Questions

# Question
The font size on the keys was large enough so that the characters were easy
to read

13 The characters on the keys were clear (i.e. not fuzzy)

14 The color used on the keys was helpful

15 The keys were a good size

Multiple Alphabetical: Having multiple characters per key was useful
16 Single-Alphabetical & Single Split-Qwertv: Having single characters per

key was useful
17 The placement/arrangement of the keys made sense

The subjective opinions of the participants with respect to keyboard design

were thought to provide useful information as to user preferences that the
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time/accuracy data measures did not show. Additionally, these responses may be

useful in further explaining the results obtained from direct interaction with the mobile

bar code scanners. A summary of the average responses for the keyboard design

questions are shown in Table 45 through Table 47.

Table 45. Overall Averages for Each Mobile Bar Code Scanner for Keyboard Design
Questions

Question
Number and
Statistic

Multiple-
Alphabetical

Single -

Alphabetical
Single Split-

Qwerty

12
Mean 4.10 4.64 4.55
Median 4.00 5.00 5.00

13
Mean 4.57 4.64 4.71
Median 5.00 5.00 5.00
Mean 3.29 4.31 4.36

14 Median 3.00 5.00 5.00
Mean 4.37 3.62 3.43

15 Median 5.00 4.00 4.00
Mean 1.98 4.66 4.56

16 Median 1.00 5.00 5.00

17
Mean 3.38 3.90 2.81
Median 4.00 4.00 2.50
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Table 46. Averages for Each Mobile Bar Code Scanner Grouped by Training and No
Training for Keyboard Design Questions

Question Keyboard
Number Multiple-

Alphabetical
Single

Alphabetical
- Single Split-Qwerty

Training No
Training

Training No
Training

Training No
Training

12
4.29 3.90 4.71 4.57 4.67 4.40
4.00 4.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00

13
4.67 4.48 4.67 4.62 4.71 4.70
5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00

14 3.52 3.11 4.43 4.19 4.48 4.25
3.00 3.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00

15
4.50 4.24 3.81 3.43 3.81 3.15
5.00 4.00 4.00 4.00 4.00 3.00

16 2.00 1.95 4.52 4.80 4.48 4.63
1.00 1.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00

17 3.62 3.14 3.81 4M0 2.62 3.00
4.00 4.00 4.00 4.00 2.00 3.00

Table 47. Averages for Each Mobile Bar Code Scanner Grouped by Gender for
Keyboard Design Questions

Question Keyboard
Number Multiple-

Alphabetical
Single -Alphabetical Single Split-Qwerty

Male Female Male Female Male Female

12 4.46 3.61 4.50 4.83 4.30 4.83
5.00 4.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00

13
4.58 4.56 4.46 4.89 4.57 4.89
5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00

14 3.27 3.39 4.17 4.50 4.22 4.56
3.00 3.50 4.00 5.00 4.00 5.00

15
4.30 4.44 3.33 4.00 3.13 3.94
4.00 5.00 4.00 4.00 3.00 4.00

16 2.13 1.78 4.57 4.78 4.32 4.83
2.00 1.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00

17
3.21 3.61 3.71 4.17 2.78 2.83
4.00 4.00 4.00 4.50 3.00 2.00
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5.1.7.2 Multiple-Alphabetical versus Single-Alphabetical

The responses to the questions shown in Table 44 were analyzed to determine whether

or not statistically significant differences existed between the multiple-alphabetical

and single-alphabetical keyboard design. This analysis was complementary to that

presented in 5.1.4 to test the validity of Hypothesis 1.

The Wilcoxon signed rank test was applied to paired data and the Maim-

Whitney test was applied to the unpaired response data. Nonparametric tests are often

used in evaluating ordinal data, such as that obtained from the questionnaires

(Horvath, 1985). It is important to mention that participant L18 did not answer

question 14 and participant M48 did not answer question 15 with respect to the

multiple-alphabetical keyboard layout. Similarly, participant Q75 did not answer

question 16 for the single-alphabetical keyboard layout. Therefore, for these

participants, the corresponding answer on the other keyboard design was eliminated so

that a paired comparison could be made. The following test of hypothesis was

performed for each questionnaire question at the 95% confidence level:

H0: median question# for the multiple-alphabetical layout =
median question# for the single-alphabetical layout

HA: median question# for the multiple-alphabetical layout
median question# for the single-alphabetical layout

These results are summarized in Table 48.
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Table 48. Multiple-Alphabetical versus Single-Alphabetical Results for
Keyboard Design Questions

Question
Number

Test Statistic P-value

12 W=1.01095 0.31
13 W=0.0 1.00
14 W=3.89921 0
15 W=2.24774 0.02
16 W=5.2893 0
17 W=1.72673 0.08

The p-values shown in Table 48 indicate that there were significant differences

between the multiple-alphabetical layout and the single-alphabetical layout for the

keyboard design questions 14, 15, and 16 in Table 44.

Since gender was considered a variable where there might be differences

between the two measures, the results were also tested for any statistically significant

differences between the genders within each keyboard designs. The results are shown

in Table 49 and Table 50.

Table 49. Gender Comparison of Keyboard Design Questions for the Multiple-
Alphabetical

Question
Number

Test Statistic P-value

12 U=288.O 0.05
13 U=217.0 0.99
14 U=189.5 0.64
15 U=174.5 0.35
16 U=251.0 0.34
17 U=190.5 0.51
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Table 50. Gender Comparison of Keyboard Design Questions for the Single-
Alphabetical

Question
Number

Test Statistic P-value

12 U=159.0 0.07
13 U155.0 0.05
14 U=162.5 0.14
15 U=146.5 0.07
16 U=185.5 0.45
17 U=172.0 0.24

The p-values shown in Table 49 and Table 50 indicate that there were no

significant differences between the gender groups for the single-alphabetical layout.

Additionally, there were no significant differences between gender groups for the

multiple-alphabetical layout.

In addition to the individual keyboard design questions in the questionnaires

for each keyboard layout, the final questionnaire addressed questions that directly

compared the multiple-alphabetical and single-alphabetical layouts. The two

questions on the final questionnaire for the multiple-alphabetical keyboard layout

versus the single-alphabetical keyboard layout are shown in Table 51.

Table 51. Multiple-Alphabetical versus Single-Alphabetical Keyboard Questions
# Question Asked
1 The use of multiple characters on the keys (device a) caused more errors

than the use of single characters (device b)

2 The use of multiple characters on the keys (device a) made task completion
faster than the use of single characters (device b)
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The overall means and medians for these two questions are shown in Table 52.

Table 53 shows the results by gender.

Table 52. Overall results for Multiple-Alphabetical versus Single-Alphabetical
Questions

Question Number
and Statistic

Results

1
Mean 4.69
Median 5

2
Mean 1.62
Median 1

Table 53. Results for Multiple-Alphabetical versus Single-Alphabetical Questions by
Gender

Question Number
and Statistic

Results
Male Female

1
Mean 4.46 5.00
Median 5 5

2 Mean 1.71 1.5
Median 1 1

Table 52 and Table 53 show that, on average, participants agreed highly with

question 1 of Table 51, while disagreeing with question 2.

5.1.7.3 Single-Alphabetical versus Single Split-Qwerty

The responses to the questions shown in Table 44 were analyzed to determine whether

or not statistically significant differences existed between the single-alphabetical and

single split-Qwerty keyboard design. This analysis was complementary to that

presented in 5.1.5 to test the validity of Hypothesis 2.
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The Wilcoxon signed rank test was applied to paired data and the Mann-

Whitney test was applied to unpaired response data. Nonparametric tests are often

used in evaluating ordinal data, such as that obtained from the questionnaires

(Horvath, 1985). As mentioned in section 5.1.5 above, participant L18 had repeated

problems with the equipment, which caused their interaction with the single split-

Qwerty keyboard layout to be invalid. Therefore, participant Li 8's data for

interaction with both the single-alphabetical keyboard and single split-Qwerty design

was not considered in this analysis. The following test of hypothesis was performed

for each questionnaire question at the 95% confidence level:

H0: median question# for the single-alphabetical layout =
median question# for the single split-Qwerty layout

HA: median question# for the single-alphabetical layout
median question# for the single split-Qwerty layout

These results are summarized in Table 54.

Table 54. Single-Alphabetical versus Single Split-Qwerty Results for Keyboard
Design Questions

Question Test statistic P-value

12 W=1.27451 0.21
13 W=0.0 1.00
14 W=0.0 1.00
15 W=0.12488 0.90
16 W=0.0 1.00
17 W=3.69376 0

The p-values shown in Table 54 indicate that there was a significant difference

between the single-alphabetical layout and the single split-Qwerty layout for the

keyboard design question 17 of Table 44.
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Since gender was considered a variable where there might be differences

between the two measures, the results were also tested for any statistically significant

differences between the genders within each keyboard designs. The results are shown

in Table 55 and Table 56.

Table 55. Gender Comparison of Keyboard Design Questions for the Single-
Alphabetical

Question
Number

Test Statistic P-value

12 U=148.5 0.06
13 U=145.0 0.04
14 U=158.5 0.16
15 U=146.5 0.10
16 U=175.0 0.40
17 U=169.0 0.30

Table 56. Gender Comparison of Keyboard Design Questions for the Single Split-
Qwerty

Question
Number

Test Statistic P-value

12 U=138.0 0.03
13 U=164.0 0.12
14 U=159.0 0.16
15 U=132.0 0.04
16 U=138.0 0.04
17 U = 206.0 0.99

The p-values shown in Table 55 and Table 56 indicate that there was a

significant difference between the gender groups for the single-alphabetical layout for

the keyboard design question 13 of Table 44. Additionally there were significant
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differences between the gender groups of the single split-Qwerty layout for the

keyboard questions 12, 15 and 16 of Table 44.

In addition to the individual keyboard design questions in the questionnaires

for each keyboard design, the final questionnaire addressed questions that directly

compared the single-alphabetical and the single split-Qwerty layouts. The three

questions on the final questionnaire for the single-alphabetical keyboard layout versus

the single split-Qwerty keyboard layout are shown in Table 57.

Table 57. Single-Alphabetical versus Single Split-Qwerty Questions

# Question
3 The keys were easier to find on the alphabetic layout (device b) as

compared to the split-Qwerty layout (device c)

4 The alphabetic layout (device b) made task completionfaster than the use
of the split-Qwerty layout (device c)

5 The use of alphabetic layout (device b) caused more errors than the use of
the split-Qwerty layout (device c)

The means and medians for these two questions are shown in Table 58. Table

59 shows the results by gender.
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Table 58. Overall Results for Single-Alphabetical versus Single Split-Qwerty
Questions

Question Number
and Statistic

Results

Mean 3.83
Median 4
Mean 3.56
Median 4
Mean 2.18
Median 2.5

Table 59. Results for Single-Alphabetical versus Single Split-Qwerty Questions by
Gender

Question Number
and Statistic

Results
Male Female

3
Mean 3.61 4.11
Median 4 4.5

4 Mean 3.26 3.94
Median 3 4

5
Mean 2.36 1.94
Median 3 2

Table 58 and Table 59 show that, on average, participants moderately agreed

with questions 3 and 4 of Table 57, while being more neutral or only slightly

disagreeing with question 5 training versus no training

5.1.7.4 Training versus No Training

The responses to the questions shown in Table 44 were analyzed to determine whether

or not statistically significant differences existed between the opinions of those who

received training versus those who did not for each keyboard layout individually (i.e.,
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the single-alphabetical and single split-Qwerty keyboard layout). This analysis was

complementary to that presented in 5.1.6 to test the validity of Hypothesis 3.

The Mann-Whitney test was applied to the responses data. The data for

participant Li 8 was also eliminated in this analysis. The following test of hypothesis

was performed for each questionnaire question at the 95% confidence level:

H0: median question# for "training" group on keyboard layout= median question#
for "no training" group on keyboard layout

HA: median question# for "training" group on keyboard layout median question#
for "no training" group on keyboard layout

These results are summarized in Table 60 through Table 62.

Table 60. Training versus No Training for Keyboard Design Questions on the
Multiple-Alphabetical Keyboard

Question
Number

Test
Statistic

P-value

12 U=246 0.50
13 U=260.5 0.23
14 U=262.5 0.16
15 U=255.5 0.19
16 U=222.0 0.98
17 U=273.0 0.17

Table 61. Training versus No Training for Keyboard Design Questions on the Single-
Alphabetical Keyboard

Question
Number

Test
Statistic

P-value

12 U=237 0.62
13 U=230 0.77
14 U=237.5 0.65
15 U=255.5 0.36
16 U=194 0.59
17 U=207 0.73
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Table 62. Training versus No Training for Keyboard Design Questions on the Single-
Alphabetical Keyboard

Question
Number

Test
Statistic

p-values =

12 U=262.5 0.21
13 U=213 0.81
14 U=241 0.56
15 U=291.5 0.07
16 U=197.5 0.69
17 U=181.5 0.32

The p-values shown Table 60 through Table 62 indicate that there were no

significant differences between the training groups for any of the three keyboard

layouts on any of the keyboard design questions of Table 44.

In addition to the individual keyboard design questions in the questionnaires

for each keyboard design, the final questionnaire addressed questions that directly

compared the multiple-alphabetical and single-alphabetical layouts, as well as the

single-alphabetical and single split-Qwerty layouts. The five questions on the final

questionnaire are shown in Table 63.
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Table 63. Keyboard Comparison Questions

# Question
1 The use of multiple characters on the keys (device a) caused more errors

than the use of single characters (device b)

2 The use of multiple characters on the keys (device a) made task completion
faster than the use of single characters (device b)

3 The keys were easier to find on the alphabetic layout (device b) as
compared to the split-Qwerty layout (device c)

4 The alphabetic layout (device b) made task completionfaster than the use
of the split-Qwerty layout (device c)

5 The use of alphabetic layout (device b) caused more errors than the use of
the split-Qwerty layout (device c)

The means and medians for these two questions based on training group are

shown in Table 64. The overall results for these questions were shown in Table 52

and Table 58.

Table 64. Results for Keyboard Comparison Questions by Training Group

Question
Number and

Statistic

Results
Training No

Training

Mean 4.62 4.76
1 Median 5 5

2 Mean 1.62 1.62
Median 1 1

Mean 3.71 3.95
Median 4 4
Mean 3.33 3.80
Median 3 4
Mean 2.43 1.89
Median 3 2
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Table 64 shows that, on average, the "training" and "no training" groups'

opinions with respect to the mobile bar code scanners were fairly similar.

5.1.7.5 Overall Keyboard Design Preferences

The final questionnaire asked participants to indicate their most preferred and least

preferred mobile barcode scanner. The results are shown in Table 65 through Table

67.

There was one instance where this data may be slightly incorrect. This

instance was for a male participant from the training group that was asked on the

questionnaire why he chose his most preferred mobile bar code scanner as the single-

qwerty. The participant's response was "I'm a hacker and would want to use the

imager (green light)".

In a separate case, a female who did not receive training, wrote the letter (c),

which corresponds to the single split-Qwerty layout, but this answer was recorded for

analysis as (a), the single-alphabetical layout, because this participant specifically

wrote their reason for choosing this mobile bar code scanner was: "The letter keys

were in alphabetical order".
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Table 65. Overall Preferences on Mobile Bar Code Scanners

Multiple- Single- Single Split-
Alphabetical Alphabetical Qwerty

Most Preferred 1 27 13
(jercentage*) (2.44%) (65.85%) (31.71%)
Least Preferred 40 0 1

(percentage*) (97.56%) (0%) (2.44%)
* All counts are out of 41

Table 66. Preferences on Mobile Bar Code Scanners by Training Group

Multiple- Single- Single Split-Qwerty
Alphabetical Alphabetical
Training No Training No Training No

:: :: Training Training Training
Most Preferred 1 0 12 15 8 5
(percentage) * (4.76%) (0%) (57.14% (75%) (38.10%) (25%)
Least Preferred 20 20 0 0 1 0
(percentage) * (95.24%) (100%) (0%) (0%) (4.76%) (0%)

*Training group was out of 20; No Training group was out of 21

Table 67. Preferences on Mobile Bar Code Scanners by Gender

Multiple- Single-Alphabetical Single Split-Qwerty
AlphabeticalfJ Male Female Male Female Male Female

Most Preferred 1 0 13 14 9 4
(percentage)* (6.25%) (0%) (56.52%) (77.78%) (40.9 1%) (22.22%)

Least 22 18 0 0 1 0
Preferred (95.65%) (100%) (0%) (0%) (4.35%) (0%)
(p ercentage)*

*Male group was out of 23; Female group was out of 18
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5.1.7.6 Operating System and Screen Design Questions

The operating system and screen design questions are listed in Table 68. A summary

of the mean and median of the responses for each of these questions for each of the

keyboards is shown in Table 69. Because the operating system and screen design

were not a focus of this research, no further analysis was performed on these

questions.

Table 68. Operating System and Screen Design Questions

# Operating System Questions
7 The response time of the system was fast enough

8 The rate at which the information was displayed was fast enough

9 The rate at which the information was displayed was too fast
Screen Design Questions

10 The font size on the screen was large enough so that the characters were easy to
read

11 The characters on the screen were clear (i.e. not fuzzy)

Table 69. Average Responses to Operating System and Screen Design Questions for
Each Keyboard Layout

Question
Number and
statistic

Keyboard Layout
Multiple-

Alphabetical
Single-

Alphabetical
Single Split-

Qwerty
Mean 4.07 4.64 4.67
Median 4.00 5.00 5.00

8
Mean 4.05 4.67 4.76
Median 5.00 5.00 5.00
Mean 2.48 1.83 1.49
Median 2.00 1.00 1.00

10 Mean 4.48 4.71 4.62
Median 5.00 5.00 5.00
Mean 4.69 4.60 4.71
Median 5.00 5.00 5.00
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Table 69 shows that, on average, participants agreed strongly with all the

questions shown in Table 68, with the exception of a common disagreement on

question 9.

5.1.8 Qualitative Data from Subjective Questions

Additional data from the subjective questionnaires collected comments from the

participants for each of the questions asked in the questionnaires. Qualitative data are

useful when one needs to supplement, validate, explain, illuminate, or reinterpret

quantitative data gathered from the same setting (Miles & Huberman, 1994).

Although there was not a clear way to directly associate personal opinions with

particular observed measures and quantitative data from questionnaires, it was felt that

comments may provide some more insight into the perceived interaction with each

layout, as well as possibly point out specific areas for improvement. Therefore, the

qualitative data was used to group common themes of comments that might explain

some of the overall results presented in the previous sections. A theme refers to a

reoccurring comment pertaining to a particular design aspect, observation or problem

among participants.

In order to identify these common themes, personal comments were first coded

and then grouped by this code into a spreadsheet for further analysis. Codes are tags

or labels for assigning units of meaning to the descriptive or inferential information

compiled during a study and are usually attached to "chunks" of varying size (i.e.,
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words, phrase, etc.); they can be categorized into the following types (Miles &

Huberman, 1994):

1. Descriptive codes. Those which summarize a "chunk" of information,

e.g. a response, and require little interpretation

2. Interpretive codes. Expand descriptive codes in that they consider

other factors, such outside influences affecting the response

3. Pattern codes. Often added in a second round of review, after a

descriptive code has already been assigned. These codes will provide

even more explanation such as identifying patterns or themes in

responses.

Normally, it is recommended that initial codes be created before a study begins

(Miles & Huberman, 1994). However, the focus of this study was initially on

quantitative information. Although spaces were provided and requests were made for

comments, there was no knowledge of how much qualitative information would

actually be obtained. After data collection was complete, it was found that there was

an immense amount of qualitative data that had to be processed. Therefore,

determination of codes was done at the conclusion of data collection. Because the

data was supplemental in nature to other results, descriptive coding was viewed as an

appropriate approach.

It is important that all codes fit into a structure and either relate to or are

distinct from other codes in a way that is meaningful (Miles & Huberman, 1994).
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Guidelines set forth by Miles and Hubberman (1994) were considered for determining

codes in this research. However, some adjustments had to be made because their

focus/examples focused more on interactions in an environment often involving other

persons. In contrast, this research focuses on an individual's interaction with different

keyboard designs of mobile bar code scanners.

It is important to note that the coding was only performed by the test

conductor. Therefore, the reliability of the coding could not be verified. A group of

comments were first read through and some initial codes were assigned. After review,

it was found that many categories, or codes, were closely related to each other.

Therefore, it was decided to group these into a common code. The codes and their

definitions andlor questions they typically referred to are defined in Table 70.

After conclusion of coding, the participants' personal comments were grouped

in accordance to the codes shown in Table 70 and entered into Microsoft® Excel for

further analysis. For each group of comments associated to a particular code, the

comments were examined more closely for common themes and colored coded

accordingly so that similar observations could be counted.

As mentioned earlier, the amount of information gathered during this

experiment was substantial. After coding the data, there were approximately 1400

individual comments. Due to the time constraints, it was decided that only those

comments that referred directly to the keyboard design layout would be summarized

and included in this research paper, which included approximately 430 comments.
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These comments were chosen based on their central relation to the focus of this

experiment.

Table 70. Qualitative Codes and Definitions

Code* Basic Description Expanded Definition
of what Code
encompasses

XX-LeI Mental! Perceptual & Encompasses comments on feelings towards the amount
Mental/Physical work of mental & perceptual activity needed (e.g. thinking,
Workload questions; searching, remembering, easy, difficult), as well as mental
Learning How to use & physical work to accomplish desired level of
device and interaction performance. Also includes comments on becoming
with device familiar with device, training (if received), instructions,

general problems & comments on tasks
XX-Pac Time/pace Workload Encompasses comments on feelings towards the amount

questions of time pressure (e.g. rate, pace)
XX-Per Goal accomplishment & Encompasses comments on feelings towards how well

Secure/stress level part. met goals of task and how performance was, as well
workload questions as how insecure, discouraged, irritated, stressed, annoyed

participant felt during task.
XX-Sc Screen; Operating Includes comments on problems unrelated to keyboard

System; General scanner (e.g. response time), as well as on screen layout,
comments characters presentations, etc. Also, includes general

comments on the scanner (i.e. laser, weight, etc.)
XX-lay Keyboard layout Includes all comments directly relating to the keyboard

layout, but not including direct comments on learning the
keyboard

XX-key Keys Includes all comments directly relating to the (size, color,
etc); but not including direct comments on learning the
keyboard

XX-oth Not layout or keys Includes all other comments directly relating to the
keyboard; but not including direct comments on learning
the keyboard. Example: mode of keyboard

Key-Gen General keyboard Includes general comments on the keyboard (i.e. not
pertaining to a particular keyboard)

Other-XX Anything else Includes any other comments not covered by other
category (such as general remarks by participants)

' When coding notes, XX refers to the particular keyboard. The XX was replaced with either: MA, for
the multiple-alphabetical; SA, for the single-alphabetical; or SQ, for the single split-Qwerty.

The comments directly pertaining to keyboard design were grouped into types

of comments with a common theme for the three keyboard layouts (i.e., multiple-

alphabetical, single-alphabetical and single split-Qwerty). These comments are
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presented by keyboard layout and training groups in Table 71 through Table 76. The

table design is based on that found in previous research where the main focus was

qualitative results (Worley, 2004).

Table 71. Summary of Comments Directly Relating to Keyboard Design of the
Multiple-Alphabetical for the Group with Training

Comment Category Number of Sample Comments
comments!

sources
Positive Comments
Positive towards Numerical 2/2 - I really like the numeric layoutLayout______________
Positive towards mode, function, 1/1 - Switching b/n CAPs & lowercase was easy.
and/or scrolling of keyboard
Positive towards phone type 4/4 - It is similar to a cell phone (typing in the
layout letters). Very easy to handle.

- The alpha vs. number keys are very similar to
cell phones, and was therefore familiar

Positive towards button size, use 9/8 - Large keys made it easier to hit single buttons
of color andl or spacing - Keys were big, not many keys to press.
Negative Comments
Negative towards Numerical 0/0 n/aLayout______________
Negative towards mode, function, 33/14 - So frustrating switching b/w alpha, numeric &
and/or scrolling of keyboard caps!

- It was hard to change from # to letter to cap.
The timed letters capture made me make more
errors.
- All entries involving switching between
alpha/alpha caps! numeric modes required a
huge number of button presses

Negative towards button/letter 6/5 - The alpha key could be bigger because it was
size, use of color and/or spacing used the most

- <fn> key was a little small.
- Many (3+) times I hit the wrong key because I
was misled w the letters below the key instead
of above them

Negative towards use of <y>/<n> 3/3 - Seemed like it needed yes/no buttons rather
and/or desires individual buttons than pressing the "9" 3 times in alpha mode to
for these keys get a yes
Negative towards size and or 4/3 - Had to press the function key just to put in a
location of space space

Space needs to be its own key.
Negative towards location of <.> 3/3 - I sometimes had trouble with the <.> key

because I am used to working on a 10-key where
it is located on the right
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Table 72. Summary of Comments Directly Relating to Keyboard Design of the
Multiple-Alphabetical for the No Training Group

Comment Category Number of Sample Comments
comments!

sources
Positive Comments
Positive towards Numerical 3/2 -The placement of the number keys (what liked
Layout best about keyboard)
Positive towards mode, function, 0/0 n/a
and/or scrolling of keyboard
Positive towards phone type 6/5 - The phone layout of letter was nice.layout______________
Positive towards button size, use 6/6 - The size of the buttons (liked the most about
of color and! or spacing keyboard design)

- The alpha numeric keys were plenty large for
my fmgers

Negative Comments
Negative towards Numerical 0/0 n/aLayout______________
Negative towards mode, function, 37/19 - Switching between alpha, numeric & caps
and/or scrolling of keyboard (liked least about keyboard)

- I hated switching btwn alpha & numeric
modes & I think it caused more errors
- Too few buttons. Buttons did too many things.

Negative towards button/letter 3/3 - The color of the letters and the number should
size, use of color and! or spacing be different

- The letters should have been bolder
Negative towards use of <y>/<n> 8/6 - Separate yes & no keys should be a must.
and/or desires individual buttons - Add two "keys" "Yes" and "No".
forthese keys
Negative towards size and or 6/5 - There should have been a separate key for
location of space space.
Negative towards location of <.> 6/5 - Had difficulty locating period! decimal key

- I struggled understanding that period '.' is not
in alpha under a number
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Table 73. Summary of Comments Directly Relating to Keyboard Design of the
Single-Alphabetical for the With Training Group

Comment Category Number of Sample Comments
comments!

sources_________________________________________________
Positive Comments
Positive towards Numerical 0/0 nlaLayout______________
Positive towards mode, function, 7/5 - That I didn't' have to push any keys to switch
and/or scrolling of keyboard between letters and numbers (what liked the

most about keyboard)
Positive towards button size, use 3/3 - The clarity of the keys and difference in
of color and! or spacing alphabet and numeric colors (black & white vs.

red & white).
Positive towards layout 10/7 - Compared to the previous scanner, the letter

key layout was faster when performing text
entry (I had to hunt less to find the key I
wanted).

Negative Comments
Negative towards Numerical 9/5 - Keypad letter layout was harder to follow
Layout - The number layout also seemed backwards to

me but was do-able.
Negative towards mode, flmction, 4/3 - The only difficultly was with the shift key, had
and/or scrolling of keyboard to use wI one hand.
Negative towards button/letter 13/7 - The keys are a little small for large fingers
size, use of color and! or spacing - The white letters on the number buttons was

harder to read, they didn't have the contrast.
Sometimes the keys felt small.

Negative towards use of <y>I<n> 4/2 - (Y) and (N) are somewhat hidden (that was my
and/or desires individual buttons perception)
for these keys - Separate YIN buttons may help.
Negative towards size and or 8/4 - The space bar is in a hard to reach place
location of space
Negative towards location of <.> 5/2 - The <.> button was difficult for me. The Fn

above the <k> looks like a period to me when it
was actually a dash.

Negative towards layout 5/4 - The distribution of the alphabet is unnatural,
specially for someone used to "qwerty"
keyboards

Negative towards top row buttons 4/2 - I don't like the 'A B C' row at the top, I forgot
to look there
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Table 74. Summary of Comments Directly Relating to Keyboard Design of the
Single-Alphabetical for the No Training Group

Comment Category Number of Sample Comments
comments!

sources
Positive Comments
Positive towards Numerical 1/i - The number part was very easy to useLayout______________
Positive towards mode, function, 18/12 - Loved the separate keys for the letters
and/or scrolling of keyboard - Not having to switch to numeric & alpha

modes (liked the most about keyboard)
Positive towards button1 letter 5/5 - The keys were a good size & easy to read.
size, use of color and! or spacing
Positive towards layout 13/8 - The placement of the keys in alpha order made

more sense to me
- The layout was great. It made the most sense
to me.

Negative Comments
Negative towards Numerical 4/3 - The number placement still doesn't make sense
Layout to me.
Negative towards mode, function, 0/0 n/a
and/or scrolling of keyboard
Negative towards button/letter 11/7 - Key placement was a bit cramped
size, use of color and! or spacing - Make the keys bigger and the space between

keys bigger.
Negative towards use of<y>/<n> 8/5 - It would be nice to have "yes" "no" buttons
and/or desires individual buttons instead of searching for the alpha keys all the
for these keys time.

- Add simple "Yes" and "No" key
Negative towards size and or 11/5 - Having "space" @ the bottom & away from the
location of space characters doesn't make sense.
Negative towards location of <.> 4/2 The only thing that was hard to distinguish was

the period - I kept looking for it as a function as
that sort of corresponds w/ a regular keyboard

Negative towards layout 5/3 - Keyboard Arrangement. (what liked least
about keyboard)

Negative towards top row buttons 6/5 - Have ABC be same size/shape as other letters
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Table 75. Summary of Comments Directly Relating to Keyboard Design of the Single
Split-Qwerty for the With Training Group

Comment Category Number of Sample Comments
comments!

sources
Positive Comments
Positive towards Numerical 3/3 - 10-key number layout (what liked most about
Layout keyboard)
Positive towards mode, function, 13/8 - I also liked the ease of changing from CAPs
and/or scrolling of keyboard for one letter & back to lowercase

- I also like how the numbers were separate from
the letters

Positive towards button size, use 2/1 Liked the difference in color btwn #'s & letters
of color and! or spacing
Positive towards placement of 2/2 - I also noticed that the placement ofy & n was
<y>/ <n> buttons very good, although it seemed to be unintended.
Positive towards layout 4/4 - I really liked the familiar Qwerty design
Negative Comments
Negative towards Numerical 4/3 - Have the numbers 1-9, 1 start top left & 9 end
Layout bottom right
Negative towards mode, function, 1/1 - The shift key was sometimes hard to use.
and/or scrolling of keyboard
Negative towards button/letter 7/6 - Keys were a little too small & close together
size, use of color and! or spacing - Decrease vertical distance between rows to

decrease vertical travel time.
Negative towards use of<y>/<n> 1/1 - Make y & n keys diff. colors to stand out
and/or desires individual buttons
forthese keys
Negative towards size and or 4/3 - The space button was small
location of space
Negative towards location of <.> 0/0 n/a
Negative towards layout 16/9 - Character layout was not very intuitive for me.

- Split keyboard arrangement did not feel
natural.
- I didn't like the split level letters. I prefer
alphabetical order.

Negative towards top row buttons 4/4 - The top 5 keys should have the same shape and
feel as the rest.
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Table 76. Summary of Comments Directly Relating to Keyboard Design of the Single
Split-Qwerty for the No Training Group

Comment Category Number of Sample Comments
comments!

sources
Positive Comments
Positive towards Numerical 1/1 - It was easy to know where to look for keys.
Layout Had 10-key #s
Positive towards mode, function, 10/10 - Single character mode was easy.
andlor scrolling of keyboard
Positive towards button size, use 1/1 - The colors on the keys (liked the most about
of color and! or spacing keyboard)
Positive towards layout 5/4 - The keys are familiar in the sq

- The lettering layout was easier for me.
Negative Comments
Negative towards Numerical 3/2 - Possibly reverse the order of the numeric keysLayout______________
Negative towards mode, function, 2/1 - I didn't like the way the shift key worked,
andlor scrolling of keyboard though, hard to get 2 buttons w/ the same hand
Negative towards button/letter 9/7 - Occasionally would hit two buttons or the
size, use of color and! or spacing wrong one due to their size & proximity with

each other
Negative towards use of<y>/<n> 5/5 - Yes & No keys would have been nice.
andlor desires individual buttons
forthese keys
Negative towards size and or 8/4 - I don't like the space @ the bottom & away
location of space from the letters
Negative towards location of <.> 4/2 - It took me a very long time to locate the

periodldot key.
Negative towards layout 19/16 - I am not used to looking at the keyboard, it is

just there under my fingers, so it was harder to
find letters.
- If your going to go with Qwerty, don't do split

Negative towards top row buttons 5/4 - Have QWERT buttons lowered & same size &
shape as other buttons
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6.0 DISCUSSION

This section discusses the results presented in section 5.0. The potential implications

of results that proved to be statistically significant are of particular interest.

Additionally, the results obtained from the analyses performed on the ordinal data

such as user preferences and survey responses will also be discussed.

Table 77 summarizes the results of the statistical analyses (i.e., p-values) for

the main measures (i.e., character rate, percentage of time spent typing incorrect lines,

and error rate), as well as the workload measures. The p-values on Table 77 that are

shaded were statistically significant. A more detailed discussion on these results can

be found in the following subsections.



Table 77. Summary Results Table for Statistical Testing (j-values) on Main Measures and Workload Measures

Measure MA vs
SA

SA vs
SQ

Gender Training_Group
MA SA SA w/o

L18
SQ MA SA SQ

MainMeasures
Character Rates 0.3 184 0.0715 .8079 0.8794 0.5928 0.3662 0.9809 0.3976

% of time spent
typingincorrect lines

0.6401 0.0124 0.7911 0.7020 0.4873 0 0.5975 .O443'

Error Rate 0.7017 0.0652 0.4842 0.4794 0.2254 00O9 0.1402 0.1098

WorkloadMeasures
Mental Demand 0 0.06 0.91 0.97 0.30 0.27 0.86 0.72

Temporal Demand 0 62 0.73 0.96 0.94 0.48 0.01 0.53 0.61

Performance 0' 0.12 0.09 0.53 0.65 0.42 0.16 0.95 0.18

Effort 0 0.02 0.98 0.54 0.62 0.38 0.12 0.27 0.56

Frustration Level 0.97 0.94 0.11 0.31 0.39 0.92 0.76 0.18 0.12
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6.1 Multiple-Alphabetical versus Single-Alphabetical

The results pertaining to Hypothesis 1 showed that there was a statistically significant

difference between the multiple-alphabetical layout and the single-alphabetical layout

for all three of the main time and accuracy measures (i.e., character rate, percentage of

time spent typing incorrect lines, and error rate). These results can be summarized as

follows:

Character Rate (seconds per character) was slower on the multiple-

alphabetical layout versus the single-alphabetical layout.

Percentage of time spent typing incorrect lines was higher on the multiple-

alphabetical layout versus the single-alphabetical layout.

. Error Rate was higher on the multiple-alphabetical layout versus the single-

alphabetical layout.

Additionally, gender was found to play a role in the participants' interaction

with the multiple-alphabetical keyboard layout. Specifically, the male group spent a

higher percentage of time than the female group typing incorrect lines. There was no

significant difference for the other two measures on the multiple-alphabetical layout.

No significant differences were found between the male and female groups for these

three measures on the single-alphabetical layout.

All but one of the workload measures obtained a larger score for the multiple-

alphabetical keyboard layout as compared to the single-alphabetical. The four

workload measures that were statistically significant were: mental demand, temporal
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demand, performance, and effort. The workload measure that was not significant was

frustration level. These results help support the significant differences between the

multiple-alphabetical layout and single-alphabetical layout for the time and accuracy

measures presented above (i.e. character rate, percentage of time spent typing

incorrect lines, and error rate) since it can be reasonably concluded that a keyboard

layout causing a higher perceived workload would affect interaction with the

keyboard. No significant differences between gender groups were found for the

perceived workload on the multiple-alphabetical layout or the single-alphabetical

layout.

The summary of the statistically significant differences between the multiple-

alphabetical and single-alphabetical layouts for each measure are shown in Table 78.

A summary of the statistical differences by gender are included in Table 79. Tn these

tables, a I indicates that there is a significant difference and the location of this

symbol pertains to the higher of the two measures. For example, the I in the first row

of Table 78 indicates that there was a significant difference between the multiple-

alphabetical layout and the single-alphabetical layout for the measure of character rate

and that the higher of the values was for the multiple-alphabetical layout.
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Table 78. Summary of Statistically Significant Differences between the Multiple-
Alphabetical and Single-Alphabetical

Measure Multiple-
Alphabetical

Single-
Alphabetical

Character Rates
% of time spent typing
incorrect lines
Error Rate
Mental Demand
Temporal Demand
Performance 'I

Effort
Frustration Level

Table 79. Summary of Statistically Significant Differences between Gender for the
Multiple-Alphabetical and Single-Alphabetical

Measure Multiple-
Alphabetical

Single-
Alphabetical

Male Female Male Female
Character Rates
% of time spent typing
incorrect lines
Error Rate
Mental Demand
Temporal Demand
PerformanceEffort_______
Frustration Level

In addition to the above measures, the keyboard design questions were thought

to provide useful supplemental information about interaction between the two

different layouts. Participants' responses to these questions were based on a Likert

scale from 1 to 5, representing strongly disagree, somewhat disagree, neutral,

somewhat agree, and strongly agree, respectively. A comparison between the

multiple-alphabetical layout responses and the single-alphabetical layout responses
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showed that there was a statistically significant difference for the responses for

questions 14, 15 and 16. The questions and summary of the significant difference are

shown below:

Question #14: The color used on the keys was helpful

o Stronger agreement on the single-alphabetical

Question #15: The keys were a good size

o Stronger agreement on the multiple-alphabetical

Question #16

a Multiple Alphabetical: Having multiple characters per key was

useful

a Single-Alphabetical & Single Split-Qwertv: Having single

characters per key was useful

Stronger agreement on the single-alphabetical

A significant difference was found between gender groups with respect to

question 13 for the single-alphabetical layout. This question stated that "The

characters on the keys were clear (i.e. not fuzzy)" and showed a slightly higher mean

for the female group.

The summary of the statistically significant differences between the multiple-

alphabetical and single-alphabetical layouts for the keyboard design questions is

shown in Table 80. There were no differences between the gender groups in either the

multiple-alphabetical or single-alphabetical layouts. In Table 80 a I indicates that
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there is a significant difference and the location of this symbol pertains to the higher of

the two measures.

Table 80. Summary of Statistically Significant Differences on Keyboard Design
Questions for Multiple-Alphabetical versus Single-Alphabetical

Question
Number

Multiple-
Alphabetical

Single-
Alphabetical

12
13
14
15
16
17

Table 81. Summary of Statistically Significant Differences Keyboard Design
Questions by Gender for Multiple-Alphabetical Layout and Single-Alphabetical

Layout

Question
Number

Single-
Alphabetical

Single Split-
Qwerty

Male Female Male Female
12
13
14
15
16
17

The final questionnaire, whose main objective was to directly compare the two

keyboard layout designs, showed a strong agreement with respect to the question:

"The use of multiple characters on the keys (device a) caused more errors than' the use

of single characters (device b)" and a disagreement with "The use of multiple

characters on the keys (device a) made task completion faster than the use of single
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characters (device b)". Additionally, 97.56% participants (i.e., all but one) stated that

they least preferred the multiple-alphabetical keyboard layout. No participants stated

that they least preferred the single-alphabetical keyboard layout.

Based on the results presented in this section, it can be concluded that the

multiple-alphabetical keyboard layout has a large negative impact on the amount of

time a person needs to accurately complete a task, as well as on the amount of errors a

person makes, as compared to a keyboard layout with individual keys for letters and

numbers (i.e., the single-alphabetical layout). Additionally, the overall perceived

workload was also significantly higher on the multiple-alphabetical keyboard layout.

This result is not surprising as past research has shown that the greater number of

keystrokes required in such a format was a major source of irritation with users

(Francas, 1983). Other research found that placing multiple letters on each key versus

single letters increased search time for that letter in familiar keyboard layouts (Sears et

al., 2001).

Thus, since there was sufficient evidence found indicating that there was a

difference between the amount of errors, task completion time, and perceived

workload on the multiple-alphabetical keyboard layout versus the single-alphabetical

layout, Hypothesis 1 can be rejected.

6.1.1 Additional Observations

The results of comparing the multiple-alphabetical keyboard layout versus the single-

alphabetical layout suggest that the former has low visibility. That is, if a device has
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high visibility then a person can look at the device and immediately tell the state of the

device and what type of actions are needed (Wickens & Hollands, 2000). This implies

that participants tend to develop an incorrect mental model of how the multiple-

alphabetical keyboard layout works (see section 2.1.2.1.2).

In addition, the use of color is perceived as useful. The single-alphabetical

layout used separate colors for the letters and numbers, whereas there was no such

distinction on the multiple-alphabetical layout. However, the degree to which certain

colors are useful, in particular on which keys, should be further investigated.

An interesting finding was that although the button size on the multiple-

alphabetical layout was perceived as useful, the use of single characters per key, as in

the case of the single-alphabetical layout, was preferred. This indicates that a

compromise may have to be reached between the size of the button and the use of

individual characters.

A conclusion could not be made as to why the male group spent a significantly

longer time typing incorrect lines and single inputs versus the female group on the

multiple-alphabetical layout since all other comparisons, i.e., workload and keyboard

design questions, showed no differences between the two groups.

6.2 Single-Alphabetical versus Single Split-Qwerty

The results pertaining to Hypothesis 2 showed that there was no statistically

significant difference between the single-alphabetical layout and the single split-

Qwerty layout for any of the three main measures. That is, the character rate,
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percentage of time spent typing incorrect lines and error rate were not significantly

different between the two keyboard layouts. Additionally, there were no significant

differences between the male and female groups for the three main measures on either

the single-alphabetical layout or the single split-Qwerty layout.

Two of the workload measures, mental demand and effort, were lower for the

single-alphabetical as compared to the single split-Qwerty. The workload measures

that did not show significant differences were: temporal demand, performance and

frustration level. There were no significant differences between gender groups for the

workload on the single-alphabetical layout or the single split-Qwerty layout.

The summary of the statistically significant differences between the single-

alphabetical and the single split-Qwerty layouts for each measure can be seen in Table

82. In this table a J indicates that there is a significant difference and the location of

this symbol pertains to the higher of the two measures. For example, the V in the

fourth row indicates that there was a significant difference between the single-

alphabetical layout and the single split-Qwerty layout and that the higher of the two

values was for the single split-Qwerty layout. Since there was no significant

differences for gender on either the single-alphabetical or single split-Qwerty, a table

is not shown.
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Table 82. Summary of Statistically Significant Differences between the Single-
Alphabetical and Single Split-Qwerty

Measure Single-
Alphabetical

Single Split-
Qwerty

Character Rates
% of time spent typing
incorrect lines
Error Rate
Mental Demand
Temporal Demand
Performance
Effort
Frustration Level

In addition to the above measures, the keyboard design questions were thought

to provide useful supplemental information about interaction between the two

different layouts. A comparison between the single-alphabetical layout responses and

the single split-Qwerty layout responses showed that there was a significant difference

for the response to question 17. The question and summary of the significant

difference is shown below:

Question #17: The placement/arrangement of the keys made sense.

o Stronger agreement on the single-alphabetical.

There were no significant differences found between gender groups on the

single-alphabetical layout. However, there were statistically significant differences

found between gender groups for keyboard design questions 12, 15, and 16, for the

single split-Qwerty layout. The questions and summary of the significant difference is

shown below:
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Question #12: The font size on the keys was large enough so that the

characters were easy to read.

o Stronger agreement for the female group of single split-Qwerty

layout.

Question #15: The keys were a good size.

a Stronger agreement for the female group of single split-Qwerty

layout.

Question #16: Having single characters per key was useful.

a Stronger agreement for the female group of single split-Qwerty

layout.

The results of the above discussion on differences between gender groups for

each layout are shown in Table 83. A summary of the statistical differences by gender

is shown in Table 84. Tn these tables, a I indicates that there is a significant difference

and the location of this symbol pertains to the higher of the two question measures.
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Table 83. Summary of Statistically Significant Differences of Keyboard Design
Questions for Single-Alphabetical versus Single Split-Qwerty

Question
Number

Single-
Alphabetical

Single Split-
Qwerty

12
13
14
15
16
17

Table 84. Keyboard Design Questions by Gender for Single-Alphabetical Layout and
Single Split-Qwerty Layout

Question
Number

Single-
Alphabetical

Single Split-
Qwerty

Male Female Male Female
12
13
14
15
16
17

The final questionnaire, whose main objective was to directly compare the two

keyboard layout designs, showed an agreement with the questions "The keys were

easier to find on the alphabetic layout (device b) as compared to the split-Qwerty

layout (device c)" and "The alphabetic layout (device b) made task completion faster

than the use of the split-Qwerty layout (device c)". There was disagreement for the

question asking "The use of alphabetic layout (device b) caused more errors than the

use of the split-Qwerty layout (device c)".
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Additionally, 65.85% of participants stated that they most preferred the single-

alphabetical keyboard layout, whereas 31.71% stated that they preferred the single

split-Qwerty keyboard layout. No participants stated that the single-alphabetical

layout was their least preferred layout. One participant, or 2.44%, stated that the

single split-Qwerty keyboard layout was their least preferred layout. It is interesting

to note that a much higher percentage of males (40.9 1%) chose the single split-Qwerty

as their most preferred keyboard layout versus females (22.22%). This result is

surprising since the keyboard design questions listed above show significantly higher

positive responses from the female group to certain questions (i.e., 12, 15 & 16). This

disagrees with past research, which found that on small keyboards, the Qwerty layout

was superior in speed and preference over the alphabetical keyboard even for those

who were not typist (Francas, 1983). However, the research by Francas (1983)

employed a horizontal layout. Additionally, an experiment by Michaels (1971) found

that operators with little or no typing skill were as fast or faster with the Qwerty

arrangement, while those with typing abilities were nearly twice as fast.

The results presented in this section indicate that there is no difference in time

and accuracy performance based on using a single-alphabetical layout versus a single

split-Qwerty layout. That is, there is no difference in character rate, percentage of

time spent typing incorrect lines, or error rate between the two mobile bar code

scanner keyboard layouts. However, it is interesting that subjective opinions of the

devices vary greatly. Based on responses from the questionnaires, there shows an
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increase in perceived workload for the single split-Qwerty versus the single-

alphabetical.

Thus, Hypothesis 2 cannot be rejected, as there was evidence that there may be

no difference between the main measures of character rate, percentage of time spent

typing incorrect lines, and error rate. However, the results did show a difference with

the perceived workload between the single-alphabetical keyboard layout and the single

split-Qwerty layout. This should be investigated further, especially since it conflicts

with past research (Francas, 1983; Michaels, 1971).

6.2.1 Additional Observations

The results also showed that the layout of the single-alphabetical keyboard was more

intuitive to the participants than that of the single split-Qwerty keyboard. An

additional implication of the results is that the keyboard design may further impact the

perceived effectiveness of the use of font size, key size and use of single characters for

different gender groups. This is evident by the significant differences between

responses given to the keyboard design questions by the male and female groups with

regards to the single split-Qwerty keyboard layout, where the actual font, key size,

etc., was the same as that of the single-alphabetical keyboard layout. The only

difference was the layout of the letters (see section 4.2.1).
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6.3 Training versus No Training

The results pertaining to Hypothesis 3 showed that there was a statistically significant

difference between the "training" group and the "no training" group for two of the

multiple-alphabetical time and accuracy measures. These results can be summarized

as follows:

Percentage of time typing incorrect lines was higher for the "no training"

group versus the "training" group on the multiple-alphabetical.

Error Rate was higher for the "no training" group versus the "training"

group on the multiple-alphabetical.

There were no significant differences between the training groups and the three

time and accuracy measures for the single-alphabetical keyboard layout.

A statistically significant difference was observed between the training groups

for the measure of percentage of time typing incorrect lines on the single split-Qwerty

keyboard layout. There was no difference between the training groups for the other

two measures.

Only the workload measures of temporal demand obtained a larger score for

the "no training" group on the multiple-alphabetical keyboard layout when compared

to the "training group." There were no other significant differences for workload

measures between the training groups on the multiple-alphabetical, single-alphabetical

and single split-Qwerty keyboard layouts.
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For the learning and interaction questions, a different question showed a

significant difference between the training groups on the multiple-alphabetical and the

single-alphabetical keyboard layouts.

For the multiple-alphabetical group, the question was #5, which asked

participants to what degree they agreed or disagreed with the following: "The steps to

complete the tasks followed a logical sequence". The "training" group for the

multiple-alphabetical group rated this question higher (i.e., had a stronger agreement

with the question).

For the single-alphabetical group, the question was #4, which asked

participants to what degree they agreed or disagreed with the following: "The tasks

could be performed easily on this mobile handheld bar code scanner." The "no

training" group for the single-alphabetical group rated the question higher (i.e., had a

stronger agreement with the question). There were no other significant differences for

the learning and interaction questions for any of the three mobile bar code scanners.

A summary of the results is shown in Table 85. In this table a indicates that

there is a significant difference and the location of this symbol pertains to the higher of

the two measures.
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Table 85. Summary of Statistically Significant Differences between the Single-
Alphabetical and Single Split-Qwerty

Measure Multiple-
Alphabetical

Single-Alphabetical Single Split-
Qwerty

Training No
Training

Training No
Training

Training No
Training

Character Rates
%of time spent
typing incorrect
lines__________
Error Rate
Mental Demand
Temporal
Demand
Performance

Frustration Level
Question1
Question 2
Question3
Question4
Question5
Question 6

The results presented in this section indicate that training can have a significant

effect on a subject's interaction with the different keyboard layouts. In particular, on

the multiple-alphabetical layout, the "training" group spent less time typing incorrect

inputs and also had a lower error rate than the "no training" group. Additionally, on

the single split-Qwerty, the "training" group spent less time typing incorrect inputs

and single inputs than the "no training" group. There was no difference between

training groups on the single-alphabetical keyboard layout.

Thus, for the multiple-alphabetical keyboard layout there is sufficient evidence

to reject Hypothesis 3 since there was a significant difference for the percentage of
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time spent typing incorrect lines, the error rate and the temporal demand. However, in

the case of the single-alphabetical keyboard layout and the single split-Qwerty

keyboard layout, there is not enough evidence to reject Hypothesis 3.

However, many implications on training can be made based on these results.

One is that the single-alphabetical keyboard layout can be used successfully without

an investment into training. Alternatively, the multiple-alphabetical keyboard layout

most definitely would require training to reduce time and errors. The results above

also indicate that the "training" group was in slightly higher agreement with the

question "The tasks could be performed easily on the multiple-alphabetical layout."

However, the discussion in section 6.1 comparing the multiple-alphabetical keyboard

layout to the single-alphabetical keyboard layout indicates that, overall, the multiple-

alphabetical keyboard layout still performed much worse than the single-alphabetical

keyboard layout. Therefore, training may not have enough of an effect to make this

layout worth using or more training may be required. In any case, a study that

concentrates more on training and differencing amounts of training may be necessary

to reach more concrete conclusions.

The results obtained with the single split-Qwerty keyboard layout also

indicated that training helped to reduce the amount of time spent typing incorrect lines

and single inputs. However, the discussion in section 6.2 indicates that, overall, there

is not a significant difference between this layout and that of the single-alphabetical

keyboard layout in regards to time and accuracy measures. Therefore, this layout may
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only require a small amount of training. Regardless, as mentioned above, a study that

concentrates more on training and differencing amounts of training may be necessary.

An interesting finding was that the "no training" group responded higher to the

question "The tasks could be performed easily on this mobile handheld bar code

scanner." This may further show that training did not affect the two groups.

From a company's or consumer's perspective, the results presented in this

section indicate that the best option for minimal training, and thus reduced costs,

would be the single-alphabetical keyboard layout. Next in line would be the single-

qwerty keyboard layout, with the multiple-alphabetical keyboard layout being a last

choice.

The implications of the results discussed in this section can be translated into

potential cost savings for a company, as shown in Table 86. This table was adapted

from Mayhew and Mantei (1994) and outlines potential costs with each of the three

keyboard layouts examined in this research with and without training. The right-most

colunm shows potential savings with either option (i.e., "training" or "no training").

These calculations were based on a company with 10 employees using mobile bar

code scanners for three hours a day (i.e., 180 minutes) at an hourly wage of $15 for a

total of 20 days the first month. The period of a month was chosen for two reasons:

(1) After a month has elapsed (i.e., 60 hours), it is assumed that an employee

would have learned on their own how to operate and best interface with the

specific mobile bar code keyboard design.
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(2) To account for the possibility of turnover in a company for a position that

requires daily use of a mobile bar code scanner.



Table 86. Example of Potential Costs and Savings of a Training Program on Different Keyboard Layouts

% time on 3 hours a day Minutes! Company Cost Training
errors (180 mm.) Day (loss)* per year Savings

Multiple-Alphabetical
(no training) 29.20% 180 52.56 $2,628.17

Multiple-Alphabetical $991.97
18.18% 180 32.72 $1,636.20

Single-Alphabetical
(no training) 10.87% 180 19.56 $978.16

Single-Alphabetical $254.56

(with training) 8 04% 180 14.47 $723.60

Single Split-Qwerty
(no training) 16.57% 180 29.83 $1,491.53

Single Split-Qwerty $816.53

(with training) 7 50% 180 13.5 $675.00
*for 10 employees at a wage of $15/hour for a total 20 work days a month
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6.4 Qualitative data

Qualitative data (i.e. comments from questionnaires) provided more insight into the

participants' interactions with the three mobile bar code scanners' keyboard layouts

(i.e., multiple-alphabetical, single-alphabetical and single split-Qwerty keyboard

layouts). The data presented in this section may help provide designers a direction

when reengineering such layouts,

Summaries of some common comments provided by the participants are

shown in Table 87 through Table 89. These tables combine comments from the

"training" and "no training" groups. In all tables, those items in italic indicate

common comments by participants that are especially interesting since no participant

was asked specifically about these aspects of the keyboard layouts.

The commonalities in summaries of Table 87 through Table 89 provide some

insight into specific areas of the keyboard design that may pose problems to users.

Some of these commonalities, such as a high desire for a telephone layout of numeric

keys, are pointed out in literature as best practices for keyboard designs (International

Standard, 1998). These comments are integrated into the section 6.5 on suggestions for

reengineering of keyboard designs.
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Table 87. Summary of Common Comments on the Multiple-Alphabetical Layout

Comment Category Number of
comments! number
of sources

Positive Comments
Numerical Layout 5/4
Mode, function, andlor 1/1
scrolling of keyboard
Phone type layout 10/9
Button size, use of color 15/14
andl or spacing
Negative Comments
Numerical Layout 0/0
Mode, function, and/or 70/33
scrolling of keyboard
Button size, use of color 9/8
andl or spacing
Size and or location of 10/8
<spa Ce>
Location of<.> 9/8
Use of<y>/<n> and/or 11/9
not having individual
buttons for these keys
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Table 88. Summary of Common Comments on the Single-Alphabetical Layout

Comment Category Number of
comments! number
of sources

Positive Comments
Numerical Layout 1/1
Mode, function, and!or
scrolling of keyboard

25/17

Layout 23/15
Button size, use of color
and! or spacing

8/8

Negative Comments
Numerical Layout 13/8
Mode, function, and!or
scrolling of keyboard

4/3

Button size, use of color
and! or spacing

24/14

Layout 10/7
Size and or location of
<space>

19/9

Location of<.> 9/4
Use of<y>/<n> and/or
not having individual
buttons for these keys

12/7

Buttons in the top row 10/7
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Table 89. Summary of Common Comments on the Single Split-Qwerty Layout

Comment Category Number of
comments! number
of sources

Positive Comments
Numerical Layout 4/4
Mode, function, and/or
scrolling of keyboard

23/18

Layout 9/8
Button size, use of color
and/ or spacing

3/2

Placement of<y>/<n>
keys____________________

2/2

Negative Comments
Numerical Layout 7/5
Mode, function, and/or
scrolling of keyboard

3/2

Button size, use of color
and/ or spacing

16/13

Layout 3 5/25
Size and or location of
<space>

12/7

Location of<.> 4/2
Use of<y>/<n> and/or
not having individual
buttons for these keys

6/6

Buttons in the top row 9/8
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6.5 Suggestion for Reengineering of Keyboard Designs

Based on the results of this research, there are many potential areas for improvement

with keyboard layout on the mobile bar code scanners. The subjective opinions

collected from participants and the observations of the experimenter were used in the

compilation of these suggestions. In addition, findings and suggestion from previous

research/literature were considered. Each of the keyboard layouts will be addressed

individually.

6.5.1 Multiple-Alphabetical Keyboard Layout

The results clearly showed that the multiple-alphabetical design performed extremely

poorly as compared to a keyboard layout with individual letters and numbers. Based

on these results, it may appear that this device should not be used at all. However, this

design is especially desired in many applications, such as cell phones or in warehouses

where the key input may be very minimal, so a way to improve upon it should be

investigated. Based on this research, the discussion presented in section 6.1 and the

subjective comments summarized in section 6.4, the following changes should be

considered:

1. The letter placement above the keys should be bolder and of another color.

Additionally, the placement should better reflect the key it is associated

with so as not to be confused with the key above it.

2. There should be a separate key to enter a space.
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3. The periodldecimal key should be clearer, or redundancy should be used.

That is, to fit the mental model of most cell phone users have a 'decimal'

key with an additional period as a function under a number key.

4. Addition of <YES> and <NO> keys.

5. There should be a function by which the numerical keys cycle directly into

the letters without having to change modes back and forth. This is

especially important when users must enter in a variety of alpha-numerical

information.

However, it may be desirable to turn this function off when users have

to enter long strings of numerical data so that they do not have to pause

between key presses.

However, it is recommended that the following aspects of the multiple-

alphabetical keyboard layout remain unchanged:

Larger keys and distinct spacing between keys

Telephone layout of numerical keys

6.5.2 Single-Alphabetical and Single Split-Qwerty

The results showed a strong preference for the single-alphabetical layout. However,

areas for improvement in the design have been identified. Additionally, the results

showed a moderate preference for the single split-Qwerty layout. The split-Qwerty

layout was developed for this experiment and is not currently being used in
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production. It is important to note that the keyboard layouts for the single-alphabetical

and single split-Qwerty are identical with the exception of the layout of the alpha keys.

That is, the use of color, font size, button size and most other key placement was the

same for both layouts. Therefore, the reengineering suggestions that follow pertain to

both keyboard layouts unless otherwise noted:

. Move the key to enter a space closer to the alpha (lettered) keys.

The periodldecimal key should be clearer, or redundancy should be used.

o Additionally, the dash symbol (-) above <k> (for the single-

alphabetical) and above <c> (for the single split-Qwerty) should be

clearer to avoid confusion with a <.>.

. Addition of <YES> and <NO> keys or color coding of the <y> and <n>

keys so that they stand out.

The top row of keys should not be at a different angle or be of a different

size than similar keys (i.e., other alphabetical keys).

Space and key size should be reassessed to determine if large keys andlor

spacing is possible.

a Re-sizing of keys may be avoided if a dished profile is used, such as

that recommended by the NASA Standard (1995) for regular

keyboards.

. Function keys should be separate
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o Although not used in this experiment, it is noted that function keys

should not require any other keys pressed before or simultaneously to

perform a function (NASA Standard, 1995).

Another suggestion is to place numerical keys in a telephone layout. This was

not included in the above section because research has been often split on the subject

of the telephone versus 10-key type numerical layout. One such experiment found

that there was no difference between the two layouts as long as the "0" was placed at

the bottom when participants performed different tasks (Marteniuk et al., 1996).

However, standards have been set forth by ISO which state that the telephone layout is

recommended (International Standard, 1998). Still, other guidelines state that the 10-

key layout should be used (NASA Standard, 1995).

However, it is recommended that the following aspects of the keyboard layouts

remain unchanged:

Single alpha and numeric keys.

Use of color to distinguish between numbers and letters.

In relation to the specific keyboard layouts, the following should also be

considered:

Single-Alphabetical Layout

o Maintain the alphabetical layout.

Single Split-Qwerty Layout
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a Provide more training. The results of Table 86 show that training on

the single split-Qwerty layout results in higher cost savings to a

company than from the "training" group of the single-alphabetical

layout.

o Consider alternative methods to the split-Qwerty design, such as:

A length wise full keyboard (i.e., switch the orientation of the

keyboard layout).

A multiple split-Qwerty layout. This is, a Qwerty layout with

multiple letters associated to a key (see Figure 25). This is similar

to the design some cell phone manufacturer are currently employing

(Sony, 2006).

Switch to an alphabetical layout.

Figure 25. Example of Multiple Split-Qwerty Layout
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7.0 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

The primary objective of this research was to develop design guidelines for the

reengineering of keyboard designs for mobile bar code scanners. A secondary

objective was to determine the effectiveness of cunent bar code scanner designs and

how they can be related to other mobile technologies to develop a link across research

areas. To accomplish these objectives, the keyboard design of different mobile bar

code scanners and its potential impact on the performance of the people that use them

were investigated.

Three research hypotheses relating to the keyboard layouts of mobile bar code

scanners were formulated. Three keyboard layouts were investigated: multiple-

alphabetical, single-alphabetical and single split-Qwerty. A total of 42 subjects (18

females and 24 males) were recruited from the OSU and Corvallis community to

participate in the experiment that was conducted to validate the research hypotheses.

Only half of the participants received a practice/training task on each mobile

bar code scanner before the two main tasks included in the experiment (i.e., a simple

and a more complex task) were performed. The different mobile bar code scanners

were presented to participants in a counter-balanced order to help eliminate effects

from order of using the keyboard layouts. Time and accuracy data were recorded

during the experiment and workloadlsubjective questionnaires were given to each

participant following interaction with the different mobile bar code scanners.

The time and accuracy measures of character rate, percentage of time spent

typing incorrect lines, and error rate were calculated for each participant. The level
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of workload experienced by the participants and their subjective opinions regarding

the different mobile bar code scanners were also collected.

The different data analyses conducted to validate the research hypotheses

focused on determining whether or not statistically significant differences existed

between the time and accuracy measures, workload experienced, and subjective

questions thought to be highly influenced by the keyboard layout (i.e., learning and

interaction questions, and keyboard design questions) for the following combinations

of mobile bar code scanners' keyboard layouts:

1. Multiple-Alphabetical versus Single-Alphabetical

2. Single-Alphabetical versus Single Split-Qwerty

3. "Training" group versus "No Training" group

The following conclusions were reached based on the experimental results and

are considered the major contributions of this research:

An alphabetically laid out keyboard with multiple keys results in more time

to find a character, a higher percentage of time spent typing incorrect lines,

and a higher error rate than an alphabetically laid out keyboard with single

keys. Perceived workload was also higher for a keyboard with multiple

keys versus one with single keys.

. There are no significant differences in time to find a character, percentage

of time spent typing incorrect lines, and error rate between keyboards with

single keys whether they are laid out alphabetically or in a split-Qwerty



design. However, perceived workload on the single split-Qwerty layout

was slightly higher than the single-alphabetical layout.

Generally, training a user on how to use a specific mobile bar code scanner

keyboard layout often results in faster character rates, less time spent

typing incorrect lines or single inputs and a lower error rate than having a

participant complete a task with no training. This can also translate into

cost savings, as outlined in Table 86.

In addition to these conclusions, another important contribution of this research

are the suggestions made for reengineering of the keyboard layouts based on the

experimental results, observations by the experimenter and comments from subjective

questionnaires. These suggestions also made use of existing designs of small

keyboard designs, e.g., cell phones, and are included in section 6.5.

7.1 Opportunities for Future work

7.1.1 Further Analysis of the Research Data

A large amount of data was collected with the experiments performed in this research.

However, due to the nature of this research project and to time constraints, the focus

was on verifying the validity of the three hypotheses presented in section 3.0.

Therefore, it is suggested that further analyses be performed on the research data.

In particular, it would be interesting to investigate if other factors such as age,

major, technology experience, handiness (i.e., left vs. right), or use of glasses may
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have had an effect on the results. Furthermore, a more detailed assessment of the

subjective data, i.e., the participants' comments, collected from all of the

questionnaires could provide further insight into the participants' interaction with the

mobile bar code scanners, which may provide even more opportunities for further

research designs. Currently, there are over 900 additional small 'chunks' of comments

that did not specifically address the focus of this research (i.e., keyboard layout), yet

that may help explain other reactions and feelings towards the mobile bar code

scanners.

7.1.2 Suggestions for Future Experiments

Some common themes with the multiple-alphabetical keyboard layout design was the

dislike of the multiple function keys, yet a common like of the larger buttons and the

telephone layout of the numeric keys. On the other hand, a common theme with the

single-alphabetical and single split-Qwerty keyboard layout designs was the desire to

have individual keys for all characters, yet participants expressed a dislike for the size

of the keys and in many cases, for the use of the 10-key numeric layout.

Based on these observations and comments from participants, an interesting

layout may be one that combines both the multiple-alphabetical and the single-

alphabetical keyboard layout designs. That is, a keyboard layout that has separate

numerical and alphabetical keys, but where the alphabetical keys have multiple letters

(but no numbers) associated to them (see Figure 26). Additionally, more specific

experiments on the numeric layout may provide valuable results.
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Figure 26. Illustration of Multiple-Alphabetical with Separate Letter and Number
Keys
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Another interesting experiment would be to define how users held the mobile

bar code scanners or similar devices. In particular, it was observed that when

participants held the single split-Qwerty mobile bar code scanner such that they could

use a thumb from each hand, in many cases the interaction with the keyboard layout

seemed to be more positive. This could also be done with the keyboard of the mobile

bar code scanner laid out horizontally as opposed to vertically.

The amount of training received and the type of training would be an important

area to research further. The results of such an experiment may help a company to

determine the amount of investment to make into training programs versus the savings

to the company.

Future research could also examine the effect of age on interaction with the

different keyboard layouts. The experiment used in this study did not evaluate age as

a possible factor on the results. The majority of participants (i.e., all but two) were in

the age range of 19-31 years (80% were between 20-28 years). An interesting

experiment would be to include older subjects to determine if age might have a factor

on use of the keyboard layouts.

The comments received from the questionnaires revealed a great deal about the

interaction between participants and the different keyboard layouts. Therefore, one

additional area for the future would be a more robust qualitative experiment that

focused more on the questionnaire than on quantitative measures.
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Appendix A. Pre-Survey

Participant ID:
Pre-Survey

1. What is your gender (select one):
El Male

El Female

2. Whatisyourage:

3. Which best describes your racial/ethnic identity (select the one):
American Indian or Alaskan Native

El Black, African American, Non-Hispanic

E Native Hawaiian or other Pacific Islander

LI White, European American, Non-Hispanic
Asian or Asian American

III Middle Eastern or Middle Eastern American

LI Hispanic or Latino

E North African or North African American

LI Other (please specify):

El Decline to reply

4. Education (select the one that best applies to you):
LI High School

U Technical Degree

El Bachleor Degree

El Masters Degree

El Doctoral Degree

LI Postdoctoral Degree

LI Other (please specify)

5. Major(s) or concentration(s) (if applicable):
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6. What is your first language? (i.e. English, Spanish, etc.):

6a. What other languages do you consider yourself fluent in?:

7. Typing Experience: Select the one that best applies to you when using
a normal sized keyboard (i.e. on your computer):

S I hardly look at the keys (look 0-25% of the time)
LI I sometimes need to look at the keys (look 26-50% of the time)
LI I often need to look at the keys (look 51-75% of the time)
LI I almost always look at the keys (look 91-100% of time)

8. Handheld Bar Code Scanner Experience
8a. Have you ever used a handheld bar code scanner? (See

examples (a) & (b) shown below - these are sometimes used
when filling out gift registries or at cash registers)?:

Example (a)

LI Yes

LI No SKIPt09

Example (b)

Note: If Yes Dlease answer both Sb and 8c below:
Sb. Have you ever used a handheld bar code scanner that

did not have a screen or keyboard (similar to ExamDle
j above)?

5 Yes

LI No ' SKIPto8c

Note: If Yes Dlease answer 8b.1 - 8b.3 below
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8b.1 How long has it been since you last used this hand held
bar code scanner?

Less than a month

E 1-3 months

E 3-6 months

LI 6 months to 1 year

LI More than a year
8b.2 How often, on average, did you use this handheld bar

code scanner?:

LI 1 or 2 times in total

LI lto5timesaday
LI 6 to 10 times a day

LI More than 10 times a day

8b.3 Where did you use this handheld bar code scanner
(check all that apply)?:

LI Atmyjob
Please Specify:

Job Title:
Job Function:

LI To make a gift registry

LI Other (please specify):

Bc. Have you ever used a handheld bar code scanner that
ii a screen and a keyboard (similar to Example (b)
above)?

LIVes
LI No SKIPt09

Note: If Yes olease answer 8c,1 - 8c3 below
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8c.1 How long has it been since you last used this handheld
bar code scanner?

El Less than a month

LI 1-3 months

El 3-6 months

LI 6 months to 1 year
LI More than a year

8c.2 How often, on average, did you use this handheld bar
code scanner?:

El 1 or 2 times in total
El lto5timesaday
El 6 to 10 times a day
El More than 10 times a day

8c.3 Where did you use this handheld bar code scanner
(check all that apply)?:

El Atmyjob
Please Specify:

Job Title:______

Job Function:______
El To make a gift registry
El Other (please specify):

9. Computer Experience (Please indicate how strongly you agree or
disagree with the following, or select 'Never Used' if applicable):

Never Strongly Somewhat Neutral Somewhat Strongly
Used Disagree Disagree Agree Agree

V V V V V V
(a) I am familiar
with Windows El El El El El ElOperating Systems

(b) I am familiar
withDOS El El El El El Eloperating systems



(c) I am able to
complete the
majority of tasks I
need to on a
computer without
referencing an
instruction manual

(d) I am able to
complete the
majority of tasks I
need to on a
Personnel Digital
Assistant (PDA)
without referencing
an instruction
manual

(e) I am able to
complete the
majority of tasks I
need to on a cell
phone without
referencing an
instruction manual

183

Never Strongly Somewhat Neutral Somewhat Strongly
Used Disagree Disagree Agree Agree

V V V V V V

D

n

n D D 0 0 0
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io. on average, approximately how many hours each day do you use
each of the following devices (please check one box for each item):

Never less
1 2 3 4 5+Use thani

V V V V V V V

(a) Personal
Computer 0 0 0 0 0 U S(Desktop)

(b) Laptop 5 5 0 S S S S
(c) Personal
Digital Assistant 5 5 LI LI S LI S(PDA)

(d) Cell phone Li LI S LI LI S LI

(e) 10-Key Device
(type(s):___ S LI S LI S S S
(d) Other* (please
specify):__ 5 5 S 0 5 S S

* Other includes any other device you may use that requires some form of data entry (i.e.
keys/buttons, stylus, voice, etc.)

11. Do you ever use glasses or contacts?
LII Yes

S No SKIPt012

Note: If Yes nlease answer llb.,1 below

llb.1 When do you wear your glasses/contacts (checkJj

that apply)?

S Driving

5 Reading papers/books

5 Using computer

5 Other:

12. Are you considered color blind or have any other vision limitations?
(please explain)?
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13. Which of the following is your dominant hand?

LI Right
LI Left

14. Do you have any other physical limtations that make interaction with
hand held devices, for example cell phones, difficult?

LI Yes
flNo

If yes, please explain:

This is the end of the Pre-Survey; please read through survey once
i

more and make sure that you have oniy one box checked per
item/question (unless otherwise specified) and that all questions have

been answered.

Thank you for your time.



Appendix B. Testing Protocol

Testing Protocol:

Make sure keyboards of all scanners face away from participant so that they can not
see other configurations.

Open Wavelink Administrator

1.) (greet participant and invite participant to sit; explain that I need to read off a
script for duration of the test) Welcome, thank you for taking the time to
participate in this experiment. I estimate that it will take you approximately
two hours to complete this experiment. The main purpose of this test is
looking at the keyboard design of mobile bar code scanners. I am also
interested in other features of the mobile bar code scanners, which I will ask
about in the questionnaires you will be given throughout the testing. You will
use a total of three different mobile bar code scanners and will be completing a
total of four short questionnaires. To avoid impacting the results, I will be
unable to answer any questions during the tests, but believe that any questions
you may have can be answer by the material provided to you.

The first thing I would like you to do is read over the Informed Consent Form
and if you agree, please sign at the bottom. This is a university requirement for
all experiments which involve people and briefly outlines this experiment and
any associated risks, benefits, etc. (give participant the IRB)

(for first few participants Pre-Survey given now)

2.) During this experiment you may choose to stand or sit while reading the
instructions and filling out the questionnaires. You may adjust your chair to a
different height if desired (show participant how to adjust height) But, I do
ask that you please stand while executing all tasks, you may move the task and
reference folders you are given to a higher position if desired; there are white
boxes to your left in front of the boxes you will be scanning that you may use
to place the folder on. Feel free to adjust the height of these.

3.) During this experiment if the mobile bar code scanner does not respond right
away to a key you have pushed, please wait -40 seconds before pressing the
key again as sometimes the wireless connection is slow. Also, if an 'out of
range' message appears please let me know.

4.) If answered yes to #11 on Pre-Survey (o/w skip to 5): Are you wearing your
glasses now?
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5.) Throughout this experiment I will be giving you instructions by reading them
directly from this sheet. Although it may sound redundant, it is important that
I do this so that each participant receives exactly the same type and amount of
direction from me.

6.) The first thing I will do is show you some basic descriptions and instructions
for interaction with the first mobile bar code scanner that you will be using; I
will also give you the actual scanner for reference. Please take some time to
review this information and just let me know when you are comfortable with
what it says. This information will be available to you throughout the tasks.
(open page in layouts to appropriate scanner)

7.) Without Training: (go to 8)

With Training: I am going to give you time to practice using this scanner by
giving you a practice task first. Please take your time and carefully read all
instructions and warnings before starting. Once you have thoroughly read the
instructions and warnings please let me know. I will set up the scanner while
you are reading these. (give participant first practice folder and let them know
its just the first page) Just let me know when you are done with the task.

Make all connections and check Wavelink and scanner (inc. IP address
shows in window)

a.) (once participant indicates they are done with the instructions hand
them the scanner): You may now turn the page and begin the task. As a
reminder, please stand while completing the tasks and, if desired, move the
folder to a higher position. Just let me know when you are done with the
task.

b.) Once participant indicates they are done Check that scanner is on the
first screen

8.) Without training: You will now begin one of two tasks. Please take your time
and carefully read all instructions and warnings before starting. Once you have
thoroughly read the instructions please let me know. I will set up the scanner
while you are reading these. (give participant first task folder (#Si) and let
them know its just the first page) Just let me know when you are done with the
task.

Make all connections and check Wavelink and scanner (inc. IP address
shows in window)



a.) (once participant indicates they are done with the instructions connect
scanner and give to participant): You may now turn the page and begin
the task. As a reminder, please stand while completing the tasks and, if
desired, move the folder to a higher position. Just let me know when you
are done with the task.

With training: You will now begin one of two tasks. Please take your time and
carefully read all instructions and warnings before starting. However, these
instructions and warnings are the same as those for the practice task. If you
feel comfortable with them you may turn the page and proceed to the task, but
please feel free to take your time to review them before proceeding. Just letme
know when you are done with the task. (give participant first task folder (#Si)
and then connect scanner and give to participant.) Just let me know when you
are done with the task.

Once participant indicates they are done Check that scanner is on the first
screen

9.) You will now begin the second task. Please take your time and carefully read
all instructions and warnings before starting. However, these instructions and
warnings are the same as those for the practice task. If you feel comfortable
with them you may turn the page and proceed to the task, but please feel free to
take your time to review them before proceeding. Just let me know when you
are done with the task. (give participant second task folder (#Co) and then
connect scanner and give to participant.) Just let me know when you are done
with the task.

Once participant indicates they are done -
Disconnect and exit the program of the scanner, then set the scanner in front of
participant for reference.

1O.)Now that you have finished the two tasks I would like you to fill out a
questionnaire that refers to the mobile bar code scanner you have jj used; I
will leave the scanner next to you for reference. Please take your time and
carefully read all questions, answer them to the best of your ability. Although
some questions may sound similar, it is important that you carefully consider
each question. I encourage you to add comments in the spaces provided as
these may help me better understand your interaction with the scanner. Please
just let me know when you are finished with the questionnaire. Give
participant questionnaire

Also, there is a question at the end that asks about the screens you saw so here
are pictures of the screens you saw. Give participant screen shots folder.
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Close and reopen Wavelink Administer; Reset the database as shown in the table
at end of this protocol.

Once participant indicates they are done, take questionnaire and scanner.

11 .)I will now show you some basic descriptions and instructions for interaction
with the second mobile bar code scanner that you will be using; I will also give
you the actual scanner for reference. Please take some time to review this
information and just let me know when you are comfortable with what it says.
This information will be available to you throughout the tasks. Please note that
the functions of this scanner may be different than the one you have just used.
(open page in layouts to appropriate scanner)

12.) Without Training: (go to 13)

With Training: I am going to give you time to practice using this scanner by
giving you a practice task first. Please take your time and carefully read all
instructions and warnings before starting. However, these instructions and
warnings are the same as those for the practice task so once I set up the scanner
if you are comfortable with them you may turn the page and proceed to the
task, but please feel free to take your time to review them before proceeding.
Connect scanner and give to participant. Just let me know when you are done
with the task.

As a reminder, please stand while completing the tasks and, if desired,
move the folder to a higher position. Just let me know when you are done
with the task.

Once participant indicates they are done - Check that scanner is on the first screen

13.) Without training: You will now begin one of two tasks. Please take your time
and carefully read all instructions and warnings before starting. However, these
instructions and warnings are the same as those for the practice task so once I
set up the scanner if you are comfortable with them you may turn the page and
proceed to the task, but please feel free to take your time to review them before
proceeding. Give participant first task folder (#Si) and then connect scanner
and give to participant) Just let me know when you are done with the task.

As a reminder, please stand while completing the tasks and, if desired,
move the folder to a higher position. Just let me know when you are done
with the task.

With training: You will now begin one of two tasks. Please take your time and
carefully read all instructions and warnings before starting. However, these
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instructions and warnings are the same as those for the practice task so once I
set up the scanner if you are comfortable with them you may turn the page and
proceed to the task, but please feel free to take your time to review them before
proceeding. (give participant first task folder (#Si) and then connect scanner
and give to participant) Just let me know when you are done with the task.

Once participant indicates they are done - Check that scanner is on the first screen

14.)You will now begin the second task. Again, please take your time and
carefully read all instructions and warnings before starting. However, these
instructions and warnings are the same as those for the practice task so once I
set up the scanner if you are comfortable with them you may turn the page and
proceed to the task, but please feel free to take your time to review them before
proceeding. (give participant first task folder (#Co) and then connect scanner
and give to participant) Just let me know when you are done with the task.

Once participant indicates they are done
Disconnect and exit the program of the scanner, then set the scanner in front of
participant for reference.

15.)Now that you have finished the two tasks I would like you to fill out a
questionnaire that refers to the mobile bar code scanner you have j1 used; I
will leave the scanner next to you for reference. Please take your time and
carefully read all questions, answer them to the best ofyour ability. Although
some questions may sound similar, it is important that you carefully consider
each question. I encourage you to add comments in the spaces provided as
these may help me better understand your interaction with the scanner. Please
just let me know when you are finished with the questionnaire. Give
participant questionnaire

Also, there is a question at the end that asks about the screens you saw so here
are pictures of the screens you saw. Give participant screen shots folder.

Close and reopen Wavelink Administer; Reset the database as shown in Appendix
Table 1 at end of this protocol.

Once particzpant indicates they are done, take questionnaire and scanner.

16.)I will now show you some basic descriptions and instructions for interaction
with the third and last mobile bar code scanner that you will be using; I will
also give you the actual scanner for reference. Please take some time to review
this information and just let me know when you are comfortable with what it
says. This information will be available to you throughout the tasks. Please
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note that the functions of this scanner may be different than the one you have
just used. (open page in layouts to appropriate scanner)

17.) Without Training: (go to 13)

With Training: I am going to give you time to practice using this scanner by
giving you a practice task first. Please take your time arid carefully read all
instructions and warnings before starting. However, these instructions and
warnings are the same as those for the practice task so once I set up the scanner
if you are comfortable with them you may turn the page and proceed to the
task, but please feel free to take your time to review them before proceeding.
Connect scanner and give to participant. Just let me know when you are done
with the task.

As a reminder, please stand while completing the tasks and, if desired,
move the folder to a higher position. Just let me know when you are done
with the task.

Once participant indicates they are done Check that scanner is on the first screen

18.) Without training: You will now begin one of two tasks. Please take your time
and carefully read all instructions and warnings before starting. However, these
instructions and warnings are the same as those for the practice task so once I
set up the scanner if you are comfortable with them you may turn the page and
proceed to the task, but please feel free to take your time to review them before
proceeding. Give participant first task folder (#Si) and then connect scanner
and give to participant. Just let me know when you are done with the task.

19.) With training: You will now begin one of two tasks. Please take your time and
carefully read all instructions and warnings before starting. However, these
instructions and warnings are the same as those for the practice task so once I
set up the scanner if you are comfortable with them you may turn the page and
proceed to the task, but please feel free to take your time to review them before
proceeding. (give participant first task folder (#Si) and then connect scanner
and give to participant) Just let me know when you are done with the task.

Once participant indicates they are done - Check that scanner is on the first screen

20.)You will now begin the second task. Again, please take your time and
carefully read all instructions and warnings before starting. However, these
instructions and warnings are the same as those for the practice task so once I
set up the scanner if you are comfortable with them you may turn the page and
proceed to the task, but please feel free to take your time to review them before
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proceeding. (give participant first task folder (#Co) and then connect scanner
and give to participant) Just let me know when you are done with the task.

Once participant indicates they are done
Disconnect and exit the program of the scanner, then set the scanner in front of
participant for reference.

21.)Again, now that you have finished the two tasks I would like you to fill out a
questionnaire that refers to the mobile bar code scanner you have j used; I
will leave the scanner next to you for reference. Please take your time and
carefully read all questions, answer them to the best of your ability. Although
some questions may sound similar, it is important that you carefully consider
each question. I encourage you to add comments in the spaces provided as
these may help me better understand your interaction with the scanner. Please
just let me know when you are finished with the questionnaire. Give
participant questionnaire

Also, there is a question at the end that asks about the screens you saw so here
are pictures of the screens you saw. Give participant screen shots folder.

Close Wave/ink Administer; Reset the database as shown in the table at the
end of this protocol.

22.) I have one final short questionnaire that I would like you to fill out. (give
participant last questionnaire and place all scanners out for reference). This
questionnaire compares all of the scanners used and is very important for my
research results. I ask that you very carefully consider the questions and your
answers and to please provide as much detail in the comment sections as you
can. Please feel free to use the back of the paper for comments and just
indicate that you have done so with an arrow.

23.) (once all questionnaires have been gathered) Thank you again for your
participation. I greatly appreciate the time which you have spent to assist in
my research. In order to prevent my results from being biased, please do not
discuss this experiment with others until after the first of the year, at which
point I will be finished collecting data. Give participant $10 pizza dollars.
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Table of Reset Values for Tables in Database
TBL_contents: TBL_security:
Barcode#: 112341 Login: Ianceh
Price: $1 45 Password: 592x1a
Qy 15
Description: Dog Chew Toys
Barcode#: 112342
Quantity: 12
Description: Kitchen AppI.
Barcode#: T12343
Price: 2.45
quantity: 21
Description: Craft Supplies
Barcode#: 112344
Row: General22
Shelf: 1B12
Delete Rows for Bar code #s:
112345_I, T12345_2, T12345_3
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Appendix C. Testing Checklist
Participant ID:

Testing Checklist

Has Pre-Survey been received?: LI Yes LI No Checked 'Yes' on #4?: LI Yes [I
No

Is training/practice being provided?: LI Yes LI No

Testing Order: (SA = Single Alpha; MA = Multi Alpha; SQ = Single Qwerty)

Description Check when
completed (or

write N/A)
Before Participant arrives
Print and prepare (w/ ID) all questionnaires (wi or w/o training)
Print and prepare IRB (will))
Reset Database
Put all folders and devices in order

After Participant arrives
Read #1 of Testing Protocol
Record Date and Time: Date: Time:
Signed IRB form
Read #2 and #3 of Testing Protocol
If applicable - #4: Is Participant wearing their contacts/glasses? LI Yes LI No LI N/A
Read #5 and #6 of Testing Protocol
If applicable, Read #7: Training on first scanner (TypeID#

Make connections and check that title screen is shown on first scanner
(TypeID#

If applicable, after practice task check that title screen is now showing
Read #8

Make connections (if applicable) and check that title screen is shown on
first scanner (TypeID#

After_first task check that title_screen is_now showing
Read #9
After second task disconnect and exit program; scanner given to participant for
reference
Read #10 and give participant Questionnaire (TypeID# )
Reset Database
Read #11
If applicable, Read #12: Training on second scanner (TypeID#

Make connections and check that title screen is shown on second
scanner (TypeID#

If applicable, after practice task check that title screen is now showing
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Description Check when
completed (or

write N/A)
Read #13

Make connections (if applicable) and check that title screen is shown on
second scanner (TypeID#

After first task check that title screen is now showing
Read #14
After second task disconnect and exit program; scanner given to participant for
reference
Read #15 and give participant Questionnaire (TypeID#
Reset Database
Read #16
If applicable, Read #17: Training on third scanner (TypeID#

Make connections and check that title screen is shown on third scanner
(TypeID# j

If applicable, after practice task check that title screen is now showing
Read #18

Make connections (if applicable) and check that title screen is shown on
third scanner (TypeID# )

After_first_task check that title_screen_is_now_showing
Read #19
After second task - disconnect and exit program; scanner given to participant for
reference
Read #20 and give participant Questionnaire (TypeID#
Reset Database
Read #21 and give participant Final Questionnaire
Collect_all_questionnaires_and_Read_#22

After Participant leaves
Make new electronic folder and move all test data into folder
Make sure pre-survey and questionnaires are all labeled
Add IRB, Checklist, pre-survey and questionnaires to binder

Comments! Observations:



Appendix D. Basic Descriptions and Instructions for Operation of the Mulitple-
Alphabetical Mobile Bar Code Scanner

Important instructions (please read carefully): While executing the tasks you will
need to switch between the numbers shown on the keys (numeric mode) and the letters
presented above the keys (alpha mode). When in alpha mode (where letters are
inputted) there is a timeout on the keys. Because of this timeout, you must quickly
press the key until the desired letter is reached; once you pause for approximately 1
second, the system will 'capture' this letter and accept it as the desired input and the
cursor will move to the next space. The current letter of the key will be shown on the
bottom of the screen (see circled area in the Screen View figure below). Make sure
that the cursor has moved to the next space before entering in more information,
otherwise the letter or number you just typed will be overwritten. Further instructions
on switching between the alpha mode, the numeric mode and CAPs mode are
described in the table below.

Important note on keyboard layout: The keyboard on this mobile bar code scanner is
laid out in an alphabetic format. That is, the order of the letters start with A (starting
on key <2>) and go in order in accordance to the alphabet. There are three letters per
key, with the exception of keys <7> and <9>, which have four letters. As mentioned
above, you will have to quickly press the key in order to get to the second, third or
fourth letter shown for that key; continuing to press the key will return to the first
letter and cycle back through the letters. See the Keyboard picture below; take note of
the important keys highlighted in the enclosed yellow boxes.

KeyboardScreen

Si

sci4

Symbol indicating Keyboard Mode Type (see table
below) or shows the current letter of the key

ed)
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Symbol at
bottom of

screen
Keyboard Mode Type Key(s) required to

get into Mode

IiNumeric Mode Press <Alpha> key

Alpha Mode (lowercase) Press <Alpha> key

o Alpha Mode (continuous
CAPs)*

Press <Fn> key; then Press
<Alpha> key

Function Mode Press <Fn> key

* CAPs mode is persistent; that is, the system stays in CAPs mode until you press<Fn> +
<Alpha> again, which brings you to lowercase OR press jj the <Alpha> key (press once for
numeric mode and twice for lowercase)
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Appendix E. Basic Descriptions and Instructions for Operation of the Single-
Alphabetical Mobile Bar Code Scanner

Important instructions (please read carefully): While executing the tasks you will
need to switch between lowercase and UPPERCASE letters. When entering
UPPERCASE letters the mobile bar code scanner must be in CAPS mode. A symbol
on the bottom of the screen will indicate to you if you are in CAPS mode (see circled
area in the Screen View figure below). No symbol is shown on the screen when
keyboard is in lowercase mode. Further instructions on switching between lowercase
letters and the CAPs mode are described in the table below.

Important keyboard layout note: The keyboard on this mobile bar code scanner is laid
out in an alphabetic format. That is, the order of the letters start with A and go in
order in accordance to the alphabet. See the Keyboardpicture below; take note of the
important keys highlighted in the enclosed yellow boxes.

Keyboard
Screen

'0
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Symbol at
bottom of Keyboard Mode Type Key(s) required to get

into Modescreen
Single letter: Press <Shift> key0 CAPS Mode
Continuous CAP5*: Press <Fn>

key,_then Press_<Shift>_key

Function Mode Press <Fn> key
* To get out of continuous CAPs mode, press<Fn> + <Sh4fi> again
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Appendix F. Basic Descriptions and Instructions for Operation of the Single Split-
Qwerty Mobile Bar Code Scanner

Important instructions (please read carefully): While executing the tasks you will
need to switch between lowercase and UPPERCASE letters. When entering
UPPERCASE letters the mobile bar code scanner must be in CAPS mode. A symbol
on the bottom of the screen will indicate to you if you are in CAPS mode (see circled
area in the Screen View figure below). No symbol is shown on the screen when
keyboard is in lowercase mode. Further instructions on switching between lowercase
letters and the CAPs mode are described in the table below.

Important keyboard layout note: The keyboard on this mobile bar code scanner is laid
out in a split-Qwerty format, a format which is similar to the keyboard layout on a
standard computer keyboard or typewriter. The main difference between the layout on
this mobile bar code scanner and a standard keyboard layout, is that due to size the
keyboard has been split in half. That is, the letters that are normally typed by the left
hand are in the first three rows of the keyboard and the letters normally typed by the
right hand are in the next three rows. See the Keyboard picture below; take note of the
important keys highlighted in the enclosed yellow boxes.

Screen

vi

4 J P$C 432 Pid

Symbol indicating Keyboard Mode is
in CAPs mode (see table below)

Keyboard
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Symbol at
bottom of Keyboard Mode Type Key(s) required to get

into Modescreen

Single letter: Press <Shift> key
II CAPS Mode

Continuous CAPs: Press <Fn>
key,_then_Press_<Shift>_key

Function Mode Press <Fn> key
* To get out of continuous CAPs mode, press<Fn> + <Shift> again
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Appendix G. Basic Instructions on How to Scan a Bar Code

To scan a bar code it is important to line up the laser (shown in the Mobile Bar
Code Scanner picture below) to be straight across the bar code (shown in the
Bar Code Symbol picture below). This is done be pressing and holding the
trigger, located on the handle, until a beep is heard.

Bar Code Symbol (with correct laser pos ition

IIfflTT1

Mobile Bar Code Scanner
Laser (scans the bar

* The laser may produce a blurred red line (instead of a clear, sharp
red line); but, as long as the laser stretches across the entire bar
code, the bar code will still be recognized.
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Appendix H. Training Task DescriptionlScript Received for Multiple-Alphabetical

Instructions and Warnings

Importafit iostructioiis (carafullyraada//oftha informat/irn ba/ow):
1. Please follow the directions on the screen and refer to this sheet as necessary to

complete all tasks.

1.1. Be sure to match the typed information as close as possible, including spaces and
capitalization.

1.2. The information that you should type into the mobile handheld bar code scanner
is presented in the following instructions in bold type font.

1.3. Information to select from menus is also presented in bold.
1.4. For the practice session jfly there are further instructions in italic font to help

you complete a task.
1.5. For the practice session jy there are screen shots (examples of the screen you

will see) to help you complete a task.
1.6. If you make a mistake in typing information, a message will appear in the screen.

Press the <Enter> key to continue; you will have to retype the entire line (please
see important warnings below for more information).

2. Keep in mind that you need to press the <Enter> key to move to the next line on a
screen; if there are no changes to a line, pressing <Enter> will move to next line
without making changes.

3. To select menu items, select the appropriate number (associated with the desired
item). See the example of a screen below; here, in order to select Change Password
you would press <1>:

3.1. If you make an incorrect selection from a menu press the <Esc> key to go back.

PWfl(E A SELECTION

1: Change Paseword
2: Clock In
3: Clock Out
4: Main Menu

9: Exit Program

4. If the screen goes dark or blank, press the trigger on the handle to turn on the
backlight.

Important Warninps (carefully read all of the information below):
Once you have hit <Enter> and moved to the next line, you will NOT be able to
return to the previous line.
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You will NOT be allowed to use the backspace key <BkSp>. That is, once you enter
a number or letter you will not be able to correct it. However, you will NOT be
allowed to proceed to the next screen until all the data is correct, so if a mistake is
made the cursor will return to the line where there was a mistake in the data entered
and you will have to retype this line.

Hint: If you know you have made a mistake, pressing the <Enter> key will
cause the software to immediately check for the mistake and return you to the
beginning of that line without having to enter additional letters/numbers.

In the following task descriptions: 0 represents the number zero; I represents the
number one;
and I represents the letter (as in the word 'lime')

Tasks: (refer to sheet titled "Basic Descriptions and Instructions for Multi-Alpha"
for more information on keys and screen symbols)

1.) Current Screen

2.)

Developed by
Myra D. Long

1 a.) Follow instructions on the screen, similar to the screen shot shown above
(press <Enter>)

2a.) Under Login, type the following (refer to the above screen shot): smithj
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> For lowercase letters make sure the following symbol is shown on the bar
on bottom of screen: (If not in this mode Press <Alpha> key (you may
have to press it twic

When finished typing login, press <Enter>
2b.) Under Password, type the following (refer to the above screen shot:

28lmiz

For numbers make sure the number symbol is shown on the bar on bottom
of screen:

0 (If not in this mode: Press <Alpha> key)

For lowercase letters make sure the following symbol is shown on the bar
on bottom of screen: fl(If not in this mode Press <Alpha> key (you may
have to press it twice))

When finished typing password, press <Enter>

3.) Current Screen Shot:

4.)

e1com.:

John Snith

To log out now
Press ESC

3a.) Follow instructions on the screen, similar to the screen shot shown above
(press <Enter>)

XE A SELECTION

1: Scsn New Item
2: Update Deec/Loc
3: Nenae Account

9: Exit PrograR
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4a.) When menu choices are shown, similar to the above screen shot, choose
Manage Account (press <3>)

> For numbers make sure the number symbol is shown on the bar on bottom
of screen:

fl(If not in this mode: Press <Alpha> key)

PlAICE A SELECTION

j: Change Password2: Clock In
3: Clock Out
4: Plain Menu
9: Exit Program

5a.) When menu choices are shown, similar to the above screen shot, choose
Clock In (press <2>)

> For numbers make sure the number symbol is shown on the bar on bottom
of screen:

El
(If not in this mode: Press <Alpha> key)

6.) Current Screen Shot:

Date: iLA5/8S
Time: $4:Sj:53

1: Manage Account
Menu

2; Main Menu
9: Exit Program

6a.) When menu choices are shown, similar to the above screen shot, choose
Main Menu
(press <2>)

> For numbers make sure the number symbol is shown on the bar on bottom
of screen:

(If not in this mode: Press <Alpha> key)
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9.)
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PlAICE A SELECTION

1: Scan New Item
2: Update Deec/Loc
3; Nanage Account

9: Exit Program

7a.) When menu choices are shown, similar to the above screen shot, choose
Scan New Item

(press <1))

> For numbers make sure the number symbol is shown on the bar on bottom
of screen:

El(If not in this mode: Press <Alpha> key)

8a.) When the Scan Order screen is displayed, similar to the above screen shot;
scan the box labeled "Practice" (press the trigger on the handle of the
scanner)

CHANGE DATA?
<9>0* <fl)O



9a.) When the Item Details screen is displayed, similar to the above screen shot,
select Yes for 'Change Data?' (press <y>)

10.) Current Screen

Dog Citew Toys

t,1

$1.45

lOa.) Under 'Desc:' type the following (refer to above screen shot): Rubber
Ducks

> For CAPITAL letters make sure the following symbol is shown on the bar on
bottom of screen: (If not in this mode: Press <Fn> key; then Press
<Alpha> key)

> For lowercase letters make sure the following symbol is shown on the bar on
bottom of screen: (If not in this mode: Press <Alpha> key (you may
have to press it twI

When finished typing description, press <Enter>

lob.) There are no changes for the 'price' so go to next line (refer to above
screen shot)

(press <Enter>)

lOc.) Under 'Qty:' type the following (refer to above screen shot): 30

> For numbers make sure the number symbol is shown on the bar on bottom of
screen:

El(If not in this mode: Press <Alpha> key)

> When finished typing quantity, press <Enter>

II.) Current Screen Shot:
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Do ou have nore
ordec to scan?

<y>ae <a>o

11 a.) When the Data Accepted Screen displayed, similar to the above screen
shot, select No for 'Do you have more items to scan?' (press <n))

For lowercase letters make sure the following symbol is shown on the bar on
bottom of screen: (If not in this mode: Press <Alpha> key (you may
have to press it twice)

12.) Current Screen Shot:

*XE A SELECTION

1: Scan New Item
2: Update Desc/Loc
3: Manage Account

9: Exit Progran

1 2a.) When menu choices are displayed, similar to the above screen shot, choose
Manage Account (press <3>)

> For numbers make sure the number symbol is shown on the bar on bottom of
screen:

(If not in this mode: Press <Alpha> key)

13.) Current Screen Shot:
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MAKE A SELECTION

1: Change Pasaword
2: Clock In
3: Clock Out
4: Hem Menu

9: Exit Pro9ram

13a.) When menu choices are displayed, similar to the above screen shot, choose
Clock Out (press <3))

> For numbers make sure the number symbol is shown on the bar on bottom
of screen:

El
(If not in this mode: Press <Alpha> key)
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Date:
Tiiee: S:34:3Ø

1: Manage Account
lie nu

2: Main Menu

9: Exit Progran

14a.) When menu choices are displayed, similar to the above screen shot, choose
Exit Program

(press <9>)

For numbers make sure the number symbol is shown on the bar on bottom
of screen:

fl(If not in this mode: Press <Alpha> key)

This is the end of training session

If you would like to repeat the above steps, let the experimenter know
and you will be able to repeat this task

otherwise let the experimenter know you are ready to start the other tasks.
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Appendix I. Training Task DescriptionlScript Received for Single-Alphabetical and
Single Split-Qwerty

Instructions and Warnings

Importefit instruct/ohs (carefully read all of the i,,forn,afion below):
1. Please follow the directions on the screen and refer to this sheet as necessary to

complete all tasks.

1.1. Be sure to match the typed information as close as possible, including spaces and
capitalization.

1.2. The information that you should type into the mobile handheld bar code scanner
is presented in the following instructions in bold type font.

1.3. Information to select from menus is also presented in bold.
1.4. For the practice session iy there are further instructions in italic font to help

you complete a task.
1.5. For the practice session p.y there are screen shots (examples of the screen you

will see) to help you complete a task.
1.6. If you make a mistake in typing information, a message will appear in the screen.

Press the <Enter> key to continue; you will have to retype the entire line (please
see important warnings below for more information).

2. Keep in mind that you need to press the <Enter> key to move to the next line on a
screen; if there are no changes to a line, pressing <Enter> will move to next line
without making changes.

3. To select menu items, select the appropriate number (associated with the desired
item). See the example of a screen below; here, in order to select Change Password
you would press <1>:

3.1. If you make an incorrect selection from a menu press the <Esc> key to go back.

IXE fi 8ELECIION

1: Change Pasewoid
2: Clock In
3: Clock Out
4: Main Menu

9: Exit Progpaa

4. If the screen goes dark or blank, press the trigger on the handle to turn on the
backlight.

Important Warnings (carefully read all of the information below):
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Once you have hit <Enter> and moved to the next line, you will NOT be able to
return to the previous line.

You will NOT be allowed to use the backspace key <BkSp>. That is, once you enter
a number or letter you will not be able to correct it. However, you will NOT be
allowed to proceed to the next screen until all the data is correct, so if a mistake is
made the cursor will return to the line where there was a mistake in the data entered
and you will have to retype this line.

Hint: If you know you have made a mistake, pressing the <Enter> key will
cause the sofiware to immediately check for the mistake and return you to the
beginning of that line without having to enter additional letters/numbers.

In the following task descriptions: 0 represents the number zero; I represents the
number one;
and I represents the letter (as in the word 'lime')

Tasks: (refer to sheet titled "Basic Descriptions and Instructions for Single-
Alpha" for more information on keys and screen symbols)

1.)

2.)

Developed by
Myra D. Long

1 a.) Follow instructions on the screen, similar to the screen shot shown above
(press <Enter>)

2a.) Under Login, type the following (refer to the above screen shot): smithj
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> When finished typing login, press <Enter>

2b.) Under Password, type the following (refer to the above screen shot:
28lmiz

> When finished typing password, press <Enter>

3.) Current Screen Shot:

4.)

e1coit*
John Snith

To log out now
Press ESC

i.n..gfl4J..tnil

3a.) Follow instructions on the screen, similar to the screen shot shown above
(press <Enter>)

NAME A SELECTION

1: Sc New leon
2: Update DescLoc
3: Nonage Account
9: Exit Progran

4a.) When menu choices are shown, similar to the above screen shot, choose
Manage Account (press <3>)

5.) Current Screen Shot:
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MAKE A SELECTION

1: Change Password
2: Clock In
3: Clock Out
4: Main Menu

9: Exit Pro,

5a.) When menu choices are shown, similar to the above screen shot, choose
Clock In (press <2>)

6.) Current

Date: iL1H5,
Ti,,.: $4:Si:53

1: Manage Account
Menu

2: Main Menu

9: Exit Progran

6a.) When menu choices are shown, similar to the above screen shot, choose
Main Menu (press <2>)

7.) Current Screen Shot:

MAKE A SELECTION

1: Scan New Itei
2: Update Deec/Loc
3: Manage Account

9: Exit Program

7a.) When menu choices are shown, similar to the above screen shot, choose
Scan New Item (press <1))

8.) Current Screen Shot:
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8a.) When the Scan Order screen is displayed, similar to the above screen
shot, scan the box labeled "Practice" (press the trigger on the handle of
the scanner)



9.)

10.)

9a.) When the Item Details screen is displayed, similar to the above screen
shot, select Yes for 'Change Data?' (press <y>)

1.g Chew toya

it: $1.45

15
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lOa.) Under 'Desc:' type the following (refer to above screen shot): Rubber
Ducks

> For CAPITAL letters make sure the following symbol is shown on the bar
on bottom of screen: 5 (If not in this mode: Press <Shift> key, OR
for continuous CAPS, press <Fn> key, then press <Shift> key)

> When finished typing description, press <Enter>

lob.) There are no changes for the 'price' so go to next line (refer to above
screen shot) (press <Enter>)

lOc.) Under 'Qty:' type the following (refer to above screen shot): 30

> When finished typing quantity, press <Enter>
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11.) Current Screen Shot:

Do you have more
orders to scan?

<y>es <n>o

11 a.) When the Data Accepted Screen displayed, similar to the above screen
shot, select No for 'Do you have more items to scan?' (press <n))

12.) Current Screen Shot:

13.)

MAKE A SELECTION

1: Scan New Item
2 Update Deac/Loc
3: Manage Account

9: Exit Program

1 2a.) When menu choices are displayed, similar to the above screen shot,
choose Manage Account (press <3>)

PIAXE A SELECTION

1: Change Password
2: Clock In
3: Clock Out
4: Main Menu

9; Exit Program

13a.) When menu choices are displayed, similar to the above screen shot,
choose Clock Out (press <3>)
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Date: 10/06/85
Tipi.: 08:34:30

1: Manage Account
Menu

2: fleia Menu

9: Exit Prorem

14a.) When menu choices are displayed, similar to the above screen shot,
choose Exit Program (press <9>)

This is the end of training session

If you would like to repeat the above steps, let the experimenter know
and you will be able to repeat this task

otherwise let the expenmenter know you are ready to start the other tasks.
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Appendix J. Simple Task DescriptionlScript Received

Instructions and Warnings

lmpartafltinstructiofls (carefully read all of the ififfirmatiol, below):
1. Please follow the directions on the screen and refer to this sheet as necessary to

complete all tasks.

1.1. Be sure to match the typed information as close as possible, including spaces and
capitalization.

1.2. The information that you should type into the mobile handheld bar code scanner
is presented in the following instructions in bold type font.

1.3. Information to select from menus is also presented in bold.
1.4. If you make a mistake in typing information, a message will appear in the screen.

Press the <Enter> key to continue; you will have to retype the entire line (please
see important warnings below for more information).

2. Keep in mind that you need to press the <Enter> key to move to the next line on a
screen; if there are no changes to a line, pressing <Enter> will move to next line
without making changes.

3. To select menu items, select the appropriate number (associated with the desired
item). See the example of a screen below; here, in order to select Change Password
you would press <1>:

3.1. If you make an incorrect selection from a menu press the <Esc> key to go back.

tXE fi SELECTION

1: Chan. Password
2: Clock In
3: Clock Out
4: Maj, Ijonu

9: Exit Progra*

4. If the screen goes dark or blank, press the trigger on the handle to turn on the
backlight.

Important Warnings (carefully reada//of the i,,fermatiunbelow):
Once you have hit <Enter> and moved to the next line, you will NOT be able to
return to the previous line.

You will NOT be allowed to use the backspace key <BkSp>. That is, once you enter
a number or letter you will not be able to correct it. However, you will NOT be
allowed to proceed to the next screen until all the data is correct, so if a mistake is
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made the cursor will return to the line where there was a mistake in the data entered
and you will have to retype this line.

Hint: If you know you have made a mistake, pressing the <Enter> key will
cause the software to immediately check for the mistake and return you to the
beginning of that line without having to enter additional letters/numbers.

In the following task descriptions: 0 represents the number zero; 1 represents the
number one;
and I represents the letter (as in the word 'lime')

Tasks:

1.) Begin Tasks by selecting the <Enter> key

2.) Login: Ianceh

3.) Password: 592x1a

4.) When menu choices are displayed choose Manage Account

5.) When menu choices are displayed, choose Change Password

6.) Type in old password: 592x1a

7.) Type in new password: 786dey

8.) Type in new password again: 786dey

9.) Follow instructions on the screen (s)

10.) When menu choices are displayed, choose Scan New Item

11.) Scan the box labeled "Item One"

12.) On Item Details Screen, select Yes for 'Change Data?'

13.) Under 'Description' type Elec. Can Opener

14.)There are no changes to 'Price'

15.) Under 'Qty:' type 19

16.) Select Yes for 'Do you have more items to scan?'
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17.) When menu choices are displayed, choose Scan New Item

18.) Scan the box labeled "Item Two"

19.) On Item Details Screen, select Yes for 'Change Data?'

20.)Under 'Description:' type Colored Paper

21.)Under 'Price:' type 1.05

22.) Under 'Qty:' type 13

23.) Select No for 'Do you have more items to scan?'

24.) When menu choices are display choose Exit Program

This is the end of Task #Si
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Appendix K. Complex Task DescriptionlScript Received

Instructians and Warnings

Importaut i.7structiwls (carefully ,'ead all of the information below).'
1. Please follow the directions on the screen and refer to this sheet as necessary to

complete all tasks.

1.1. Be sure to match the typed information as close as possible, including spaces and
capitalization.

1.2. The information that you should type into the mobile handheld bar code scanner
is presented in the following instructions in bold type font.

1.3. Information to select from menus is also presented in bold.
1.4. If you make a mistake in typing information, a message will appear in the screen.

Press the <Enter> key to continue; you will have to retype the entire line (please
see important warnings below for more information).

2. Keep in mind that you need to press the <Enter> key to move to the next line on a
screen; if there are no changes to a line, pressing <Enter> will move to next line
without making changes.

3. To select menu items, select the appropriate number (associated with the desired
item). See the example of a screen below; here, in order to select Change Password
you would press <1>:

3.1. If you make an incorrect selection from a menu press the <Esc> key to go back.

XE SELECTIOI

1: Cba,ge Pa*word
2: Clock In
3: ClocIc Out
4: MaIn Menu

9: Exit Progaa

4. If the screen goes dark or blank, press the trigger on the handle to turn on the
backlight.

Important Warniops (carefully read all of the information be/ow).'
Once you have hit <Enter> and moved to the next line, you will NOT be able to
return to the previous line.

> You will NOT be allowed to use the backspace key <BkSp>. That is, once you enter
a number or letter you will not be able to correct it. However, you will NOT be
allowed to proceed to the next screen until all the data is correct, so if a mistake is
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made the cursor will return to the line where there was a mistake in the data entered
and you will have to retype this line.

Hint: If you know you have made a mistake, pressing the <Enter> key will
cause the software to immediately check for the mistake and return you to the
beginning of that line without having to enter additional letters/numbers.

In the following task descriptions: 0 represents the number zero; I represents the
number one;
and I represents the letter (as in the word 'lime')

Tasks:

1.) Begin Tasks by selecting the <Enter> key

2.) Login: anders

3.) Password: k3H80V

4.) When menu choices are displayed choose Manage Account

5.) When menu choices are displayed, choose Clock In

6.) When menu choices are displayed, choose Main Menu

7.) When menu choices are displayed, choose Update Desc/Loc

8.) Scan the box labeled "Item Three"

9.) Select No for 'Is this order being split up?'

1O.)Select No for 'Do you need to make changes to the above?'

11 .)Select Yes for 'Do you need to make changes to location?'

12.) Under 'Row:' type OutdoorZ4

13.)Under 'Shelf:' type 9P27

14.) Select Yes for 'Do you have more items to scan?'

15.) When menu choices are displayed, choose Update Item(s)

16.) Scan the box labeled "Item Four"
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17.) Select Yes for 'Is this order being split up?'

18.) Type 3 forthenumberofboxes

19.) Information for Box #1 (follow instructions on screen to enter in all
infonnation for box #1):

a. Description: Christmas Cards
b. Price: 1.99
c. Quantity: 500
d. Row: Holiday2l
e. Shelf: 2A06

20.)Information for Box #2 (follow instructions on screen to enter in all
information for box #2):

a. Description: Flower Notepads
b. Price: 2.23
c. Quantity: 650
d. Row: Generall3
e. Shelf: 4Z17

21.) Information for Box #3 (follow instructions on screen to enter in all
information for box #3):

a. Description: Vacation Journals
b. Price: 15.88
c. Quantity: 75
d. Row: TravelO9
e. Shelf: BBI4

22.)Select No for 'Do you have more items to scan?'

23.) When menu choices are displayed choose Manage Account

24.) When menu choices are displayed, choose Clock Out

25.) When menu choices are displayed, choose Exit Program

-This is the end of Task #Co



Practice Task

(1) Title Screen

MAXE A SELECTION

1: Change Password
2: Clock In
3: Clock Out
4: Plain Menu

9: Exit Program

(5) Account Manger Screen

Appendix L. Task Screens seen by Participants

(2) Login Screen

Date: 10/07/05
Time: 09:31:52

1: Manage Account
Menu

2: Plain Menu

9: Exit Program

(6) Successfully Clocked In
Screen

(3) Welcome Screen

IKE A SELECTION

1: Scan New Item
2: Update Deec/Loc
3: Manage Account

9: Exit Program

(7) Main Menu Screen

IKE A SELECTION

1: Scan New Item
2: Update Desc.'Loc
3: Manage Account

9: Exit Program

(4) Main Menu Screen

(8) Scan Request (for
update) Screen

t'J



(9) Item Details Screen

Date: 10/06/05
Tine: 08:34:38

1: Manage Account
Menu

2: Main Menu

9: Exit Progran

(13) Successftilly
Clocked Out Screen

(10) Change Screen

(14) Title Screen

Do you have nore
orders to scan?

<y>e$ <a>o

(11) Accepted Data Screen

MAKE A SELECTION

1: Scan New Item
2: Update Deec/Loc
3: Manage Account

9: Exit Progra.

(12) Main Menu Screen



Task #Si (first task)

(1) Title Screen

MAKE A SELECTION

1: Change Password
2: Clock In
3: Clock Out
4: Main Menu

9: Exit Program

(2) Login Screen

(5) Account Manger (6) Change Password
Screen Screen

LJT1lT kI.lMI i,

e lcome:

Herald Lance

If you are not

Press ESC

If1 IIThe1ii(iI I

(3) Welcome Screen

(7) Successfully
changed password

KE A SELECTION

1: Scan New Itam
2: Update Deac/Loc
3: Manage Account

9: Exit Prograa

(4) Main Menu Screen

P1KE A SELECTION

1: Scan New Iten
2: Update Deec/Loc
3: Manage Account

9: Exit Program

(8) Main Menu Screen

00



(9) Request Scan Screen

1: Scan New It...
2: Update Iteu,(s)

9: Exit Prograg.

(13) Decide Scan Type
Screen

(10) Item Details Screen

(14) Request Scan
Screen

(11) Change Screen

(15) Item Details Screen

Do you )i.ve nor.
order. to scan?

<y>es <n)o

(12) Accepted Data Screen

(16) Change Screen

t'J



Do you have sore
orders to scan?

<y>eB <0>0

(17) Accepted Data Screen

rmic A SELECTION

1: Scan Now Iten
2: Update Desc/Loc
3: Manage Account

9: Exit Prograa

(18) Main Menu Screen (19) Title Screen



Task #Co (second task)

(1) Title Screen

MAKE A SELECTION

1: Change Password
2: Clock In
3: Clock Out
4: Main Menu

9: Exit Program

(5) Account Manger
Screen

(2) Login Screen

Date: i007/05
Time: 09:31:52

1: Manage Account
Menu

2: Main Menu

9: Exit Program

(6) Successfully Clocked In
Screen

e lcome

Stacey Anderson

To log out now
Press ESC

(3) Welcome Screen

PKE A SELECTION

1: Scan New IteR
2: Update Desc#laoc
3: Manage Account

9: Exit Progran

(7) Main Menu Screen

B SELECTION

1: Scan New Item
2: Update Desc/Loc
3: Manage Account

9: Exit Program

(4) Main Menu Screen

(8) Scan Request (for
update) Screen



<y>es <n>o

(9) Split Request Screen

Do you have sore
orders to scan?

<9>55 <n>o

(13) Accepted Data Screen

ion;

Lce

intity:2S

<9>5* <n>o

(10) Desc. Change
Request Screen

1: Scan New Itei.
2: Update Iteaui<s)

9: Exit Prograa

(14) Decide Scan Type
Screen

tion.

WAREHOUSE LOCATION

tkiucl
Th. it

<9>58 <n>o

(11) Location Change
Request Screen

(15) Scan Request (for
update) Screen

(12) Location Change
Screen

(16) Split Request
Screen

t'J



(17) Number of boxes
request Screen

(21) Location Request for
Box #2 Screen

ir
esc:

rice/Unit:

tu

(18) Desc. Request for Box (19) Location Request for
#1 Screen Box #1 Screen

esc:

rice/Unit:

(22) Desc. Request for Box (23) Location Request for
#2 Screen Box #3 Screen

c

it:

(20) Desc. Request for Box
#2 Screen

Do you h*ue nore
orders to scan?

<y>es <n>O

(24) Accepted Data Screen



MARE A SELECT 10W

j: Scan New Item
2: Update Desc/Loc
3: Manage Account

9: Exit Program

(25) Main Menu Screen

MAKE A SELECTION

1: Change Password
2: Clock In
3: Clock Out
4: Main Menu

9: Exit Program

(26) Account Manger
Screen

Date: iO.'7/A5
Time: 9:S8:33

1: Manage Account
Menu

2: Main Menu

9: Exit Program

(27) Successfully (28) Title Screen
Clocked Out Screen
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Appendix M. Post-Questionnaire Following Each Completion of All Tasks on Mobile
Bar Code Scanner*

(NOTE: Questions with * were different on the dfferen1 questionnaires either because of layout or
training/no training. These questions are described in more detailed)

Participant ID.

Device Type:

Overall Workload Assessment
Please read carefully:
The amount of work'oad (mental, physical, etc.) you experience is a very
subjective measure (i.e. it is based on your personal feelings alone).
Brief descriptive question(s) for each of five different kinds of workloads
are listed below followed by a line with endpoints of the workload 'scale'.
These endpoints have been predetermined in previous research as most
fitting the particular type of workload description.

Please try to evaluate what you experienced when using this (most
recent one used) handheld bar code scanner as accurately as possibly by
carefully reading each question and then clearly marking an 'X' in what
you view to be the most appropriate place on the line.

1. How much mental and perceptual activity was required (e.g., thinking, deciding,
calculating, remembering, looking, searching, etc.)? Were the tasks easy or
demanding, simple or complex, exacting or forgiving?

Low Hiah

Please provide any comments you have on the above workload question:

2. How much time pressure did you feel due to the rate or pace at which the tasks or
task elements occurred? Was the pace slow and leisurely or rapid and frantic?

Low High

Please provide any comments you have on the above workload question.
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Overall Workload Assessment (con't)

Please try to evaluate what you experienced when using this (most
recent one used) handheld bar code scanner as accurately as possibly by
carefully reading each question and then clearly marking an 'X' in what
you view to be the most appropriate place on the line.

3. How successful do you think you were in accomplishing the goals of the task set by
the experimenter (or yourseli)? How satisfied were you with you performance in
accomplishing these goals?

Excellent Poor

Please provide any comments you have on the above workload question:

4. How hard did you have to work (mentally and physically) to accomplish your level of
performance?

Low Hicih

Please provide any comments you have on the above workload question.'

5. How insecure, discouraged, irritated, stressed and annoyed(low) versus secure,
gratified, content, relaxed and complacent(high) did you feel during the task?

Low H

Please provide any comments you have on the above workload question.'
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Specific Questions on a Mobile Handheld Bar Code
Scanner (note the * questions below these were different based on keyboard

layout and/or trainin2/no trainin2 jiroup)

1. Please indicate how strongly you agree or disagree with the following
statements regarding learninQ and interaction on the mobile handheld
bar code scanner you just used:

Strongly Somewhat Neutral Somewhat Strongly
Disagree Disagree Agree Agree

V V V V V
Getting started on this
mobile handheld bar code El El El El El
scanner was easy

Learning to operate this
mobile handheld bar code El El El El El
scanner was easy

The instructions received to
operate this mobile
handheld bar code scanner
were adequate
* (on training zroup
questionnaire only) The
amount ofpractice time with El El El El El
the mobile handheld bar
code scanner was adequate

The tasks could be
performed easily on this
mobile handheld bar code
scanner

The steps to complete the
tasks followed a logical El El El El El
sequence

Feedback from the mobile
handheld bar code scanner El El El El Elon the completion of a task
was clear

Provide any comments you have on the above questions:
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2. Please indicate how strongly you agree or disagree with the following
statements regarding the operatinQ system on the mobile handheld
bar code scanner you just used:

Strongly Somewhat Neutral Somewhat Strongly
Disagree Disagree Agree Agree

V y y y
The response time of the

El El El Elsystem was fast enough

The rate at which the
information was displayed El El El El El
was fast enough

The rate at which the
El El El El Elinformation was displayed

was too fast

Provide any comments you have on the above questions:________________

3. Please indicate how strongly you agree or disagree with the following
statements regarding the screen design on the mobile handheld bar
code scanner you just used:

Strongly Somewhat Neutral Somewhat Strongly
Disagree Disagree Agree Agree

V V V V V
The font size on screen was
large enough so that the El El El El El
characters were easy to read

The characters on the screen
El El 0 El Elwere clear (i.e. not fuzzy)

Provide any comments you have on the above questions:_______________
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4. Please indicate how strongly you agree or disagree with the following
statements regarding the keyboard design on the mobile handheld bar
code scanner you just used:

Strongly Somewhat Neutral Somewhat Strongly
Disagree Disagree Agree Agree

V V V V V
The font size on the keys
was large enough so that the LI LI LI LI LI
characters were easy to read

The characters on the keys n LI LIwere clear (i.e. not fuzzy)

The color used on the keys LI LI LI LI LIwas helpful

The keys were a good size LI LI LI LI LI
* (on multiple-alphabetical
questionnaire only) Having LI LI LI LImultiple characters per key
was useful
* (on single-alphabetical
and single split-gwertv
questionnaires only) Having LI LI LI LI LIsingle characters per key
was useful

The placementlarrangement LI LI LI LI LIof the keys made sense

Provide any comments you have on the above questions:_______________

5. What did you like most about this mobile handheld bar code scanner?
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6. What did you like least about this mobile handheld bar code scanner?

7. Where there any particular screens that you found more difficult to
enter information into? (please see numbered screen shots on separate
sheets):

8. Please add any additional comments, thoughts or observations here:
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Appendix N. Post-Questionnaire comparing all three of the devices

Participant ID:

1. The following compares the multiple character mobile handheld bar
code scanner (device a) with the single character mobile handheld bar
code scanner (device b)

(a) (b)

la Please indicate how strongly you agree or disagree with the
following statements regarding the keyboard design (for this
question, Neutral means that you saw no difference between the two
mobile bar code scanners):

Strongly Somewhat Neutral Somewhat Strongly
Disagree Disagree Agree Agree

V V V V V
The use of multiple characters
on the keys (device a) caused

Elmore errors than the use of
single characters (device b)

The use of multiple characters
on the keys (device a) made task

El El Elcompletionfaster than the use of
single characters (device b)

Provide any comments you have on the above questions:



2. The following compares the mobile handheld bar code scanner with
the keys arranged alphabetically (device (b)) with the mobile
handheld bar code scanner with the keys in a split-Qwerty
arrangement (device (c))

(b)
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(c)

2a. Please indicate how strongly you agree or disagree with the
following statements regarding the keyboard design (for this
question, Neutral means that you saw no difference between the two
mobile bar code scanners):

Strongly Somewhat Neutral Somewhat Strongly
Disagree Disagree Agree Agree

V V V V V
The keys were easier to fmd on the
alphabetic layout (device b) as
compared to the split-Qwerty
layout (device c)

The alphabetic layout (device b)
nude task completionfaster than
the use of the split-Qwerty layout
(device c)

The use of alphabetic layout
(device b) caused more errors than E iii LIthe use of the split-Qwerty layout
(device c)

Provide any comments you have on the above questions:
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(a) Keys with multiple characters (b) Keys with single characters (c) Keys with single characters
in an alphabetic layout in an alphabetic layout in a split-Owerty layout

3. Of the three mobile handheld bar codes scanners (shown above),
which did you most prefer?

Why? (please be as specific as possible): -

4. Of the three mobile handheld bar codes scanners (shown above),
which did you least prefer?

Why? (please be as specific as possible): -

5. Please provide other comments, including any other
problems/difficulties you found with the design and/or suggestions
for improvement for each mobile handheld bar code scanner (please
be specific):

(a) Mobile handheld bar code scanner with keys having multiple characters in an

alphabetic layout:
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(b) Mobile handheld bar code scanner with keys having single characters in an alphabetic
layout:

(c) Mobile handheld bar code scanner with keys having single characters in a split-
Qwerty layout:
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Appendix 0. Adjustments Made to Each Participant's .txt Output File

Error times start at the time reached a line and include typing in characters on that line.
Errors times do not include: Time spent in wrong menu screen; time spent on lines
typing in data NOT associated to that step (i.e. reading wrong line). Time which can not be
assessed accurately (as described in specific instances below)

Files fixed accordincily mentioned below refers to when the part. Encountered a
problem, such as losing connection. In these cases the experimenter would get the part.
Back to this point so that they were not getting anymore practice with the device and
therefore there would be two files. These files were combined at the point where the data
ended and started again for the participant. Because time is calculated based on line and
not entire file, this did not influence the overall time.

Multiple-Alphabetical:

ID# Adjustments to file
A70 NONE
A93 NONE

Participant accidentally logged out; experimenter got him back to this point.
BI Towards end of #Si part. accidentally hit split boxes screen, I got him back to

screen. Files fixed accordingly - none of the experimenter information is included in
time data collected - no change to character count.
#Co: had constant errors (from device saying incorrect) when entering in new row
description (part. said had made 2 mistakes & pushed -*4-4,L key before entering
correct into)- quick fix made in program (-5 mm) and part. was gotten back to this

B27 point. *Th,s happened after two bad entries for OutdoorZ4 - 1st file up analyzed to
this point and combined with next file analyzing@ this point. None of the
experimenter information is included in time data collected no change to character
count.

C8 Deleted incorrect input for login because it was clear participant was looking at
password line instead.

C63 NONE
D22 NONE
D41 Misread line for 1St PriceRow (read qty) deleted this information 07:04:52:27
E15 NONE
E99 NONE

F65 Deleted ErrorCase8 from file for ClklnReached since not including the clockin/out
menus in final data (this happened at (ErrorCase8 01:23:09:65))

F93 NONE
G37 NONE

Part. punched too many keys too fast & sent error to laptop (debugger);
G91 experimenter got him back to where he was stopped (#13 in Task MA #Si). None of

the experimenter information is included in time data collected - no change to
character count.

H25 NONE
H89 NONE
163 NONE
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ID# Adjustments to file
Part. had problem after Elec. Can Opener on MA; I went back up to this point and
had start right after this; -Debug went - had a few more problems. Files fixed

193 accordingly - none of the experimenter information is included in time data collected
- no change to character count.; deleted extra data of '21' after errors at
08:06:01:19 & 08:06:25:35 because this was carried over from a previous error

J33 NONE
Participant pushed escape and never saw GetChangeUp again, they went onto

J78 GetLoc_Up; therefore, there was no correct entry for this step, but an incorrect entry
so -1 was taken from the correct character count. The total time incorrect does not
include the time spent on incorrect screen

K54 NONE
L18 NONE
L26 NONE
M10 NONE
M48 NONE
N28 NONE
N92 NONE

For MA System froze up and kept returning errors for Elec. Can Opener - I logged in
026 up to this point and had part. start again (no problems after). Files fixed accordingly

- none of the experimenter information is included in time data collected - no change
to character count.

088 Participant never made a correct entry of MngAcct2, so -1 taken from correct
character count.

P14 NONE
P97 NONE

Participant got stuck in description screen for awhile before asking and
experimenter got them back to where they needed to be... Deleted data and times in
between these points. Files fixed accordingly - none of the experimenter
information is included in time data collected - no change to character count.
Misread line for 1st PriceRow (read qty amt and step number for qty instead)
deleted this information 01 :45:54:10.

Q96 NONE
1st LoginReached deleted because part. reading password line. One cases of
LogiriReached to enter was deleted because part. was insistent that they had
entered in previous one correctly and waited on this line for me to check. Therefore

R36 total incorrect time for the participant during this particular attempt could not be
assessed (03:17:18:16). Misread line for 1st PriceRow (read step number for qty
instead) deleted this information 03:25:58:18. Misread line for 1st PriceRow (read
step number for gty instead) deleted this information 03:25:58:18.

S46 NONE
Second incorrect attempt of first login deleted because enter never pushed so
incorrect entry time could be not done - this forced the program to run into
PWReached before returning to Login Reached so this section of file was also

127 deleted. Also deleted second instance of correct pw since corrupted data was
added based on earlier lack of enter.; Misread line for 1st PriceRow (read step
number for qty instead) deleted this information 06:01:25:40; Misread qty for
QuantitySplit_1 (was typing looking at qty2) deleted this data for analysis
06:09:38:73

U75 NONE
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ID# Adjustments to file
Deleted Line 'ErrorCasel4 05:13:39:37' because this was during a time that part.
was in wrong screen and should not be part of analysis. After Password change

V77 and again after Quantity Row: 19, deleted some data that seemed to be the result of
an unknown error skipping over the scan box request and getting part. stuck in
wrong screens; Also deleted some data after wrong type was chosen since this was
data from wrong screens and should not be included in analysis.

W38 NONE
Part. had corrupted data on OutdorrZ4 so experimenter had to log back in to get
part. up to this point; On #Co time for Shelf Row was deleted because the part.
spent awhile reorienting themselves after experimenter got them back to this point
and therefore time was not an accurate reflection of the time they spent on line;
ErrorCase deleted at 8 03:14:56:68 because it was for Clock in Screen. Error in file
so LoginReached and PWReached inputs were eliminated from analysis;

X50 Accidentally choose YesChangeUp for first item in #Co - deleted extra data from
being in wrong screen (10:34:43:18). Misread line for RowSplit I (read
ShelfSplit_1) deleted the occurrences of the misread/typing for analysis purposes
10:44:11:25. Total Characters subtracted & why: -4 for ShelfRow because part.
reorienting themselves; -2 for NoChangeUp and YesChangeUp because never
reached by part.; -20 because participant never completed the password change
section of task; -1 because Never went through MngAcct4: TOTAL -27
First login deleted because enter never pushed so incorrect entry time could not be
done - this forced the program to run into PWReached before returning to
LoginReached so this section of file was also deleted. Also deleted occurrences of
part. trying to type in pw after 1st attempt (which was correct) because corrupted
was added based on earlier lack of enter causing the program to think it was
incorrect.

Z83 NONE

Sin1e-A1Dhabetica1:

ID# Adjustments to file
In #Si, part. got into split boxes screen, experimenter got them out. Files fixed

A70 accordingly - none of the experimenter information is included in time data collected
- no change to character count for this part of file. Misread line for ShelfSplit_3,
read qty - deleted this from file... 11:44:46:00

A93 Misread line for 1st PriceRow - deleted this (read next line (#15 as price by
mistake)...11:19:40:15

B1 Misread line for SplitRow_1 (typed in Shelf location) deleted this....04:13:22:54
B27 NONE

Replaced MenuChoices with TypeChoicesReached and menul with typel at
11:16:03:38 AND Replaced MenuChoices with TypeChoicesReached and menu2
with type2 at 11:17:01:39 so that file would run through - these are the same option,

C8 the part. just got into an alternate screen when choose wrong choice before this
wrong choice (again) and the right choice. Misread line for 1St PriceRow - deleted
this (read qty and then number of next line (15

) as price by mistake)1 1:11:27:08;
Deleted ErrorCasel4 at 11:16:51:16 because this was after the part. went into a
wrong screen (not during regular tasks)

C63 NONE
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ID# Adjustments to file

After wrong description for Elec. Can Opener, replaced 'EscapeDescChangeDB'
with 'enter' so that loop would be checked; Deleted incorrect messages on second
entry because corrupted data was left due to not pushing 'enter' earlier (this was left
over from previous entry) - therefore this was correct; also deleted second instance
of correct entry. Had to also added in ErrorCase message and typed entry so that

D22 the code would see it..(just added with same time as 'enter' since this isn't looked at
for caic. time. Replaced MenuChoices with TypeChoicesReached and menul with
typel at 11:19:04:84 - these are the same option, the part. just got into an alternate
screen when choose wrong choice before this wrong choice (again) and the right
choice. In Matlab, changed code looking for 'YesMoreScans' after 'Elec. Can
Opener' because it was never reached.

D41 NONE
E15 NONE

E99 First attempt of NewPassChangel deleted because <enter> never pushed so
incorrect entry time could be not determined

F65 1st two login attempts for Task #2 were deleted because participant was reading
wrong line (password line) 01:48:15:72

F93 NONE
G37 NONE

G91 Misread line for 1st PriceRow - deleted this (read qty as price by
mistake)05:02:47:76
Had to press <esc> to get participant back to the correct screen. Files fixed

H25 accordingly - none of the experimenter information is included in time data collected
- no change to character count for this part of file.

H89 NONE
163 NONE

193 Misread line for RowSplit_1 location - deleted text where participant was trying to
type in incorrect line.;
Misread line for 1st PriceRow - deleted this (read qty as price by mistake)
11:09:20:35

J78 NONE
Part. said a couple times when <3> key pressed because of plastic covering being

K54 too tight the <Enter> key would be pressed as well (this covering is retaped before
every part. interaction). Places in file where this happened were edited.
Lost connection on SA #Si; had him start over 5:54 (USED THIS FILE); Lost

LI 8 connection on SA #Co© qty 500, experimenter went back into program and got
part. up to this point; Files fixed accordingly - none of the experimenter information
is included in time data collected - no change to character count for this part of file.

L26 NONE
M10 NONE
M48 NONE

For 1st description (Elec. Can Opener) replaced EscapeDescChangeDB with enter
03:16:51 :58; also immediately following added ChangeDesclncorr, ErrorCasel4

N28 and typed input so file could be accurately analyzed (does not change time); NEXT
desc.was correct but corrupted data was added, deleted the addition of 1st login
data and then deleted 2nd instance of Correct description.

N92 NONE

026 Deleted wrong data for ShelfSplit_2, wrong line was read (part. was reading # 3)
01:25:27:98
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ID# Adjustments to file
088 Misread line for 1st PriceRow - deleted this (read qty as price by mistake)

05:26:59:60

P14 Misread quantity for 1st Split box (typed in #2) deleted this for analysis purposes
03:27:15:19____

P97 NONE
Q75 NONE

Replaced MenuChoices with TypeChoicesReached and menu2 with type2 so that
Q96 file would run through - these are the same option, the part. just got into wrong

screen at earlier point
R36 NONE
S46 NONE

Split_Desc_3 was wrong and then rest of data after this was not saved to input file
127 because of an error with program.. .The Matlab code was edited to delete the need

to find a correct entry for Split_Desc_3 and all other information including and
following this was subtracted from the character count.

U75 NONE
For 2nd and 3rd login attempt, added in line after <enter> to report error back to file
when running Matlab; also after 4th and 5th login attempt replaced EscapeLogin
with <enter> AND added Login lncorr, ErrorCasel and the typed input so that file

V77 would calc. during analysis correctly (does not change time or character count)
Corrupted data with ShelfSplit_1 deleted this from analysis; Had to do similar for
first Description row where an escape was pushed instead of enter and then added
ChangeDesclncorr, ErrorCasel4 and typed input for analysis. Eliminated PriceRow
where wrong line (Qty) was read when entering in information.

W38 NONE
Read wrong line for first Loginln attempt on Task #Co deleted this; deleted 2nd
attempt of Login since no <enter> pushed so incorrect entry time could be not
done - this forced the program to run into PWReached before returning to
LoginReached so this section of file was also deleted.

; Deleted incorrect instance
X50 (due to addition of corrupted data to correct login) of Loginlncorr 08:49:46:99 AND

ErrorCasel 08:49:46:99 (also deleted extra case of login because of this). Deleted
corrupted password data due to addition of corrupted data to correct data and also
duplicate pw input. Correct password was reached at 08:50:32:76 (this is where
corrupted data was deleted).
Replaced unknown symbol 'D' with ? Because it was messing up data when
analyzing file - does not affect times or character count.

Z83 NONE

Sini1e Snlit-Owertv:

ID# Adjustments to file
A70 Misread line for PriceSplit_3 - deleted this (read PriceSplit_2 twice by

mistake)...10:30:35:94
A93 NONE
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ID# Adjustments to file

BI

Part. never chose correct MngAcct4 for clockin choice, -1 from correct character
count; replaced escape with enter for occurrence of DescriptionRow with escape
03:37:11:74 and added in ChangeDesclncorr, ErrorCase and data (nothing typed)
so data could be accurately analyzed. Misread line for 1st PriceRow (read qty)
deleted this information 03:38:52:48

B27 NONE
C8 NONE

C63 Misread line for RowSplit_2 - deleted this (read RowSplit_3 by
mistake). ..02:58:56:40

D22 NONE
D41 NONE
E15 NONE
E99 NONE
F65 NONE

F93
Device wouldn't allow part. to switch into capital T towards end of #Go (for Travel
Journals); part. ended at this point and correct characters were subtracted from final
count

G37 NONE
G91 NONE
H25 NONE
H89 NONE

163
Replaced MenuChoices 04:39:43:66 & menu2 04:39:48:57 with
TypeChoicesReached & type2 in file for analysis purposes (same selection, just
different screens because of previous mistakes by participant)

193 During #Co, part. did not complete step required selection of "YesMoreScans' so -1
was deleted from correct character count

J33 NONE
J78 NONE
K54 NONE
L18 FILE NOT USED

L26
Part. got into split boxes screen - experimenter got them back to where they needed
to be; Files fixed accordingly - none of the experimenter information is included in
time data collected - no change to character count.

M10 NONE

M48 After 1St Login Reached where enter was pressed w/o any data added in a blank
line so that error file would record that nothing was entered (11:18:30:34)

N28 NONE
N92 NONE
026 NONE
088 NONE
P14 NONE
P97 NONE
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ID# Adjustments to file

For change password old replaced Escape with enter 01:07:57:21; also immediately
following added OldPasswordWrong, ErrorCase6 and typed input so file could be
accurately analyzed (does not change time); deleted following info until next try for
OldPassword was reached; participant had problems because of misreading line for
PriceRow (should be empty - ready qty multiple times and then pressed escape) all
data associated with this misread was deleted according.

Q96 Since not tracking clocking in/out, deleted ErrorCase at 8 06:24:04:52 from file
(associated to invalid clkin)
participant pushed escape and never saw GetChangeUp again, they went into
GetLoc_Up, therefore there was no correct entry for this step, but an incorrect entry

R36 so -1 was taken from the correct character count; The total time incorrect does not
include the incorrect screen since the focus in on time spent with incorrect
characters

S46 Misread tine for 1St PriceRow - deleted this (read next line (#15 as price by mistake
twice).. .09:28:28:40
Misread line for accept data (y/n) - deleted this (read next line (menu type 1 by
mistake twice).. .(note: had two other errors that were unknown keys - these were

T27 not changed because it cannot be known if the part. was still looking at the wrong
line at this point); also misread line for 1st PriceRow - deleted this (read next line
(#15 as price by mistake twice)...05:21:53:00

U75 NONE
During SQ #Co lost connection end of Box #1 - I got part. back to this point and
they can't w/ task; During SQ #Co lost connection after 'Flower Notepads' - got part.

V77 back to this point; lost AGAIN on shelf of last Box (BBI4 was typed when it froze
up); Files fixed accordingly - none of the experimenter information is included in
time data collected - no change to character count. Misread line for 1st PriceRow -

deleted this (read next line (#15 as price by mistake)...04:17:39:28
W38 NONE

For Split_Desc_1 replaced Escape with enter 09:40:12:78; also immediately
following added SplitDesclncorr_1 ErrorCasel4 and typed input(no entry) so file

X50 could be accurately analyzed (does not change time); After 1st LoginReached
where enter was pressed w/o any data added in a blank line so that error file would
record that nothing was entered (09:27:39:17)
Replaced MenuChoices 04:08:47:44 & menu2 04:09:01:79 ith
TypeChoicesReached & type2 in file for analysis purposes (same selection, just
different screens because of previous mistakes by participant); Can't use data from
QuantitySplit_1 because participant never pressed enter, therefore accurate ending
can't be accessed - this was deleted from file and characters were deleted from
total. ShelfSplit_1 was also deleted because participant was booted out at this point
and had told test conductor he entered correctly, but had not. Therefore, this line
not included in analysis. (Got out of program on 'Update' portion got participant
back in; lost connection b/w Box #1 & #2 - got part. back to this point (Box #2 is
where input started being taken again))

; After ChangePassOld and 1st
DescriptionRow where enter was pressed w/o any data added in a blank line so that
error file would record that nothing was entered (03:55:30:94 and 03:56:46:71);
ErrorCase8 was deleted at 04:02:47:54 and 04:17:52:07 because it referred to
clocking screen and clock in/out data not being collected for analysis

Z83 Misread line for 1st PriceRow - deleted this (read next line (#15 as price by mistake
twice). ..05:42:53:87




